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INTRODUCTION.

'.., And truth beauty. That is_all ye Know on earth

(r-
4

and all ye need to know.' If we can remain detached from the

=1-
. excitement of this romantic aspiration, we may notesan

,,..; ,
0

implicit claim, to aesthetic knowledge. To Keats it would

have eemed absurd to suggest that man did not know what

was beauti al and what was not. Sir Thomas More was obliged

to deny the, validity of King Henry's Act of Supremacy;sto.

have offended against, what his conscience told him was a

moral truth was too great a price to pay for his head.

At less cost, Galileoisrr44.4ited with the final word

in his disagreements with the Inquisition about 'the mobility

of the earth, 'And yet it moves'. Martin Luther 6d no

option bgt to accept his experience of God and assert, 'Here

I stand. I can do no other.'

Each is a claim to knowledge. Each is a claim to have

apprehe-nded a truth. The types 0 nowleggp apparently

differ; their customary differeaiiating lia4ls would bd

aesthetic, moral, scientific, and religious. At various

times through various means, philosaph,bas denied the

valie.'ty of each of these kinds of knoWledge and has

allowed only logic'to have truths'which are sacrosanct .

and_incontrovertible and those invariably .by definition

and occasionally With-reluctance. It is of course true

that when bhosc other types of knoWledge are evaluated

'against th" criteria appropriate tq checking truths of

logic, they fail to meet these, again by definition.

It might have been more sensible to evaluate any claim

made through the application of measures appropriate to

that kind of knAledge. Chemistry performs tests unlike

those used by,literary critics to check its claims.

Moral judgements can be defended as true without recourse

to prayer. There are no publicly demonstrabli; experiments

to check whether Jesus was the Son of God. When the

',Quaker George Fox described his religious conviction with

(i)
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. the claim 'ind this I, knew ,experiTentally', he was hoping

that others might also search and achieve authentic

experience of God, but he was,not suggesting that controlled

laboratory demonstrations would be relevant to conversion:

Ong.of the great tragedigs of man has been his failure to

distinguish between types of knowledge. He has failed to

see that the most appropriate and feasible means of

acquisition necessarily vary with the kind of knowledge and

that the sensibleness of tests of its adequacy must also

differ.

A related tragedy has lain in the lengths'to which

cultures have gone to prevent their members froM acquiring, .

knowledge. In a different context T omas Paine expbstulated,
7

'every age and generation must be as ree to act for itself,

all cases, as the ages and generations which 'preceded. it.

The vanity and presumption of governin beyond the grave is

the most ridiculous and'insolent of all tyrannies' (1791;

Penguin, 1969, p.63). He failed to see that we can in fact

never do better than educate children within the limitations

.of our own knowledge and beliefs, but he is .right that, in

the long run, there is little to be gained by forcing_

children to sa& that they believe things they do,nbt. The

imperative 'Believe!' cannot be obeyed, Whatever kind of

knowledge is in cluestion.
-v.

One paradox from which we suffer is that we wish to

educate our children as efficiently and honestly as

Fpossible, but at the same time we seem to he frightened that,

if we do not exact a strong measure of conformity, the children

will suffer. This presumes that our own beliefs and .conduct

are only validated, supported, and held in check by the

possible sanctions others Would inflict uPon'us if we were

to doubt or to deviate. Do we really believe this?

Fortunately each generation of children at least begins its

life uncontaminated and asks why the kings it encounters are

not wearing clothes.



Another paradox;, sometimes used to justify indecisive-
.

ness, is that we believe we have to guess what knowledge

. will be useful when the children grow up, although clearly

such .tar- gazing can not be validated !efore the fact.

Whejier thesfirst paradox might be resolved by finding

that demands for'insincere conformity/4re unnecessary and

eventually.counter-productive is an empirical question yet

to be tested. ifl''Piaget's (1930) views about the development

of moral reasoning and behaviour of children are correct, it

might be beneficial and instructive to start to take the risk.

'The second,geems to be based on a false premise. It

may be true that computer technology and aerodynamics date

fast. It is not true that allscience changes that quickly.
7 .1

It is not true that theuaderlying logics date. It is not

true that what is right and beautiful necessarily changes.

Religious claims extant, are eternally true or false.

The belief that we db not know, what to teach children

in school is based on a/narrow conception of the role of

education.- The occupational structure of adult society

changes; new jobs %requiring new skills emerge; occupants 2-

. .3
of old jobs need to aceiiiire new knowledge to function

effectively, old skills becoMOme redundant.
4

So much is true.

If we identify education' closely with the function of

fitting%trained people into particular. jobs, then our .

ignorance of the extent and 'nature of changes will indeed

preclude accurate prediction even if we accept that most

jobs can he learned much 'more quickly than We are wont

to pretend. But we should presumably prefer to argue for

more functions to education than recruitment tc the

occupational structure, and if we do so, we may find it

less difficult to decide what it.is desirable to learn.

One recent proposal is to solve problems of the functions

of education br focusing on processes of knowledge acquisition

rather than upon content and to argue that education should

equip people to become 'independent general problem-solvers.'

11



Childrenshould learn hqw to acquire knowledge. Confronted

. by the problematic, the vague or the confusing, tney should

be able to extract, definel.and classify the hidden problems;

they should be able to think up ideal and feasible ways
0

of collecting evidence that will help the decision making;
A

they should he able to evaluate and decide upon sensible

courses of Iction that they can justify. They should also

of course h enabled to act effectively upon their decisions.

It is not uncommon for 'problem-solving' to be
.

interpreted narrowly as intellectual exercises, but the

range intended here, is very much wider. All decisions

that we take are attempted solutions to problems. Knowing

how to kick a football into a goal or how to cook spaghetti

are as much part of knowledge as knowing that Julius Caesar

was a Roman Emperor or that the angles of.a triangle sum

to one hundred and eighty degrees. Knowing that 'I.hever

done nothing' functions as the grammatically accepted

realization of a statemont in certain sub-cultrual groups

is equivalent to knowing that 'I did not do it' is the

accepted realization in others.

We: must distinguish between knowledge and the value

0 .placed upun it. 'What is to count as valuable knowledge is

socially contingent. People dPfine whit is worth knowing.

There ;leas to be such definition, but it should be seen

to be subject to change from place -to place, time to time,

and situation to situation.

Our immediate concern is the relative emphasis to be

placed upon
40

'knowing that"4and 'knowing how to find out'.

It is asserted that British primary schools have switched

their emphasis from the former to the latter to sucll-an extent

that children Lo longPr master useful skills and knowledge

-such as multiplication tables andeSpelling. Doubtless the

change can be substantiated; it is to be .regretted that

attempts at in.Lovation are as likely to be excessively

. espoused as they Are to be ignored or otherwise misunderstood.

(iv)

12
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A recently completed research project (Robinson,1974) *

gave no grounds for assuming that children generally knew

much about finding out or valued such skills. The general

cheer of the Plowden report is perhaps grounded on the

observations,of a deviant minority by an over-optimistic

set of well-wishers.

'If the model of man presented in chapter 1 is .viable,

we human beings are designedto find out about finding out.

We are naturally curious scientists. To facilitate this

development th6 educational system has only to guide and

train the growth of skills which it is a child's innate.

. disposition to acquire. It has also to find Out what ,can

best be learned in what order.

This -is not is say that this model of man represE_ s the

whole of his nature nor that 'knowing' is the only valuable

relationship to the world that Children need acquire. But

these are what .are of most concern her'e. We further

recognize that although question posing in some form may

be central to all deliberate learning, asking questions of

other peop'e is only one means of attempting to obtain

answers (see chapter 3). Further, it is absurd to look at

questioning independently of answering. We treat the two

together.

The study of questioning and answering is played out

at two,levelsCthere is a play ,within a play, spelt out in

..more detall in the Appendix.

i kt one level we were psychologists and teachers

cooperating to generate knowledge about the questioning
,

and answering? capacities and preferenees of children. We

hoped that the pooled knowledge of teachers and psychologists

would provide.a higher success rate in worthwhile experi-

mentation than either-group acting alone would have done.

But at another level we were hoping to encourage the

teachers to adopt a more systemal?ally experimental'

attitude to their teaching. .We were trying to persuade

0.
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ahem that both the methodology and content of psychology

could be exploited to find out about the learning of real

children in real classrooms. Training courses for teachers

are not widely renowned for their provision of knowledge

about child development in particular or heuristic skills

in general. Teachers have not themselves been educated to

be independent general, problem-solvers. 'And if the

-blind shall lead the blind, shall not they both...?'

Hence we hoped that the account of child development

offered to teachers in lectures and reading, along with the ,

experiments conducted*reported, and evaluated, would begin

to equip them with skills for finding out-about teaching.

With the advent of the James' Report, it seems to have

become generally recognized that teaching, as any other

profession, is based on changing knowledge, values, and

fashions. Consequently teachers need to be provided with

time for 'research and development' as well as for

'production';: When this time 'is institutionalized, what

will fill it? Therd are, and will be many-candidates fOr

'inclusion, but we hope our instance has several general

tharacteristics-that will be commonly included.

Firstly, in trying to answer our-questions about

children's behaviour we have observed their behaviour.

We have not simply asked experts -what they thought was

best for the children, except as an initial source of

ideas. As.we later remark, it is commonly cite the exper-0

fence of the designer of a scheme or the favourable

judgements of educational worthies as evkdence for or

against tilt, value of some scheme or project. 'Argument

from 'authority' is irrelevant to the ultimate efficacy

for the learning of the children; that/is an empirical matter

to be decided by experimentation and riot by appeal to

expert opinion.

Secondly, the structure and content of the course was

a collaborative venture. Most of the'initiative came from

the side of the organizers, as is to be expected. We had

14



objectives; we tried to specify these and to discuss the

means of achieving them with the teachers. However we were,

in fact, more diffident than perhaps we should have been,

and in any future enterprise would seek to be more definite .

\.
and explicit about ow goals while at the same time\consult-

ing the teachers more - and being happily prepared to be

moved by 'group consensus. To have had quite definite goals

that were not made. explicit and agreed upon was to be

regretted. To.have had no goals, but to have hoped that

they would have emerged, would have been worse.

Thirdly, but very weakly, we attempted to evaluate the

efficacy of the Course itself. In what ways was it a success

and in what ways a failure? Here our diffidence was

inexcusable. We prepared-p-re- and post-tests of various

kinds, but were frightened that they would frighten the

teachers away. On any future occasion we would deVize tests

which would show the participants that their attendance was

of measurable benefit to them.

15



CHAPTER 1.

MAN AS AN ACQUIRER OF KNOWLEDGE: MODELS AND FACTS

THE INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT OF CHILDREN: A DIVERSITY OF VIEWS

:
Before we are to be able to" desc ibe and explain the-

changes that occur as children groW unto adults, we must

first be able to offer adequate desc ipdons of human

,beings at single points in time; to iscuss how and why

change occurs presupposes a knowledg of what it is that

is changing. An examination cf one' memories of writings,

religious, philosophical, psychological and fictional

will serve to remind us of the diverSity rather than the

unit of views about man and how he works. We lack,an

agreed anu substantiated picture, and yet without some
I

valid snapshot we cannot proceed to expose the eine-film,

extensiOn of it. This thorny issue midst and will be

grasped, and to sound a note of optmi\sm, we may find that'
o

our presumed ignorance stems not so mulch from a lack of

data as from an inadequate processing nd organization

of these.

First, let us prune the problem do n to asking about

man as an acquirer Of knowledge, rather Ilan as an eater,

sleeper, devotee of Pop music, foothalle5, postman,

president or God's representative on earth. How does he

acquire knowledg-? Is he active or passive in the process?

Does he discover, invent or construct his knowledge? It

would be an interesting diversionary exercise to see how
a

the various ancieri philosophical traditions reappear in

new guises in the a proaches to the study of behaviour

adopted by contempor ry psychologists, but we shall,

content ourselves pit a brief mention of three contrasting

views'and a slightly e tended treatment of two of them.

One main view' is t e empiricist tradition that off.ers

an 'empty black box' pic ure of man. This endows him

with a susceptibility to h ve his behaviour modified and

his knowledge extended by 16,arning associations. A'
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particularly influential sub-set of believers in the value

of this approach 'emphasises the role of rewards aftd

punishments as factors affecting which associations are

learned and acted upon. By contrast, there are views which

---_stress pre - programming. Either knowledge is already there

at birth or-there-are inborn mechanisms so designed that a

but minimal amount of experience will render this

dispositional knowledge manifest. The Freudian story of

psycho-sexual development posited pre-programmed stages of

development, each defined by_specified consummatory acts

to be performed in relation to 'specific cathected objects.

Biologically based determinism has faded recently, but

the rationalist philosophical tradition has been resurrected

in linguistics. Psycholillguists have provided us with a

Language Acquisition Device (LAD) that requires only a little

encouragement to enable:us tciachieve grammatical competence

in-language (e.g. Lenneberg, 1968; McNeill, 1970).

The philosophical family tree of the cognitive develop-

mental approach, initiated and developed by Piaget has Kant

in its ancestryi Piaget emphasise6 neither the environment

nor the pre-programming, but the interaction between the two.

The acquisitiOn of knowledge is a process,whose products are

neither the result of a passive reception of whatever

associations the environment forces upon us nor are they

simply waiting to unfold. We are designed to be active,

and it is through processing information derived from the

consequences of our actions that we acquire knowledge.

If we are to decide whether the cognitive developmental

approach contains more or., ss truth. about human-beings than

the associationist and reinforcement theozyof learning, we

need to look more closely at what can only be a caricature

of the main points of their respective arguments.

Pavlov (1927) demonstrated classical conditioning.

Hungry-dogs salivate at the sight of meat powder. If other

stimuli, such as the ringing of a bell were regularly

17
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3.

presented in temporal contiguity with the sight of the meat

powder, the dogs would learn to salivate when the bell alone

was rung. From this basic Paradigm a wealth of knowledge

was acquired about such learning. In a separate and

mainly American tradition the 'instrumental conditioning'

paradigm has relied upon administering rewards or

punishments as soon as possible after particular pieces

of behaviour have occurred for demonstrating how behaviour"

can be 'shaped'. The occasion, frequency, timing and nature

of the Sequences of rewards and punishments '(sche'dules of

reinforcement) Can be shown to be major determinents both

of what is learned and" when this learning will be "revealed

in performance (see Honig, 1966). Debates continue as to

whether classical and instrumental .conditioning are two
,

types of learning or ,one and- whether learning occirs purely

through association and without reinforcements. 'Rewards'

and 'punishment' allegedly still evade definition. But

it is quite clear that we can manipulate biological states

of animals and the environment in which they .can then be

placed in"ways which will enable them toaearn.

Provided that the actions and discriminations required

are within an animal's repertoire (or can be built up),

we can manipulate him and his environment to modify his

behaviour. An 'almost empty black box' which can be

rewarded or punished can have hispehaviour changed.

It would be ostrich-like'to deny the facts and some

of the interpretations accumulated in this learning theory

tradition. There is a mass of solid evidence consistent

with explanations offered. What worries some psychologists

are the attempts to extend the generalizations. For example,

without a single empirical study quoted in support'of the

story, Skinner (1957) sought to embrace the development of
AV-

verbal behaviour in children within his reinforcement

framework. Although he judiciously entitled his book, .

'Verbal Behaviour' rather than 'Acquisition of Mastery

18
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over Language', he did attempt to push his explanations to

their limits, and Chomsky (1959) was able to specify enough

weaknesses in the analysis to show that the limits were well

exceeded.

Similarly, Berlyne (1960) has made Herculean efforts

to incorporate Piaget's facts into his sophisticated

elaboration of an S-R view of human behaviour, but the

domination of the organism by external stimuli leaves us

solely as passive victims rather than as active agents as

well, a view assumed to be less plausible then the one

adopted here (see Figure 1).

While Piaget can escape charges of both excessive

nativism and crass empiriCism, he would find it harder to de-
,

fend himself against the accusation that his ideas are

difficult to understand. There are simplified accounts
r . '

which are easy to follow, but these are liable to distort

the essence of the theory and diminish its pretended

stature. The elementary accounts can of course serve to

gain a foothold before one plunges into the complexities

of-an authentic. version (Piaget 1970). The technical terms

of the system are many. They are f-requentIY-butnecessarily___

defined in relation to each other - as well as to the

thinking they -are intended to explain-. Their meanings are

less explicit than will eventually be required. One longs

for a,large chart setting out the essence of the account,

but none is available. Prose must suffice.

The human organism is active in its adaptation to

its environment - it is designed in such a Way that it

accumulates and organizes knowledge of the environment as

best it can, within the limits of its intellectual machinery

and its opportunities for learning. 'Knowledge' is used ,

in a wide and general sense to refer to a,process and not

just a s-Eiti;--Hince Fufthis (1969, p.2Y-trefin1 tkon-of

Piaget's concept as 'the structuring of behaviour as inter-

change between organism and environment. Knowledge is

19
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acclutred,by the processes of assimilation and accommodation.

Assimilation is defined as:

'integration of external elements into evolving or

completed structures of an organism': (Piaget 1970,

p. 706)

Accommodation is:

'any modification of an Assimilatery scheme or

structure by the elements it assimilates' (op.cit.,

p.708)

The relative importance of each in any situation can

vary, so that symbolic play is almost wholly assimilation,

whereas imitation is almost entirely accommodation: Normal

'intelligent' action involves them both in relative '

equilibrium.

.The definition of each process has included the

y.

critical words 'scheme' and 'structure^. 'Sdhemes' can most

easily be construed as rules for organizing actions,

instructions on how to proceed, computer programmes for

processing the data, whether these be generated internally

or externally. Beginning with but a few inbuilt reflexes

and a general disposition to be active, the, neonate builds.

up many more schemes, that are progressively, but not very

systematically, organized into higher-order schemes. For
_._

the first two years or sof the schemes are developed-and-

realized only through overt action, but the appearance of

symbolic functioning brings this wholly sezispry-motor stage

to an end. Symbolic functioning means that problems can be

worked out in the head prior to overt action occurring.

A succeeding three or four year period of 'intuitive'

thinking becomes stabilized_as a stage of 'concrdte

operational thinking', which lasts until about eleven.

For this stage the schemes at the highest level are

__relabelled as '_opera"tiOns!, whose own co-ordination and

organization are referred to as a 'structure' or 'system'.

It is these deep structures about which Piaget has written

20
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most, sinc_e_they-knve ve operations that underpin the

logic of our thinking which itself pervades all our

symbolically represented knowledge. In 'concrete

operational thinking' we- can handle problems of identity

and reversibility, in classificatory systems both

categorical and relational, but the thinking is still

limited to the 'real' as opposed to the'possible'

and to the concrete and particular as opposed to the

abstract and the general. This latter emancipation occurs

only in the 'formal operational stage' (see Inhelder and

Piaget, 1959).

Piaget invokes the idea of 'stages' to 'refer to

relatively stable periods where the schemes or structures

suffice to maintain a balance between assimilation and'

accommodation within the limits of the organism's developed

intellectual capncity. But why should stages break up?

Why should there be development?
ti

Piaget (1970, pp 719 - 726) argues that, neither .

singly nor in combination, are maturation, experience and

the influence' of the social environment sufficient to account

for the changes that occur -in development, and he invokes<:

the concept of 'equilibration' or 'self-regulation' 'as a

solUtion. Equilibration has tne advantage that,it will

also account for the co-ordination oS knowledge derived from

the other three sources. But what is 'equilibration'?6 It

'is a set of active reactions of the subject to external

disturbances' (pp.cit.p.725). It 'has explanatory value

because it is founded on a process,with increasing sequential

probabilities' (loc.cit.). Such quotations are not intended

either to irritate the readet or to denigrate Piaget, but

they do seem to be so uninformative that it 'bay be easier',.

to ignore them and to think of ourselves as 'self-organizing

systems,' wh o acquire the knowledge we do because the wor'd

is as it is and we are as we are. That we arrive at the

same logico-mathematical knowl?dge as each other at the

formal operational stage is allegedly because a, machine

z
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actively processing the environment we have would be forced

to construct the same underlying principles. These principles

cannot be discovered' because they arp not 'out there'',

but then aeither are they invented in arbitrary fa'shion;

they are a 'forceid invention.' The empiricist's mistake

is to assume the answers are waiting to be discovered.

The rationalidt's mistake is to assume that we know the

answers before we start. The phenomenologist's danger

is to assume that what We experience is arbitrary and

idiosyncratic. Piaget sees our knowledge as 'increasingly

corresponding to an adaptive construction of reality.

' Initially knowledge is knowledge because it works; at

maturity knowledge is knowledge because it works'and

is true. If we find it is false or inadequate we change

it. _Popper poinl(s out that the same principles operate

ip the progress of science (Popper, 1968).

It is in the inadequacy and falsity that the possibility

of development resides. Do one's schemes specify a single

course'of action in a situntion? If they conflict or are

ambiguous, accommodation is required. Piaget does not use

the word -'conflici' often, but this,is the easist term

to exploit for conveying theessence of his message. Vie

resolution of'conflict evolves new schemes and ultimately

eW operations that integrate previous knowledge and

p ovide.better adaptations to present and future problems.

For example, the child watching balls of plasticene

rolled into a sausage eventually has trouble when he real-

izes he is saying both that there is more after-rolling

Abecause it's longer)' and less (because it's not as tall),

and that these cannot both be true. This conflict is

best resolved by. constructing the hypothesis that 'It

is the samd amount because nothing has been added or

taken away' - and then testing its validity. This.is not

in fact how Piaget- explains th- acquisition of conservation

of amount (see Piaget 1970, p.725),_but it does provide

1,4 ,
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an illustration of what might happen.
.

To summarize. For Piaget intellectual growth is active,

cumulative and sequential, with periods'of inconsistency

and muddle mov ing into relp.tively stable equilibria,
....;_

that areothemselves broken iii-, re-developed and re-organized.

3.-3.

,

Succeeding constructions of the wo care progresbively more

. liowerful tn.generality and abstractness. At maturity not

only are use .capable of'handling symbolic loge ,ewe are
. ----,

capable of solving any problem sensikly. We can an yse it

sygtematically and can work out contingenties and their

interpretations. Our knowledge about empirical and moral

matters will have limitations not affecting our logico-

mathematical knokedge, but.we will know how to, fine out

more.

As with learning theory,,so with Piaget; a mass of

international data attests to the validity of his own

observations. What children can and cannot do at successive

stages of development -can tie described and interpreted;

the mechanisms, of development are less well4 understood.

What distinguishes the Piagetian story from others is that

it/could be valid. In_brincible at least it is a Comprehensive

and testable story about the intellectual development of

human beings in ways which no ot4cr ones are.'

This is' not to say that there are no holes or

C----,

weaknesses. `One obvious hole is the exclusion of inter,st
I .

in all the superficial but nonetheless aseful knowledge we

acquire; no pretence is' made that the system is intended
.

. .

to do deal with anything o,aer than the fundamentals of

intellectoal development. Piaget has been more interested

in basic; logical competence than in empirical performance.

He has tried to expose the underpinning 's tructure of thfnking

under optimal conditions with simplified materials. To

this extent he presents an, ideal to which the conceptual

systcm of min may aspire rather than a summary of how .

particular human beings stumble around, in the' everyday-

lives. He has not been concerned to find out how or why

25
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... re come to acquire the abundance of low level knowledge we

gll have, so much as how we could process it, if we tried!

Just as the transformational generative lihguists_bave'been

iii.terested in the child's mastery of basic grammatical

.structure and not in how he comes to acquire and use the

20;000' or so-multiple,-meaning words in his vocabulary,

so Piaget has looked to see what it is that mature adult

0% can manage in designing efficient experiments rather than

in-their ability to recite rgams of facts and theories in

phy.sics. -We shall have'to concern ourselves with the

humdrum as well as the rarefied.

Further,'..for Piagetian man, life would appear to be

an exciting,and'joyful exploration of the world. For ma**

of us it has strong streaks of boredom and drudgery aswe
. .

,,spend so much of our. time doing dreary jobs to earn enough

money to keep going. But befP\re we worry about these

features 7e need to reconcile the apparently fundamental

cleavage between Skinnexian and Piagetian views of man.:
-

I

A Basis for Articulation.

%Lich of the two stories. is the better approximation

to the truth?=. We haUe, stated filet both have so much

massive evidence to support them that it be foolish

to argue that either is invalid. There would seem to be .

. . ,6

.

little point in 'Persevering with attempts to reduce one
, .

to the other. One const'ruct'ive approach is to recognize

taat itmay be useful to achieve a symbiosis through

a distinction betweenvariqus types of learning problem.
.

For example, Gagne (1967) kdistinguished eight kinds

of leer:1111g and .expounds his:argament with adMirable

Clarity and simplicity. Nis book should be compulsory

./
reading 'fob': teachers, even it he does ignore Piaget!)

'Ve need not worry at-out the precise number that should be

.conceded nor'about their .exact natures. His list reads:

1. Sigpallearning.

?.. Stimulus/47 .Resgoiise'learning.,

3. Chaining of Stimulus .-. Response connections.

\>.
. .
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4. (Verbal Association.

5. Multiple Discrimination;

6. Concept learning.

. 7. Principle learning.

4: 's8. Problem - solving.

We can immediately locate- the work of Skinner and

Pavlov towards the top and and that of Piaget at the bottom,

Ifswe wish to be over-Ample, we m try to argue that
ns.

concept learning is the main ary. Skinderian work on

discrimination has involved the learning of 'concepts',

-although of course_some concepts are more 'difficult' than '

others. Piagetian work has concentrated on the development

of principleszOd problem-solving, and he.haa not concerned.

himself win* matters below concepts,, except for theirs

tdreshadorings in the nsori2Motor'period of infancy.':
.

We could ,conCluden that which theory of learning one

uses to underpin scibe teaching, should depend u(imn the

naturepfrthe learning problem. and, the preseni. knowledge
, .

of the learner. 4i the problems involve discriminations

whose underlying concepts ereunderstool or Irrelevant,

then principles of association and reinforcement are
/ "

sufficient. Gagne argues for hierarchical dependence, that,

the pOsible exception of S-R learning being
. t

,independent of signal learning, each lower type is a

-prerequisite of the next.higher type.. It follows that
;

f
+}the

cOnceptst.while requiring lower -order

' learning t, be successful, cannot themselves be achieved
J ... .,)

with techniAueslituitaide,only for the lower order types.
4

Contiguity, repetitioriand rewards'for .right'answers

will not guars teeta child grasping a concept, but some

experi ill be necessary for such an achievement.

If we do conclude that Skinner and are .both

right within'their respective dodains of interest, we have

to ask about relationships between the two. To simplify the

-discussion, we will refernto:Pidget's learning as

intrinsically motivatea, and the lowlf-level kinds

.,

O



involving reinforcement and contiguity will be grouped as

response-based. While intrinsically motivated learning is

forced upon us by states of uncertainty,.:Skinnerian

response -bawd learning is linked to contiguity and the
.

pursuit of rewards and escape from or avoidance of.

punishment. IS the first case we learn because that is

how we are const/qcted, in the second ;it is _the' consequences
.

. . ,

that are;"hiportant. Can and ao these different types ,

A

, interfere with each ether? , 4
% ,

The
problem can be posed by, asking whether. response-

,.
4 c.

based learning can interfere with intrinsically motivated

learning? Interference could take several forms: it Could'

-slow down, ha deflect, distort, reverse, or preclude

the other developments:

With a`little imagination and reminiscence We can

see that it'is obvious that aIkthese contingencies are

possible. Keep a child alive. with just sufficient

stimulation to prevent his brain going berserk.and minimize

his opportunities for action -.qnd he could be/kept at the

I

lower levels of learning. Prevent .movement and eliminate

objects/from, the environment and there would be Alb content

or.data for him to work on. Keep him so busy in a

controlled environment which dispensesthe biological

:necessities that there is no time for organizing,,is

thinking and he could be wholly dominated by reinforcement

,schedules. 4%* N
Not only might we construct an environment deficient \NN

in materials and data 'to work upon, we could also devize : ,N,

ways of preventing his knowledge-acquiring tools and

programmes from developing. We could presumably also

render developed schemes and operations inoperative with
/e.

an appropriate dosage of aversive conditioning. Properly

.arranged electrrcshocks'coincident'upon attempts to fin&

: out about the environment should be manipulable to ensure

that sufficient anxiety is generated by the mere thought

of stfch endeavours to discourage their pursuit.

a
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While the immediate reaction may be one of jocular

rejection of the idea that such contingencies are in

fact realized, we shall at least have to ask whether,

however unwittingly, this is just what does happen to

many children and adults. When one begins to examine the

extent to which incentives and sanctions pervade our

society, the possibility may be seen to be less absurd.

Nation states, ideologies and religions can-maintain their

stability by discouraging and preventing criticism and

examination of their principles .of justice, reasonableness

and distribution.

A Model of Man as an Acquirer of Knowledge.

If we attempt to incorpoiatel)iaget's theory into a

more- general model of man as an acquirer of knowledge we

may end up with a representation something like Figure ¶,

which is an elaboration of Berlyne's model (1960). This

begins to give substance'to Piaget's.processes and locates

them in a more complete being.

Stimuli arising in the outside world are classified

into, four types of which two are immediately related to the

acquisition of knowledge. Assimilable stimuli are those

for which Currently held schemes will suffice to yield

coping actions. They _provide -further knowledge because

they can include new instances of classes already coped with;

this is knowledge extension by generalization. Ambiguous,

surprising, incongruous3 complex and novel stimuli are those

cited by Berlyne (1960) as productive'of uncertainty. While

the five categories may require refinement and regrouping,

they do help to give substance to Piaget's more abstract

notion of features requiring accommodation. All are assumed

to give rise to uncertainty. Curiosity is one kind of

uncertainty. In fact it is the only one mentioned, althdugh

'anxiety' or 'worry' might also be candidates for inclusion.

CuridSity leads to attention. It may be that a dose of

'''-..active exposure will in itself enable the person to

29
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assimilate the stimuli to a scheme or set of schemes.

Otherwise he will have to-reason, observe or Consult,

to eliminate the uncertainty and to render the stimuli

rendered assimilable. He may fail because he is distracted

before a solution is reached or because the stimuli become

monotonous. A profound absence and an excessive bombardment

of Stimulation or an excess of repetition will result in

boredom and diversive exploration. Distracting stimuli are

any that, switch the person away from the problems in hand.

All stimuli can only be defined-relative to the present

knowledge and state, of the person receiving them.

The two sets of internally arising stimuli are

inserted into the diagram to Complete the picture. Bio-

chemical/physiological changes cover all those diurnal and

other metabolic cycles and their associated signalling

systems that regulRte our biological well-being. They

embrace those factors that give intensity to emotional

experience and which interact,with interpretations of

outside stimuli to result in pain, anger and 'compassion.

'Internal stimuli of unknown origin' are the stuff that

dreams are made one the fantasies created out of boredom,

and the deliberately chosen problems and their solutions -

where no external influences appear to have. relevance to

them. ,,

Uncertainty presupposes ignorance, and understanding

presup oses knowledge. Both knowledge and the mechanisms

of knowle ge acquisition are omitted from the diagram.

if'We were o inciude and unpack 'knowledge' it would

have to list 11 content of all'kinds expressed in each

manner possible, Sensory-motor Coordinations, the capacity

to draW maps of towns and countries, the realization of

the ability to defe d the z:Idgment that what is morally
v .

,

wrong-can never be po itically right, all multiplied to

everything we can manag - this gives the framework for

uncertaintys,S understand ng to occur.

30 \
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The schemes, operations and structures are the mechanisms

of knowledge acquisition: Traditionally this would be

referred to as SECOND ORDER_knowledge. FIRST ORDER-
__

knowledge comprises both 'knowing that' and 'knowing how'

where these are directly related to the substance of the

environment and ourselves. SECOND ORDER knowledge

comprises the machinery for acquiring and processing

new first order knowledge - knowing how to find out.

But Piaget has argued and shown that this machinery not

only acquires flrst-order knowledgelit changes and

develops its characteristics and capacities - it is

acquiring knowledge about how to acquire and process

knowledge. Such an important device deserves a name, and

following the linguistic precedent of LAD for Language

Acquisition Device but rejecting the type of content'

envisaged, KAD for Knowledge Acquisition Device is the

obvious first choice. It is the growth of the operating

principles of KAD that Piaget's concepts are applied to.

The rise of skills in posing questions and the capacity to

evaluate answers is one realization of its activities.

We have raised the possibility that the development

of KAD can be interfered with by a manipulation of both

the structureand the'content of the environment, and by

the human use of sanctions. It is time to give substance

to this argument and to,transfOrm the imaginary examples

into a realistic portrait of the development of children

and the socialization procedures to which they are exposed.

Se do so through a review of social class differences in

child rearing with especial reference to training in the

use of language.. Language is chosen rather than cognitive

functioning in general because this area has attracted

much attention and because we have eventually to return

to the acquisition and transmission of verbally.mediated

knowledge expressed in questions and answers.
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How is language used by whom?

Schatzman andStrauas.(1955) interviewed MC' and WC

respondents about a tornado which had struck their to

The undocumented conclusions were that WC speakers were

more likely to retail events only from their personal

perspective they did not accommodate to the fact that

the interviewer had not been present during the tornado,

theyxeferred to 'We', 'they' and 'persons' without

identifying these individuals or groups further.; information

given was concrete and particular; the stories were

narratives that digressed unsystematidally. The neat

metaphorical image used to sum up the WC speaker is of

someone who has shot a cine-film whifh is replayed `'and

commented upon - with- no awareness that the audience cannot

see the film.

-By contrast MC speakers shifted perspective from their

own to those of other individuals and groups; attempts

were made to set the account in terms that would be-meaninej

ful to the listener; references were made explicit;

information\transcended the particular and concrete to

include roles and organizations; stories were coherent, and

sub-plots introduced did not result in a loss of the theme.

One cavalier interpretation would suggest that the MC

observer has behaved as a self-organizing acquisitor o'f

knowledge, processing events in situ, and gaining an

objective view of reality which he has represented at

various levels of- abstraction. At arty later point in time he

is able to cut'through the coordinate store of knowledge

in one or more of many ways to select relevant, information

and communicate this to listeneraof varied knowledge. The

WC obperver has been passive, his' perceptions influenced

mainly by the strength of impinging (distracting?) stimuli,

the information left in ikonic foim. When he tries to

* MC will be used to refer to Middle Class, WC for Working

Class, L,for the lower and U for upper subdivisions of

each. UWg-refers to skilled working class.

32
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meet a demand for the retrieval of this knowledge, ha

relives snippets.

The indignant defender of the working classes

breaks silence to point out that the MC speaker does not

know how to tell a story. The ordered dullness wreaks of a

bureaucratic administrator. The WC account is vivid,

dramatic and its unordered vigour can arouse what it

is like to be in a tornado.

These initial polarizations are not intended to be

dogmatic assertions of final truths about-either the facts

or their best interpretations. If we take the factsat their

face value, we can see that several interpretations are

,consistent with them. The differences found could be but.

artefacts of the problem posed and of other features of the

interview situation. Perhaps the same differences would be

found across a variety of situations, but still reflect

nothing more than different preferences for,ways_of
e

relaying information'or differen% assutptions about the

knowledge already held by listeners. There are other

possibilities; The differences could reflect genuine .

differences in verbal skills. Perhaps WC observers

processed events in the same way as MC observers, but'

did not have the verbal resources for expressing their

knowledge. Their retrievable knowledge may have been less

because they did not happen to have processed events'

as thoroughly as MC observers, but could have done if

they had chosen to do so. Perhaps they could not have

processed the information in the same way.

Hence the difference could have arisen from

psychologically trivial matters of differential

interpretations of the task; from differences in

in verbal fapility or from differences in'knowledge

acquiring skills.

The study of Schatzman and Strauss does not allow us

to decide which of these possibilities is most likely to be

true, and the last decade has witnessed much argumentation'
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as to the most sensible answers to such questions (see

Ginsburg, 1972; Williams, 1970); Let it be'stated at the

outset that the answers are not known and that, like'much

academic wrangling, the disputes have been based on mutual

misunderstandings of what others are trying to say, an

absence of both hard data and adequate theory, and an

intrus ion of,personal and political values.

Values mist intrude into diScussions of educational

practice and it may be as well to, state our basic premise.

Any educational system should be designed to maximise the

chances of as many children as possible becoming as

cabable as possible of acquiring and evaluating for

themselves that knowledge necessary for being a full

member of their society. If 'society' is taken to mean

'mankind'', so much.the better. In eduPating children we

can choose what kind of mistake we wish, to make; we may

believe they can learn when they cannot; we may believe

they cannot learn when they can. If we accept the moral

principle suggested, we are obliged tc try to find ways of

'teaching children what we think it is important for them

to know rather than to write them off as too stupid or

feckless to learn - which is not to say we should persist

into cruelty.

As a matter of educational practice we may-attempt .to

improvec.the performance of WC children by thinking about, and

changing contextual variables to render verbal communication

sensible from the child's point of view. If we fail to devise

ways of,improving performance by switching contexts, we may

decide to teach the verbal skills. If this appears to be

difficult because of a lack of underlying cognitive

structures we may have to provide experience for the

structures to develop. In short, we can take the teaching

problem, down from the superficial to the deep, from

preference: to 'competence, from speech to cognition as and

when this is proved necessary by failures to teach. The

production of programmes that could have enabled the

adoption of such a policy might have been more useful

34
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than the arguments about differences and deficits already

referred to.

We shall not become bogged down in debates about

geietically based differences in general intellectual

capcity. The interactional view of child development

adopted ere has to argue that the sums used to propound

proportions of heredity and environment are a 'wrong-headed

approach to problems of intelligence, but allows for the

possibility of genetically based'individual or class-

linked differences in intellectual potential. It

focuses rather on what this child may be able to learn

given an optimal arrangement of the environment rather

than upon how he differs from some other child.

Neither shhll' we pursue the hoary old problem of the

relationship between language and thinking. Alas, this

problem is often Posed at such an abstract and general

level that answers given are either platitudes or over:

generalizations.. Weshall'merely point out that it is

..as absurd to think of a child as educated, if he achieves

Piage 'tian formal operations without being able to speak,

as it is to contemplate. the same conclusion for the converse

case. The relevarice of a mastery. of units and structures

of language to problems will vary from problem to problem,

for some they will be irrelevant, for others vital (see

Robinsbh, 1968). It very likely that for efficient

learning of much knowledge "there can, be facilitative

interaction between linguistic and non-linguistic

representations.

But it is 'about only-one function of language that

we shall be particularly concerned. In the instance

reported by Schatzman and Strauss we have pointed out that

the WC speech could have tae effect of being more moving -

it could affect the emotional state and perhaps the behaviour

of the audience. But the MC account is more efficient as a

representation of what happened. This representational

function of language is that which enables theextra-
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linguistic world to be represented symbolically. When

_________language_is used to make statements whose truth or falsity

can he calledinto question and evaluated, it is being used

representationally. The MC speakers were transmitting their

knowledge about the world to someone else who could gain

knowledge he had not experienced directly. The effective'

use of this function is somqthing to which all developing

human beings might reasonably aspire. If members of the,

working classes are less proficient in this use than members

of the middle class, this is their loss as human-beings.

To educate Children into this use is' not to make them

middle-class, but into educated adults.

In several ways the WC speech as described by Schatzmall

andiStrauss is reminiscent of the language use and thinking

of young children - egocentric speech for oneself used as

private comentary upon action, concrete, particular,

inexplicit, lacking coherence. These are all aspects of

speech noted by Piaget (1926) as symptomatic of the,thinking

of children between three and eight years old.

A favoured explanation for the characteristics of WC

speech is that the demands made upon speakers by the

environment do not require verbal explicitness. Talking

takes place in a context, of such heavily shared and valid

assumptions that there is no need for explicitness, order

or abstraction. This may be true but it will not suffice.

It does not explain why interest should be confined to

matters that can be talked about in this way. Games of

football can be discus-add-Fi-igiTractly-as games theory.

Matters of empirical fact, problems of right and wrong,

matters of religion, aesthetics or politics are (or should be)

finally independent of the 'social class' of the discussants.

This is not to suggest that members of middle classes are

particularly proficient in handling knowledge verbally

(we are all woefully inept), but they are perhaps somewhat

more so than thOse of the working classes.
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The question of, the links between social class and

language use were taken up with .vigour and dash by

Berstein (see Bernstein; 1972 for collected papers and

Lawton, 1968 for a-pritique of the developmerit of.the ideas).

His thesis that.members of the lower working classes are

generally conrined to a 'restricted code' of language use,

while member's of the middle classes have access lo an

'elaborated code' as well ignited the debates already re-
.

ferred to. While recognizing the v alue of his conception

of 'codes' and their sociological relevence, it may he easier

to understand the problems if they are posed at a

psycholOgicai'level, while retaining 'social class' as a

useful Locationl variable.

If we this, 'social class' can immediately be;seen to

have no causal significance. Children's verbal behaviour

will be affected by their genetically endowed capacities

and disrositions interacting with their opportunities for

learning. What the environment makes available to the

child will affect his learning. Mothers often have

consiclerable control over what is made available. What

they choose to make available or are able to will be

constrained by their resources. If we pursue this step-

wise succession we shall arrive at some stage at 'social

clais' and this can then serve to locate gener?al differences

in what is made available for children to learn and why.

But in itself it causes nothing.

It has proved to be a useful concept for sociologists

discussing broad similarities and differences between sections

of the population; it can be very use ul to psychologists

as a primary source of contrast. If e can find important

differences in children that are linked o class and if

twe are able to associate these empikica y and theoretically

with differences in opportunities an0 t eatments afforded

by mothers of different social classes,lwe may be able to

transcend class itself and offer 'more general explanations
.

of associations between the behaviour of children and their

a7
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mothers. This does not mean that\social class' is of

no more interest than as a useful starting point for'

-showing whe're differences might be. It may also be of

relevance to educational practice.

However it is to the mother's behaviour we look as a

possible source of explanation for children'm-behavi-our,-
,

not_because-shci&-iii-important but beruse in our society

she is normally the major immediate controller of resources

for the learning of young children. There is much we shall

omit -.what is provided physically, what_\is provided-.

emotionally. The problems are relevant-=tA, intellectual

Q.evelopment, but must be"outside our presAt purview.

O
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CHAPTER 2.
V

THE QUESTION- ANSWER DIALOGUE BETWEEN MOTHERS AND CHILDREN,

We- examine-only- thiceTE-1-61oectS of the mother's role -
.

the =then as prescriber, informer and motivator. While

the validity of this separation has limits in practice,

it may be conceptually helpful. As prescriber the mother

defines what is and what is not appropriate behaviour.

As informer she makes knowledge available for learning.

As-someone who.punishes and rewards she may be able to

influence the intrinsic and extrinsic motivational

dharacteristics of the child. All t activities may

. involve the use of language. First, ever, it may be

instrUdtive to view her apparently playing all three

roles at once - as a teacher.

Mothers as Teachers.

Hess and Shipman (1967) had negro mothers of different

social class groups, teach their four year old children

how to sort blocks on two of four dimensions at once and

how to cooperate in the etching of five patterns on an

'Etch-a-Sketch' machine. The analysis reveals a "ertain

looseness in methodology. In several calculations variables

of different kinds are bundled together with little

consideration as to how they might'operate to facilitate

children's learning. There is no explicit plea that,

since this was one of the first attempts to relate'maternal

and child behaviour directly, we should perhaps be agreeably'

surprised that any associations were foundiratSer than ,

disappointed that tne entire variance had not been located

and explained. Ginsburg's (1972) attacks on.the data and '

t

their significance gain undutItified strength from.these
.

and other weaknesses.
,

A first point to make is that mgternal activities relate

both backwards to social class and forwards to the children's

behaviour. Control strategies appealing to authority

)(because I say so) were relatively acre frequen'tly used by

39
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WC mothers, while those to feeling if.nd reasoning were more
-

common among the middle class. Children's scores on the

sorting bask.were significantly correlated with these

control strategis. Alas,.-there.were no correlations
o

calculated to partial out or otherwise control for the

social,class effect. *Similai:ly,,Hess and Shipman examined

.relationships between eight interactional ''teaching'

variables .backwards to, social clas and forwards ,to

children's'sortihg scores, again Without controlling

for class. Although MC-mothers did not give Wore

information than WCinottiere.in teachinT,their children how

to sort, they did:indulge inmore attempts at motivating

and orienting,.they demanded a higher ratio of verbal to

physical responses from their children, they required More

specific discriminatory speech, and they gave more

positive thari negative 'reinforcement'. By 'reinforcement'

Hess and Shipman in fact mean 'knowledge .of results',

e.g. 'That's right' and'That's wrong'; an unfortunate

shoddinesscf word usage which could be misleading.

Four of these variables were associated with children's

success in manipulating and justi2ying their sortings:

orienting, requiring specific discriminatory speech, seek-
,

ing verbal responses, and not seeking physical responses.

In the 'Etch -a-Sketch' task Hess and Shipman found that'
.*

MC mothers gave more precise and specific verbal instructions

during both the allowed- prf..ctice and the production periods,

and in addition, they- showed their children more of the

designs to bl copied. -.These three scores gave a multiple

c-.Lrrelafion of 0.64 with an assessment of success in the

;copying of the mother -c&ild team. Adding social class and

the intelligent test bcores of" both mothers and children

to the calculation raised this correlatiOn by 0.63 only;

by themselves these last three correlated 0147 with etching

success. (Ginsburg omits to report
t

these results). It
.

can be claimed that the task-instructional variables are
. .

better predictors of performance than the background or
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general intellectual variables.

As'we have'already,argued, 'social class'' can only ,

*t.
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4

I

operate as a locating index for studies of child development..
A

Mothers' intelligence test scores mayserVe as an indication

of a limiting parameter on what she can do.br way of

providing opportUnities to learn. Childen's intelligence

test scores may mark some limit as'to what they:can '

presently understand or learn. Neither reveal what is made -

available for learning nor how this relates tOth'e current

knowledge, knowledge acquisition skills, or the interest of

the learner. -"

Where Ginsburg is imp: ,ssed by failure, a more detached

approach might be surprised at the extent of succes, s.

Attempts to pin down efficiency of instructional techniques

of mothers through a task analysis (Brophy, 1970) led to EL

better appreciation of the imppr"tant differences between the

behaviour of MC and WC mother's, buiTilicomprehensibly'and

infuriatingly, this was not succeeded, by anexamination

oettle relationship between teaching techniques and children's,-
- -

learning. 'Hess 3 Shipman concluded (p.79)

The lack of meaning in the communication system between,

mother and child is clearly exemplified in the behaviour

of many of the mothers on this task. 'Consider the

plight of the child whose mother is low on these

three measures: During the practice period, his

mother demands that he turn his knob, but she

fails to explain why or to relate it to the lines

on the screen. During the task she doesn't show

him the models and fails to give specific turning

directions. For such children, the effects are

these, (a) The child is'not given a goal to make

his individual responses meaningful (thatis,

he is not shown the model). (b) The mother is not

specific in her directions; each new response

is essentially a guess. (c) The sequence and

4'1

.
I\
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. pattern of response is not explined. The

child has. no way-to tell .ahead or time how .

to respond, and even after he does respond,

he cannot Oedict the mother's rea,Ition. He

is hindered in learning' anything from one response

that will geneiiillse_to the next. (d) Nevertheless,

his responses are being rewarded or punished,

usually with maternal praise or disapproval,

which provides belated feedback for a particuJar

response if the mother is not giving ecifir

directions. In either case, rewaT. niSh-

ment performs a motivating.function.

As a result of the interaction of these fact rs,

the child is being made to produce responses t

from his point of view are not related to any

visible goal, are unrewarding in themselves,

and do not bring corrective feedback that will

enable him to avoid punishment.

Neverthelessireinforcement continues, and

punishments are usually more frequent and intense

than rewardsr The parallel between this state of

affairs and the experimental designs used by

Maier (1949) deliberately' to produce frustration

in subhuman organisms is strikingly consistent.

,One "can sympathise with Ginsburg's protest that the

data are not strong enough to allow the conclusion that

'many of the mothers', especially those in the lower

working class, offer blue-prints for the development of

chronic frustration. It is true that the numbers in the

columns of the tables hardly capture the atmosphere of

purposeless meandering that is immediately conveyed in a

film presentation of one of their working class mothers

'teaching' her child; the Child did look very puzzled

at the vague chaos. But under (d) above it is suggested

that mothers are rewarding and/or-punishing strongly.

42
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The account gives an impression of maternal involvem

spilling over into smackings and snarlings, which is

not what one would normally associate with their examples

of negative reinforcement, e.g. 'That's not right4 and

'No, this is a tall block.'

While their interpretation would fit the story advanced

here of a LWC emphasis on response-based learning mediated

by punishment, the results do not warrant this extension.

,. We need to see when and how real-punishments and rewards

are used in such situations before we can make claims about

that issue. On the other hand, we can point to the absence

of structure for LWC children; tasks not defined and models

not shown, should make learning for them more difficult.

-Opportunities afforded for learning are fewer in the LWC,

and the 'Etch-a-Sketch' data in particular imply that

provision of assimilable knowledge is what is important

for success by the children. Mothers making efficient use

.of,the representational (as well as the controlling)

function of-language have children who are not only more

efficient perforiers, but ale more articulate in justifying

their" performance as well. These motives are more likely

to be found among the ,middle 'They are providing

first ork:er knowledge in assimilable form and Ling nothing

to deter KAD from developing.

Mothers as Prescribers.'

Mothers define what is acceptable and unacceptable behaviour

in their children. These definitions can differ in their

explicitness and basis of justification. There are many ways

in which this problem can he broken up (see Hess, 1970,

for a review), but our brief exegesis will rely mainly

on the analysis by Cook-Gumperz.(1973) of the responses of

five yell- old children and their mothers in Bernstein's

London sample.

Mdthers can reward or punish children directly, with

no verbal explication of what for or why. These sanctions
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may be non-verbal (material rewards, smiles a kisses;

smacks, scowls, forcible removal into and out

situations), they may be verbal (well done! good' oy!

stop that! shut up!), There may bean explicit ve bal

or non-verbal reference to what has occasioned the 'other's

,behaviour (smile + 'what a clean plate'; 'stop that14+

pointing at unacceptable behaviour.) A direct sancti n may
.

be substituted for by s promise or threat. Such inter

ventions state no rules; specific actions and non-action

of the child are contiguous with pleasant and unpleasant

actions and threats of action by the mother. No reasons)

are given. The mother's verbal behaviouris used to control

behaviour directly or-to define contingencies.

If we think about what is made available foi. the child

to learn through these events, we can see he can-be in rkuch

the same position as one, of Pavlov's dogs or Skinner's

pigeons.; He has to work out what rules axe operative -

if any are. This might be easy, but it may also be

difficult or impossible. In.terms of Gagne's analysis,

he learning is signal and S-R learning; the child is not

en .uraged to analyse the contingencies nor to york out 'con-

cepts and 'principles' underlying regards and 'punishments'.

Bu specific actions may be given more general and

precise la ening, 'Don't spit - not on buses anyway!' Not

only the acts ns, but who should or should not perform

them !ray be men Toned: 'Children should be seen and not

heard'. Cook-Gum z's coding frame,emphaiises the rules

of this kind which a e generalised to broad status-based

categories of persons: ex, age, familik roles, etc.,

but she does not elaborat about the generality or

limitations of the actions emselves. They are called

'positional appeals/ - because they are made relevant to

individuals only as occupants of positions in the social

structure.
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Such appeals are necessarily mediated verbally and the
...

function of the language used is to define role appropriate

behaviour. The definition of roles and the previously

mentioned attempts to control behaviour directly are the

prominent functional aspects of Bernstein's 'restricted

code'.

'The major funCticn of this code is to reinforce

the form of the social%relationship (warm and

inclusive relationship) by restricting the verbal

signalling of individuated responses.'

(Bernstein, 1972, p.78)
.

,

`--. 'Positional appeals' can serve as guides for proper

conduct. They can be learned and provided that they do not

give rise to experiented contradition, can serve as concrete

prescriptions for behaviour. They link concepts associated

with broad status-based categories to particular behaviours.
)

40
In dagne's terminology principle learning is involved,

although we should prefer to'say it is rule learning. (It

is more common, to use 'principle' as a higher order concept
1

than 'rule'; i.e. rules can be further explained or justified

by reference to principles.) The 'rules' here are not

justified at a succession of higher levels. These rules

can be generalized to ._new problems by noting similarities

to old ones - they give rise to case law based on precedent.

They do not explicitly encourage thinking about discipline

problems. ,

.

Reasons for rules can be given. These appear in the

'Personal appeals' of Cook-Gumperz. They differ from

positional appeals in two ways. Firstly, there is a switch

in the nature of the persons to whom reference is made;

individuals are substituted for positiond. Appeals can be

directed to mother, father, child or Mr. Jones - 'You should

not spit!' Secondly, the basis of the appeal can, be stated -

'You should not spit because it spreads diseases', 'You

should not spit, because it makes me angry'. Reasons can

refer to consequences of different kinds. Cook-Gumperz

1.,
c

0

0
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mentions those that identify emotional states of specified

persons and behavioural consequences for them - 'Someone

will have to come and clean that up'. .

Once an appeal contains reasons, there is'the heginnfng

of a deductive potential for the recipient. It happens to

be tae case that some reasons used are of considerable

generality leaping to a universal morality' independent

of persons, 24E. 'Because you should never hurt other

people'. It is logically possible for such ideas to be

incorporated in positional appeals, but whether they are

or not has yet to be examined.

'Personal appeals',-as defined by Cook-Gumperz also

begin to incorporate empirical matters into moral problems.

Facts are given to justify dethansds. Complicated personal

a-Teals can be short lectures on social psychology or physics.

The giving of such reasons might serve to encourage the child

to think analytically about appropriate behaviour in new

situations rather, than to, search his memory for a relevant

rule. They should encourage him to integrate moral and .

empirical knowledge.

Rewards and,punishments are-not mentioned in either

positional or personal appeals. In the former, rules are

announced, while in the latter they are given some

justification as well.

Such appeals represent problems mainly of principle

lea'rning and problem- solvjng,\ anchored howevef to particular

instances. No doubt these occasions may often involve

punishment (and/or reward}' as well. Withopt knowing how

appeals are combined with response-based learning factors

in actual situations we-cannot comment on how appeals might'

be relevant to children's learning. .Personal appeals
,e<

in combination with effective sanctions could give rise to

a peculiarly strong rational morality backed with'emotional

force. -Personal appeals used relatively independently of
g

sanctions might Give rise to the emotionless intellectually

compulsive morality of a child Kant.
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This unscholarly snapshot must suffice to illustrate

the problems, which, in spite of many years of alleged

professional interest in maternal disaPItme-T-have_still-
,..

not been accorded thoroughlysystematic analysis.

Most report,ofsocial class differences emphasise

the relative prevalence of direct control of behaviour and

the relative absence of personal appeals. in the working

classes. (Hess, 1970).' Cook-Gumperz (1973) collapses her
coding frame in an 'Undeciferable manner, but it is clear that
for the London mothersof the five year olds she examines,

several kinds of personal,appeal were more common among
MC mothers. MC mothers reported using more child-oriented

personal appeals and they alone usedthe complex behavioural,
affective appeals. By contrast, LWC mothers more often used.

'imperative' methods of control, which correspond roughly
to the first category mentioned. The classes did not

differ in the incidence of positional appeals. The similar
social class differences reported by Hess and Shipman working

-with Negro mothers of slightly younger children in Chicago
have already been mentioned.

Initial conclusions might be that LWC mothers are

prescribers who do not use language to justify their

prescriptions and controllers who try to achieve their

ends with sanctions, while MC mothers are using language

representationally, not only to set up rules and reasons, but
also to individuate, generalise and abstract these rules;
they are provAding the-child with data that should _help him

to generate his own moral theory. This may well be so, but

limitations to this idea need to be mentioned. Both studies
mentioned were only concerned with the negative side of control,
All Cook's problems involved naughtiness and punishment rather
than goodness and rewards. As we shall see in the section

on sanctions, the working class have no monopoly of control
through their use.

The content of Prescriptions has been ignored. While
such a lack of substance may make it easier to appreciate the
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consequences for the general intellectual development of the

child, it precludes a thorough understanding of what is

.
happening. -For the foci of interest here it,would be

prticularly helpful to know what mothers of different social

classes prescribe about findihg out and talking in general

and about question-asking in particular. If question-asking

or finding things out are themselves proscribed effectively

then KAD should ceasa to develop- 0-,present we just do not

know what mothers (or teachers) do.

Cook7Gumperz did proceed from a consideration of social ,

class differences in maternal control strategies to an

examination of social class differences in children's

perceptions of adult control strategies. She tried tb link

both to her operationalized definitions of 'elaboratea' and

'restricted,' codes. While this analysis is pursued in great

detail, crucial methodological flaws preclude useful inter--

.pretations. Sheer verbal output of mothers correlated so

highly with varied indices of code'and strategies, that the

rest of the analysis isrendered void. The consequent

failure to find evidence of the existence of 'restricted

code' mothers may do Bernstein's original thesis unwarrantqd

harm. ,

Although Turner (1972) did not look at maternal speech,

his careful linguistic analysis of children's spontaneous

descriptions of control strategies to adults in a story-

telling activity did reveal social class differences like

those found between mothers. The simplest hypdthesis'would

claim that, within the"limiiations of their intellectual

development, children had assimilated what had been made

available for them to learn.

Mothers as Informers.

Although maternal prescriptions are irformation of a kind,

particul4rly about the social world, it is helpful to

contrast knowledge about proper behaviour with knowledge

of fact. Many remarks made by mothers to their children,

or in their presence, assert propositions whose truth
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or falsity can be questioned. Does the utterance correspond

or fail to correspond to a feature of the extra-linguistic

world? Is the cat sitting.on the mat? There are rules for

evalUating the truth or falsity of empirical statements.

We looked at the answers mothers said they would give to

certain questions supposedly asked by their five year old

children (Robinson and Rackstraw, 1972; Robinson 197).

Relatilie to MC mothers, LWC mothers were less likely to

answer questions asked, their answers contained more-

inaccuracies of fact and they were less likely to stress that

they thought what is said should be true. MC mothers were

not so likely to give answers irrelevant (contextual

inappropriateness) to the question posed and their answers

Were organized into sentences that did not have, messy

additions to the main content. They gave more information

(contextual completeness) in their answers. They were more

likely to point out similaritie's and differences between the

topic in hand and other topics. In answer to 'why'' questions

their explanations were more likely to refer to analogies,

causes consequences and classification, whereas the LWC

mothers showed a relatively higher incidence of appeals

to simple regularity (they alwa'yth do) and repetitions

of the question as a statement (because they do.) What are

the differentes in'iearning opportunities, for the MC and LWC

children?

First of all, more knowledge and more accurate knowledge

is being transmitted for MC children. The representational

function of language is being exploited, not only with a

tightness of correspondence between what is said and what it is

about, but also with an attempt to order the extra-linguistic

world. Categdries'and relationships are made explicit, both

for classificatory systems generally and for causal analyses.

If we recall Piaget's description of the intellectual

dtvelopment of children froM five to eight, the MC mothers

are making available just the kind of knowledge which the

child is then supposed to be acquiring. Incidentally of
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course the child is also learning about the skills of .

questioning. He has the opportunity of observing how his

different questions are differentially treated. The

LWC mothers are not so Piagetian. The correspondence

between speech and its extra-linguistic subject matter

is not so emphasised either -by precept or example, less

full answers are being provided less often. The heavier

use of 'focus on proposition' modes could discourage

further questioning. If all 'why' questions get the

same answer there is .little poin:, in asking them. The

absence of empirically relevant ntent will not either

encourage'inquiry or add to knowledge.

Here no interest was shown in the extent to which

learning in this context might be response-based rather

than intrinsically motivated. Punishments and/or rewards

for asking questions might be given, and these could be

differentially distributed by social class; the problem

should be investigated. In our data it was the differential

consequences for -intrinsically motivated learning that .

seem,A to be most evident.

But are these opportunities exploited by the children?

We went on to look at seven year old children's answers

to '1h' questions and found social class differences that

ere most simply described by saying i,hat they reflected

the differences revealed by'their mother- if one allows

for the difference in age and situation. For example,

seven year olds gave less information in answer to certain

questions .itan did their mothers: Their answers were

generany rare immature and egocentric (in the Piagetian

sense of the word.) The mothers had been thrust by the

interviev.,,r in,:o the role of 'informer', the children

were simply telling interviewers what they knew. It

may not therefore be surprising that children gave

fewer 'Because I say so' or 'Because it is so' responses

than their mothers.
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While these data are quite consistent with the simplest

-hypothesiS that children's knowledge reflects what has been

made available for them to learn, some tighter analysis

would leave fewer other possibilities viable. It was
o

possible to extract a limited number of mother-daughter

pairs from the original sample and to pursue a further

analysis within class. Categories of responses of mothers,

were re-grouped to give a small number of higher-order

categories of which four are immediately relevant. The

first, which counted and combined' the presehce of an

insistence that answers should be true with offerings of

similarities and differences, the absence of admissions

of ignorance of what. to say, answers irrelevant to questions,

and inaccuracies of fact, is emphasising the representational

use of language, its correspondence to the extra-linguistic

world. While MC mothers made substantially higher scores

than LWC mothers, it was only among the LWC children that

there Was a positive association between maternal and child,

answering. In fact the MC girls gave so few irrelevant

or contextually inappropriate answers that there was no within

Class variance to explain within the group! There was a

positive association between amounts of information given
,

bymothrs and children within the lbwer working class.

Within the middle class there was a strong hint of a

negative association which'could be used to suggest that

mothers may provide so much information that their children

become 'overloaded' - and learn less. In both social

classes, mothers using relatively higher numbers of 'focus

on proposition' modes of answering had daughters who behaved

similarly; The use'of modes focusing upon matters of fact

by mothers had no predictiVe value for the behaviour of .

their daughters in the middle class and predicted a high

use of 'focus on'proposition' modes in the working class. With

the exception of this anomaly, the results give further

encourangement to the idea that availability predicts

learning.
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The final investigation in the series (Robinson and

Arnold, 1972)-moved into direct observation of mothers and

children interacting. While Hess and Shipman set up

mothers'as teachers, we tried to set up children as

interrogators. A variety of familiar and unfamiliar

objects served as conversation` pieces. It we ignore the

social class differences; that were in fact generally as

one would expect, the data showed identical mother-child

associations within class.

The amount of knowledge children proferred correlated

strongly with a summary index of maternal behaviour. For

the total sample the correlation was 0.67 (p 4.001, N = 40)

4 was similar in both social classes (rMG = 0.54,

p N = 20; rWC = 0.66,,p 4.001, N =*20). The summary

index was made up of a number pf, items - the provision of

relevant answers, answers' whiel were related to the child's

'previous experience, answers which went beyond the question
,

asked; the pointing out and correction of errors in what-

, children said; and' the affirmation of the correctness of

statements by the child deemed to be correct.

This index did not relate only to the knowledge of the

children, but to their questioning as well. The number of

syntactically complex questions asked by children

correlated 0.43 (p 4.01) with the index, the number of

questions overall'0.69 (p 4.001). For the two social

class groups the degr'e of association was similar

(rMC = 0.80, p 4.001; rWC = 0.76, p <.001). Mothers

who were providing clear structuring, making materials

relevant assimilable and challenging, had children who

were curious and proficient in the verbal expression

of their curiosity as well as knowledgeable. Both first

and second-order knowledge was greater; KAD was more active

and more developed.

Interestingly enough, direct maternal attempts to

focus attention or to arouse curiosity through posing

questions bore no relationship to the children's behaviour.
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Children would ,feed on food provided, but appeared to

be uninfluenced by the chef's recommendations.

We took these results to be strong evidence for theo
importance of the provision of structured knowledge,as a

determinant of children's knowledge (and curiosity as

well). That mothers' attempts to motivate children had:

no relevance to questioning or answering is contistent

with the finding of Hess r..:A Shipman that thee was no !

association between the motivating efforts of mothers

and children's success in placing orustifying the

plact,ing of blocks in t&ir Block Sorting task or their

scores on the Binet IQ test. .Both Hess ani Shipman and

Robinson and Arnold found that MC mothers were more likely

than WC mothers to try to motivate. In afield of .

enquiry remarkable, for the dreariness with which one

has to report that WC mothers are 'getting it wrong',

it is almost a relief to find a MC propensity that
'-

apparently has no value.

It, does look as though at last we are beginning to be

able to specify some of the maternal-(or teacher) behaviours

relevant to the intellectual development of children.

Our data were not intended to probe the general depths

of intellectual functioning. We were not concerned with

the fundamental operations, of Piaget. But we were concerned

with general knowledge of the world and its verbal

representation, both in terms of its acquisition through

questioning others and its retrievability both for

others and presumably for the children themselves. While

it is true that MC mothers were generally employing

techniques more condUcive to the intellectual development

of their children, variance within class cduld be located

and exposed. Structuring and presenting an almost assimil'

able environment and mediating this through a disciplined

use of the representatiorial function of language,

appeared to be re.evant for children's growth of knowledge.
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Mothers as Rewarding and Punishing Agents.

We have encountered evidenqe todink differences in

knowledge mtnifeated and questions asked by children to

differences in knowledge made alvailablt. by motherg. '"he

correlations were sufficiently fat to make us think we

had Oogressed beyond statistical significance-Ito

psychological Importance. 'The emphasis in the studies

was on intrinsic rather than extrinsic motivation. We

generally ignored rewarding and punishing and their

consequences.

Can we really separate intrinsic and egtrinsic

motivation? If the argument being advanced here is to

be sustained, we shall even have to distinguish between

'That's right!' and 'Well done!' and between 'That's

rightP,said with a smile and a cheering inflection and

'That's right!' uttered in a dull monotone. 'Well done!'

will often presuppose correct performance and a flat 'That's

right!' may give its receiver cause to pause, ,but the

theoretical distinction will be, vital. Perhaps, the common

coincidence of the two makes it easier for children to

be 1-reduced away from learning right ,answers to learning.

pleasing answer's. .

Is this not being academrcally 'petty? Two kinds of.

study -show that it is not.- There arc those which show how

the int /oduction of external incentives, such as money,

into a situation obliterates differences in performance
.

attributable to intrinsic motivation. There are studies

which show that there is differential responsiieness to

words like 'Good'. as opposed to''Right' - and that this

varies with social class.

Can the extrinsic incentives .lead children away from

.4 the pursuit of knowledge for its own, sake? Tt seems to

have been .so obvious that they can, that nobody has

bothered to examine
e
the problem, but we'can note two

approaches to the matter.

*R.
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Over the last two decades there has been much interest

and effort expended in the investigation of 'the achievement

motive'. This is defined'in terms of a concern to pei-form

well in relation to a standard; this standard is normally

assumed to be independent of the judgements of otherS..

Satisfaction derives from doing well, and if goals are

achieved, new and more difficult goals are then set. This

motive may be seen as an effective relation to the cognitive

conflict Model of development; 'doing well' substituting

for 'knowing'. Individuzu differences in achievement motive

have been shown to relate to differences in standards of

perfoimance adopted in many tasks '- provided that external

incentives are not introduced (see Chapman & Hill, 1971 for
)

an extensive bibliography). Once they are, performance:.

is affected by them. These investigations show qUite clearly

how external and intrinsic factors can be made to have

differential influence- according to how the situation is

manipulated.

While we can. readily conceive of behaviours being

encouraged and discouraged by the manipulation of rewards

and punishment, a case of especial interest is that of

inquiry behaviour themselves. Only one study could be found:

Deci (1970) found that the interest of students in

performing intrinsically rewarding tasks, such as solving

mechanical puzzles and writing headlines for college

newspapers, fell off after money was introduced for doing

them. What pric, capitalism if the introduction of the

`notion of monetary value destroys the intrinsic satisfaction

associated with performances? And yet if we think about

It, this is almost certainly true. The professional

performer on the Violin, tennis court, or stage has an

interest in more than simply doing well. How can he be

involved in the performance night after night, week after

week? The conclusion is not necessarily to the effect

that performers should not be paid, but to note that
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professionalism may exact its price. That one may lose

interest because one is paid is an hypothesis that urgently

requires investigation in our society. It'is, of course,

consistent with the tenor of the argument advanced here,

that external incentives can usurp control over intrinsic :

motivation.

Neither of the two discoverable experiments linking

social class to differential sensitivity to words of praise

or confirmation are strong enough to prove anything,,,but

they do show that there is a problem to be investigated.

Zigler and Kanzer (1962) had seven year old children drop

marbles into either of two holes. They established the

natural bias or .each child and then watched to see how

this changed as a result of the".experimenter saying

!Good', 'Fine'.or 'Right' to droppings on'the child's

non-preferred side. 'While WC children showed twice as

much shift in response to 'Fine' as they did to 'Right'

MC children were much more responsible to 'Right' and

'Correct'. All utterances were allegedly made with an

'equal amount .f enthusiasm', but Brooks, Brandt and

Wiener (1969) doubted this, repeated the investigation,

and failed to obtain the same results. Their children

showed no discrimination between praise and confirmation.

Instead of checking the reasons for this, the authors

went ahead with studying the effects of variations in

words and their inflections, all spoken by a Language

Master. The marble dropping became a 'Space Game'.

As one reads of the elaborations and refineniinti, an

.uneasy sense of unreality begins to grow; it is all too

scientific and removed from breathing children trying to

do something they see to be sensible. However, the results

aro provocative. MC children showed no 'learning' when

the inflction contradicted the word content (21g. 'right'

said as though 'wrong' were intended.) WC children

learned nothing when the tone of voice was neutral (non-

inflected.) MC children modified their preferences most

i6
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ed 'bad' or 'wrong' and roughly

ted words and uninflected

switched their choices

next most to

when presented with

in response to an uninflec

equally to congruently infle

'right' or 'good'. WC childre

most to properly inflected 'good

incongruent conjunctions, and leas

that both MC and

ype of comment

properly inflected 'bad'. Could it b

WC children are most responsive to the

they experience least frequently?

It may be safer not to interpret these

until further studies along similar lines hay

results

begun

to give some stability to the findings. Both e

are odd in that words like 'right! or 'wrong' wer

used in a context where the child had no independen

evidence of their validity. There were no differenti

consequences of placing a marble in one hole rather

than the other. With nothing but an arbitrary (and

person-based) definition of 'right' and 'wrong', it is

perhaps not surprising to find children not responding

differentially to 'sanctions' and 'knowledge' of results.

At least, however, there is evidence to point to the

need to search further. Both studies agree that WC and

MC children react differently to identical stimuli. What

we need to know is how differently to which stimuli, and

whether or not it would be advisable to try to eliminate

this difference. The results are compatible with the

idea that MC children are relatively more concerned than

WC children with getting answers right, and are sufficiently

.accustomed to doing so, that they are extremely responsive

to being told they are wrong in a negatively reinforcing

way.

To begin to answer substantive questions about what

sanctions of mothers (and teachers) do achieve will require

better evidence than is currently available. We cannot

just assess whether mothers are generally punitive or

generally rewarding. We have yet to specify types and

strengths of rewards and punishments, and when we do,
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we shall find complexities arising because these will

have to be defined relative to receivers and not

absolutely - at least within limits. We shall need to know

not only justithatis rewarded and punished, but also the

total schedule of rewards and punishments to which each

aspect of behaviour is subjected.

At present we can cite studies to show that LWC

families are more directly punitive than MC families

for the behaviours investigators have chm.ln,to study

(Cook-Gumperz, 1973; Newson and Newson, 1971). Certainly

the caricature emerges of LWC mothers and fathers being

somewhat haphazardly punitive when their children get

in their way. A generally laissez-faire attitude to

their children's intellectual development combines with

unexplained punishments and idle threats associated with

status-inappropriate behaviour. If this mixture of

apparent indifference and negative sanctions does corresnond

to reality,-it should not be taken to mean that LWC

mothers are in fact more generally indifferent,to the

development of their children. They may well 'love'

them, but implicitly subscribe to faulty theories about

child development and mistakenly fail to provide them with

learning opportunities. They may not be aware that there

are more efficient ways of- controlling behaviour than delayed

haphazard unexplained punishment. It would, however, be

foolish to assume that all punishment ,is administered -for

the benefit of the children. Not all mothers even want

all the children they have, and it is very likely that

this is more common in the lower-working than in the

middle class. Cases referred to governmental and voluntary'

agencies concerned with child welfare are_numeroUs, and the

working classes are' overrepresented. At the extreme end

of the distribution, seven hundred babies are battered

to death each year in Britain.

Just as the receipt of negative sanctions may tend

to be the lot of the LWC child at home, so failure may

J8
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be the Modal experience at school - and failure is one

form of punishment. While numerous government sponsored

or supported projects list the under-achievements of

LWC children (see Husen, 1971 for an international review)

the heavy incidence of associated boredom is as readily

demonstrated (Morton-Williams & Finch 1968; Robinson,

1974). In any competitive system where Only a small

minority are defined as 'successful', the remainder are

defined as unsuccessful, In so far as those successful

at age five remain successful until the statutory leaving

age, it means that a majority of children are treated as

relative failures for ten or so years. These children

are heavily'over represented in the working class,

particularly the lower working class. Somehow our society

lacks the wit or the humanity to ask itself what it is

like for a child to be required to enter a Situation

day after day, year after year, where he is defined as

incompetent. That such children are only bored is a

testimony to the human being's capacity to endure.

While data to give real strength to this sad 'view

that LWC children are general victims of punitive schedules

of reinforcement both at home and at school still have

to be collected, a pvima facie case for such a contention

is easy to draw up.

The general fate of MC children is not, however, wholly

enviable. Both home and school may be operating reward

rather than punishment schedules, but the price of contin-

uing rewards is continuing success - and punishment is

available if needed. Evidence on the development of the

high achievement motive in children associates this..with

heavy rewarding and punishing by mothers. Mothers of boys

with high achievement motive in fact punished them more

for failure than did mothers of low boys, but this took

place in a much more rewarding context (Rosen and

D'Andrade, 1959). The caricature of the influential mothee
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that can be extracted from Berkowitz (1963) is of an

emotional dynamo, switching /love' on and off strictly

in relation to whether her child meets the standards -

she sets for it. Her friends would represent her as

utterly devoted to her childrem's success; ,her enemies would

call her a vicious domineering blackmailer.

The MC child can console himself that the reinforcement

schedules do enable him to acquire large quantities of

information in the course of his educational careers. If `

he is fortunate, he will also he given the opportunity to

process this information, analyse and organize it. If

he is very fortvaate, he will not be so sick of response -
f

based learning that his intrinsic motivation for
t

knowledge acquisition will have atrophied. Casual

observation of the elite at university does not serve to

reassure; there appears to,be more similarity between

Skinrgr's pigeons pecking for food and,students learning

right answers for degrees than popular myth would have us

believe. Their KAD's have not been destroyed, but, they

have not been systematically developed either. They are

apt to complain, and with justification, that there is no

time to use their KAD's except for vacuum cleaning writings

from set books and lectures.

This brief evaluation of reinforcement schedules in

learning is intentionally contentious. It is not being

suggested that attempts should be made to eliminate response-

based learning from hOmeand school. It is being suggested

that we should be aware of the consequences of using the

rewards and punishments we do and that these consequences

be carefully examined and evaluated, especially in so far

as they may result in a stunting of the development of an

independent general problem-solver.

Limitations of the Analysis of Maternal BehavioAr.

We have arbitrarily divided the role of mother iito four

aspects, each of potential relevance to the intellectual

development of her child. They are by no means exclusive

0
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With the category of Informer we emphasize her role

as a passive source of verbally mediated experientially

based knowledge. With that of Teacher we emphasise that

she is an active source. With that of Prescriber we

emphasize her role as a definer of what is proper and

' appropriate rather than what is. true or false. With the

category of Rewarder and Punisher we note her power as a

controller of behaviour rather than as a provider of

knowledge. tut any particular situation may well compound

all four.

We have omitted to discuss the extent to which her

provision or withholding of objects may be relevant to d

development. By buying some toys rather than others, she

affects the chances of some skills rather than others

developing. By her arrangement of the furniture, she

affects the chances of accidents and conflicts occurring.

By her watchfulness and her insight 'she can affect

whether 'punishments' are administered before, during or

after events. By encouraging some friendships and

discouraging others, she can affect the learning oppor-

tunities of her child.

We have totally ignored affective development and the

necessary integration of intellect and affect in growth.

Summary.

,The evidence brbught forward and the mini-theories

reported combine to substantiate the theoretical framework

outlined in these two chapters. It is fruitful to assume

the basic validity of a cognitive developmental approach

to intellectual development and ask how factors outside

child may interfere with this growth. We have not cited

in any.detail the extensive, studies of the effectsOf

reinforcement on behaviour.' Such evidence as we have

mentioned is consistent with the view that what currently

happens in homes, schools and society generally frequently

involves a heavy reliance on motivation supported by external
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incentive We do reward what is defined as good and we

punish what\is defined as bad. To the extent.to which we do

so, we risk diminishing the power and value of intrinsically

motivated learning. It has been argued that this can effect

the acquisition\of both first-order and second-order

knowledge and that it may depress the vigour of the operation

of KAD.

We' hnve suggested that the dominant modes of incentives

may diffe: for LWC and MC children. We have raised the

suggestion that MC children are exposed to predominantly

reward-based schedules of reinforcement both at home and

at school, but that the threat of punishment for failure

hangs ready in the background. Persistent general failure

at school for inadequate academic performance and punishments

at home as a means of establishing proper behaviour emerge ,

as more likely experiences of the LWC child.

The relevance of the structuring of the environment to

the development in children of knowledge, knowledge acquis-

skills and the frequency of their utilisation is more

highly associates with empirical evidence. We are able to

slecify conditions-associated with high rates of questioning,

complexity of questioning, and high amounts of verbally

expressed knowledge by children. Not only can we show that

maternal behaviours are relevant, we can understand why they

should be. There are social class differences in the

behaviour of both mothers and children consistent with the

ideas of Piaget's view of cognitive development and Bern-

stein's views about the differential use of language.

WHAT IS TO BE DONE.

We have tb find out more about the intellectual

development of children. We hope that the story told

in these chapters may prove to be a morff constructive

framework for posing problems than more starkly partisan

alternatives. But having made due obeisance to the gods

of more research,we,may also note how little society does

to transmit the fruits of research back to those whose roles
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require them to possess such knowledge. A cynic might add

that what we do manage is usually expressed as an insulting

criticism.to some sector of the population and a demand

for more governmentAl intervention!

It is perhaps surprising and distressing that human

beings are so uninterested in themselves. Our lives seem

to have become arranged so that we have neither the time

nor the -interest to find out more about ourselves. More

particularly we are surprised that people are so un-

interested in child development. Parents have such prolonged

opportunities to observe their children, it is extra-.

ordinary that more is not generally known.

We in the specialised institutions do our research

and write research reports that may be misreported by

the mass media, while the mothers, fathers and teachers

who ultimately pay for the research are left ignorant

of the fruits of their taxes. In one sense it is their

own fault. There are limits to what we can do. If they

choose not to read the paperback books we write, we

neither can nor would try to make them.

On the other hand government, both central and local,

could promote an interest in knowledge rather than Complain

of the expense of providing resources to 'compensate' for

tie inadequacy of home backgrounds. The preferred solution

to problems is more frequently in terms of means that deprive

parents ,of responsibility rather than equip them to shoulder

and enjoy the responsibility. There is virtually no

encouragement given to parents to teach their children;

there is evidence rather of the reverse, particularly in

working class areas. One strong class difference between

mothers in Bernstein's sample was/the perceived division

of responsibility for promoting 61e development of the child.

MC mothers saw the child as a unit and thought teachers

and parents should cooperate to help the child; WC mothers

were more likely to say discipline and nurturarce were

their problems and education the teachers' (Jones, 1966)
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Perhaps the nursery schools euvi:wIred would be more

successful if mothers came to see what can he and needs

to,be taught to children. Perhaps courses in child

development mii,:ht boost morale and the thirst for knowledge

in many a 'classroom in secondary schools. Perhaps we

could try to d ;troy the pernicious stereotype that defines

an active interest in his children's intellectual de%lopment

as an unmanly concern for a father.

Our society has so far been hopelessly unimaginative

and unenterprising in its approach to helping parents

to help their children.

We confined our attention to teacher3. We concentrated

on teachers concerned with mainly working class children

because if one passes a social class-related judgement,

these children lose out more - their knowledge and KAD's

are more likely to be less developed than possible, their

verbal skills in questioning and answering an obvious

target for improvement. But first we need to know more

about the development of questioning skills, the processes

and problems. And we also need to be convinced that LWC

children have special difficulties before suggesting any

special teaching efforts directed towards them.
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CHAPTER 3.

QUESTIONING, ANSWERING AND SOCIAL CLASS

ABOUT QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Growth In the Mastery of Interrogative Forms.

Two recent accounts of the questioning,behaviour of

children are more remarkable for their differences than

similarities. Cazden (1972) writes clearly and simply

about the growing child's attainment of mastery over

/the production of the various,interrogative forms of the

English language. She selects and summarizes the case

studies recorded by Brown's group at Harvard. The

description is in the terminology of transformational-

generative grammar. Robinson and Rackstraw (1972, pp.2-6)

and chapters 2 and 3) fill many more pages with a taxonomic

schema for the classification of questiOns, answers, and

the relationships between the two. . -This account takes its

terminology from descriptive linguivtics, mainly from

Halliday (see Turner and Mohan, 1972). While it lists

the conventions of adult English usage and locates and

defines possible sources of choice, error and confusion

at grammatical, lexical and semantic levels of analysis,

Cazden concentrates on stages of growth and attempts to

extract .e 'rules' that might be used by children to

generate the various intermediate interrogative structures

they produce.

The reasons for these differences are easy to

understand. One records the growth of the picture, the

other is intended to prsse'nt an idealised finished portrait.

Together they provide the history and the geography.

History is perhaps the better starting point, but itself

needs to be prefaced by a brief synopsis of how the

transformational tradition construes the problem.

Interrogative forms are treated as derivatives from

an implicit declarative base structure. The transflrMations
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are achieved by a number of separable operations. We have

to move from the declarative 'The boy can drive a car'

with its posited structure of (Noun, Phrase, Auxiliary,

Verb Phrase) to the interrogative 'Can the boy drive a

car?'. This i, achieved by preposinr, the auxiliary. If

no auxiliary had been present, it would h;:ve been necessary._

to propose-the appropriate exponent of the-verb 'do'.

Interrogative structures introduced by the special

interrogative 'wh' words (what, which, who, where, when,.

why, hon and their elaborations) are treated -as derivatives

of declaratives like 'He is going somewhere'. To arrive at

'Where is he going?' two operations are necessary. Preposing

with a deletion of 'some' yields 'Where he is going?', but

a transposition or inversion of 'he' and 'is' is also

required to.Produce the final form. Tag interrogatives

like 'John does understand, doesn't he?' are described as

needing pronominaliiation (he), negation (does not),

interrogation (does, he not) and truncation (doesn't he?)

of the icnitial statement. When interrogatives introduced

indirectly by verbs expressing uncertainty such as 'I

wonder whero....', the inversion rule door; not have to be

applied.

Doubts might arise about a number of features of this

type of analysis. Certainly there are rules to be learned.

The assumption that they have to involve changes from a

declarative base may be desirable in linguistics but

unnecessary in psychology, especially if interrogatives

are found to occur as early as declaratives in the

repertoire of the first verbal endeaVours of children.

Ono aspect played down in what is mainly a syntactic

story is the relevance of prosodi. 'Prosody' is the

linguistic term used to embrace the whole range of the

melodic aspects of speech rate, pitch, loudness, duration,

hesitations etc. Sometimes ono suspects that trans-

formational grammarians i,:nooe pr000dic features

because the written transcripts they work with omit
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them - and what is not seen is then forgotten. European

lingdists have not fallen.into this trap (e.g. Crystal,

1969; Uhlenbelk, 1972). They have argued fort the necessity
o

of including melodic features in any comprehensive analysis

of speech. In his classic text on phonetics, Jones (1956)

described the basic tunes of English sentences and labelled

the typical interrogative intonation pattern 'Tune 2'

(see Fig.2) He had noted that declarative as well as

interrogative forms could be uttered with a sustained use

of pitch at their ends and that these serval as questions

and not statements, 'You see what I mean?! Perhaps because

of her concern with syntax, Cazden's account omits the

development of this form of question. It may be for similar

reasons that she does not mention that imporative forms such

as 'Tell me why you forgot!' can function perfectly

polite qui.%;%ioas - utt.-red appropriai...1y. She does cite

tAr work by Menyuk and Bernholtz (1969) on one-word

utterances of one very young child which illustrates the

significance of prosody. They examined a number of instances

of utteranceo of the same single word Spectographically.

They report three distinguishable pitch and duration patterns.

Each pattern was treated as having a beginning, middle and

end. The pitch of the longest type rose in the middle and

fell away sharply at the end. The second longest type

shared the same pattern but hd a wear rise Lo the middle

and tae seqwtno was pitch..dlower throughout. The shortest

showed a rise in the middle intermediate' between the other

two, and this pitch was maintained through to the end.

The three types were identified as commands, statements and

questions. The suggestion is that, with appropriate prosody;

'door' o)uld b.! usod to indicate, for example, 'Shut the

door!', 'There is a door', 'Is that a door?'. Alas, as

with too many linguistic analyses, these diagnoses were

not validated against the context of the utterances and

how they sere in fact usi.d and interpreted, but against the

ability of three linguists to sort them successfully into
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TUNEtOF UESTIONS

Questions using Tune 2

Questions requiring the answer 'yes' we 'no':

bat swOz ;ounli in'telid3ant 'main da IkAntri?

But was he the only intelligent man in the country?

Idi0 ju: 'laik it? or did ju: 'laik it?

Did you like it

'iz hi: 'gon? or iz hi: 'gon?

Is he gone?

Questions using Tune 1.

NC

(2) Questions.containing a special interrogative word:

'hu: wa ju: Ito:kip tu?

Who were you talking tea'

68
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swot s Ca snamta

What's the matter
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'three piles! Miller and Ervin-Tripp (1973) mention that

one of their intensely studied infants was apparently-

using maintained pitch. to discriminate between questions

and statamentsat the age of one and three quarters, although

it was not until she was over two th-t rising intonation

was consistently used to mark questions. Adults had treated

Lhe 'questions' as questions and 'it may be that she

learned the intonation by noting which sentences drew a

response from an adult' (p.374).

If such work could be repeated, exl:ended end validated

it might encourage the consideration of at least three

points; the significance of prosodic features in early, and

later, speech development, the importance of the responses

of adults to children's speech, and thirdly the abandonment

of the idea of declarative structures having some fundamental

significance in the development of speaking and listening

skills.

In the meantime we must b( content with the story of

the development of the syntactic aspects of interrogative

utterances as r#2ealed in the extensive and intensive case

studies pursued by Brown's Harvard group. Table 1 charts

Adam's progress, in the production of interrogatives.

Cazden warns of the dangers of attempts to over-

from the results obtained. There were 'differences

in the durations for which intermediate forms were retained

in each sample child's speech. Each of the three children

studied constructed temporary idiosyncratic forms - it

appeared that these set formular. could either disappear

abruptly after intensive use or serve as a foundation for

a next development. The order in which later forms appeared

was not constant from child to child.

This element of disorderliness is now recognized to be

a more likely feature than the universal sequence beloved

by and believed in at one time (see McNeill, 1970 for the

belief and Bloom, 1970 for the disorderliness).
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TABLE 1.

STAGES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF QUESTION FORMS.

Ages for Adam Yes -No Que-stions

Period A
(28 MOS.)

Period C
(38 MOS.)

Period C-F
(42-54

MOS.)

Period
D + E

Period F

Expressed by intonation
only: Sit chair? Ball
go?

Wh-Questions

Limited number of rou-
tines: What ('s) that?
Where NP go ?- What NP
doing?

More complex sentences being questioned, but
no development of question forms themselves
except the appearance, probably as routines,
of two negative auxiliaries don't and can't.

Dat black too?

Mom pinch finger?

You can't fix it?

What soldier march-

Where my mitten?
Why you waking me
112.?

Devebpment of auxiliary verbs in the child's
entire grammatical system. Inversion of
AUX and subject NP in yes-no questions, but
not in Wh- questions.

Are you noting to make
it with me?
Will zour help me?

Does the kitty stand
LIE?

Can I have'a piece of
paper?

Developient of tag
qmestions from Huh?
to mature form:

I have two turn, huh?
We're playing, huh?

That's funny, isn't it?
He was scared, wasn't
he?
Mommy, when we saw
those girls, they
were running weren't
they?

Extracted from
Cazden (1972).

'I 0

What I did yesterday?

Which way they should
go?
Why the Christmas
tree going?
How he can be a
doctor?

Inversion of AUX and ;

stbject NP, first in
affirmative questions
only:
Why are you thirsty?
Why we can't find the
right one ?'

Later, starting in
Period F, in negative
question also:
Why can't they put
on their diving suits
and 'swim?
Development of com-
plex sentences, in-
cluding indirect Wh-
questions: You don't
Know where you're
going. He doesn't
know what to do. We
don't know who that is.
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It does seem to be true, however, that children take

one step at a time. A new feature is taken into the

repertoire. Its initial use is not perfectly appropriate,

but is widened, narrowed and redeployed until it stabilizes.

The most likely source of information for improvement in

accuracy in the use of features is the responding of other

people. Is the child's utterance corrected or ignored?

Is it-responded fo in a way that confirms or corrects the '.
. ,

c,, use made of it? One might expect.that the particular steps

taken, will be a joint function of 'easiness' in terms of

present knowledge, pressure of demands of self and others,

and opportunities for learning through testing.

The stumbling incremental approach can be illustrated

with Cazden's citations that transposition entered into

Yes/No interrogatiie structures before it entered into those

introduced by '00-words, and by Bellugi's isolated

demonstration that transposition in a 'wh' question was
s.-

lost when the child was encouraged to incorporate a negation

into the question as well.

Generally, the results testify to the value of.a

transformational-generative approach for structural analyses,

just as do those that focused on the development of pivot-

open classes, negations and passives (Brown, Cazden and

Bellugi, 1968; Brown and Hanlon, 1970).

However, the child's activities with language are not

unlike his other efforts at organizing himself in relation

to the world and may yet be subsumed as a special case within

Piaget's theory of development. Children are active. They

imitate, but they also invent 'rules' and try them out.

Their development is messy, but not chaotic. They build

cumulatively, incrementally, and uncertainly on their

current knowledge. In the case of questioning, adults

respond or do not respond to their questions; they correct

and they ask questions of the child and require responses.

Perhaps on reason why children do not make faster progress

with questioning is that adults are relatively unhelpful

to them.

71.
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Bro n and Hanlon (1970, p.44) present a table showing that
,

unde half of the three children's 4wh' questions evoked

replies that could be labelled as 'sequiturs.'

In s ite of such hazards, Brown's children were

producing a 1 the basic syntactic varieties of question

forms and all the.'wh' words by the age offour and a half

(Brown, 1968). Their beginnings with 'Sit chair?' and

the repetitive ' at dat?' had proceeded through 'who',

'where,"why', to 'how' and a hint of 'when.'

The plausibilit of the proposed psychological comple-

ment"-to_the linguistic tory is enhanced by Brown's

illustration of the entry of 'why' into Adam's repertoire.

The first fifteen rec rding sessions yielded five instances

of 'why', the next thr e fift \four. This 'fanatical rate

is maintained over a number of Sessions and then fall&

away rather rapidly.

Initially Ynost 'why's' arose directly from the mother's

speech, but subsequently an increasing roportion seemed

to arise from his own actions and though Why the

increase in usage and then the decline? Wh is the mother's

speech initially used as a springboard? More information

than Brown makes available would be necessary t allow

interpretation with conviction. We are not told h

accuracy of.asage changes during the period, althoug the

examples given show that meaningless questions did occu .

We might guess that at the time the ability to utter\\

the noise 'why' was acquired, Adam had some understanding \

that this was a question word and an inchoate notion that

its meaning was different from 'what', 'who', or 'where'.

Heavy use directed at mother's speech should maximize the

chances of finding out the meaning of 'why', if her

responses provide knowledge of results. Whether such a

strategy were conscious or not, it would be an obvious

way to attempt to establish the underlying concept. Does

the end of the period of heavy use coincide with a

sufficient grasp of the concept of 'why' for the word to

'r 2
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be used with a high degree of appropriateness in questions?
...

If sc, then the subsequent lower rate would reflect the

child using the word to find out answers to questions, but

the earlier higher rate was to find out what the word

itself meant. Is there not a similarity to the infant's

mastery of fitting shapes into holes or his thumb into

his mouth?

That the basic interrogative markers and structures can

be mastered by four and a half is confirmed by the studies

made by Ervin-Tripp (1970) of a substantially larger sample

of children, twenty four in all. (but see p.79 for a

qualification) Brown's data were spontaneous productions

in the home. Ervin-Tripp's record of naturally occurring

questions was supplemented with deliberate attempts to elicit

questions from the children by having them ask someone

something. She found that comprehension measured as a capacity

\ _, ,

to respond witti se anti-appropriate-appropriate answers preceded

production by several months. She noted that Carol made

replies to 'who' questions which would have been more

appropriate to 'what' and 'where'. Laura gave location

answers to 'what do' questions. These are mentioned to

insinuate once more that the development is not the clean

and neat unfolding of a preprogrammed intellectual giant.

Like Cazden, Ervin Tripp mentioned complications and depart-

ures from norm', but emerges with a satisfactory similar

order of mastery over the 'wh' words: 'what(is)", 'where',

'what(do)', 'whose', 'who', 'where from', 'How' and 'when'.

While there are interesting differences betveSn the

approaches of Ervin-Tripp and Brown that cannot be discussed

here, it is reassuring to find the considerable similarity

in their results. If we are tempted to be disparaging about

the roughness of either the data or the conclusions, we

should do well,to remind ourselves that tl-ese were pioneering

efforts into new areas with untried analytic tools. It may

also be that refinemeSt of methods of observat5on and testing

will not lead to the uncovering of different information
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about sequence in development. If categories of description

are made sufficiently abstract, then some universality would

be expected, but the more detailed and particular the

descriptions are the more likely there is to be variation

from child to child. Questioning is only one aspect of

language. Learning to master language is only one aspect

of cognitive growth. Cognition is not the only system that

is developing. This not only makes it more difficult to

tease out changes in any particular features and to find

out why they occur, it also opens up greater possibilities

for variation in the order of mastery - provided that these

do not presume accumulative growth. We .nay well expect

that environments which make available equally difficult

independent problems in different orders will lead to

different orders of learning in children. We shall need

to look at learning opportunities more closely. However,

we may well think of good reasons why intonationally

based one-word questions should come before 'wh' questions,

why the temporal is so much later than the spatial

'where', why preposing precedes transposing. At present,

in the absence of explanations for the ordering found, we

have no justification for assuming cross-cultural universal7

ity. But language development is a growth area (see Ferguson

and Slobin, 1973), and subsequent studies should be able to

build on the framework now available for pinning down both

the what and how of the development of questioning.

If our main interests are in children at school, in what

their problems are and what we might reasonably expect them

either to know or to be capable of larning quickly about

questioning and answering, then the behaviour of the

children so'far reported suggests that the starkest'elemental

aspect of the questioning game has been solved round abodt the

age of two. By this age the child is using some utterances

to elicit specific types of verbally represented knowledge

from other people, and heis responding differentially and

74 s-1
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verbally to questions posed to him.

We should therefore expect children of five to have

mastered the fundamentals of questioning and answering!

We can further expect that the majority of children entering

Infant School should be able to use and understand the

whole range of interrogative words and structures. Those

who cannot are most likely not to have yet learned how

to handle 'when' and 'how'.

This generalisation is unfortunately, too superficial.

We must look beyond identity on the surface to difference

in the depth; the 'what' of 'what dat?' does ,hot have

the same meaning as the 'what' of 'what,-rs a dog?' Our

own coding,, discriminates between the 'what' of identification

and the 'what' of definition, but we would not pretend that

we have exhausted the- -meanings of 'wh' words in the

referential categories we have used (see Robinson and

Racks-tram, 1972, cap.2) Similarly, within a band of

meaning, the sort of causal answer to a 'why' question that

would-be acceptable to a five year old might not satisfy

the examiners of a doctoral thesis. Hence, to assume that

five year olds know all they need to know ab.xt interrogative

words would be wrong. They may have all the necessary

lexical units in their vocabulary and have some acceptable

meanings associated with them., but the full conceptual

range of those units will be beyond their current srasp.

That apart it remains true that unless the children studied

so far have been abnormally well-endowed intellectually and

exceptionally blessed with proficient teachers, their peers

entering Infant Schools should generally be able to pose all

forms of open and closed questions properly. If they cannot,

there appears to be no good reason why an immediate effort

should not be made to teach them hem to do so.

But what is it they will require to be taught? So far

we have concentrated on the development of mastery over the

various syntactic structures, with a passing reference to

the role of intonation. We have seen that some general
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assertions can be made about the sequence of development

of forms, and we have offered some interpretations about

the manner in which the meanings of the various forms are

mastered. We have still to become acquainted with the

taxonomy of questions and answers, but perhaps we ought

first to consider just, what we mean by 'a question.'

The Definition of a Question.

Brown and his co-workers and Miller and Ervin-Tripp

presuppose that we adults 'share a sufficient understanding

of what a 'question' is for its definition to be unnecessary.

Most people looking at the questions studied would agree

that the utterances examined were indeed questions, but others

might wonder whether some were in. fact commands -1 requests for

action. Does it in fact matter how we define 'question'?

We can remind ourselves that definitions are not true

or false; they are recommendations. They are useful because

they help to prevent unnecessary misunderstanding. They help

to emphasise similarities and differences. Our previously

published specification of the prerequisites of questioning

cited two such: a gap in a framework of knowledge or belief

and the availability of alternatives to fill that gap. These

were elaborated (Robinson and Rackstraw, 1972, 1615.16-17):

'Regardless of whether the answer is already known

to the questioner or not, the possibility of

questioning requires that he has a framework of

knowledge and belief and either has a gap in this

. or can conceive of one.

The second prerequisite of questioning is that

of holding a -set of possible ideas as answers,

not all of which ethrirically are, or even

logically could be, true. A question is posed

signifying a gap which may be filled by one or

more frolli a set of possible entries. If the

questioning person could not conceive of the

possibility of an entry different from that

presently given, there could not be 'a question.
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This is not to say that the alternative can

be specified, but only that any present entry

is capable of being denied...
O

The reader might have been left in less uncertainty

about the nature of questions if we had omitted to read

these conditions, they look a little as though a lawyer

has had a hand in their drafting. Unfortunately, nothing

simpler could be devized.

Many children's (and adults')'questions' wil] not meet

these criteria. One critical word is 'true' in the second

prerequisite. Many of the earliest 'questions' of

children are requests for action, dietary and other demands

figuring prominently in early speech. These requests are

either met or not, the implicit commaNeare obeyed or not

obeyed. The answers are not to be evaluated as true or

false, except in a devious and perhaps unhelpful way.

The virtue of the distinction lies in the difference between

function and form. We need to separate the'functions of

stating, questioning, and commanding from their 'primitive'

linguistic realizations in detlarative, interrogative and

imperative forms. If we assume one-to-one correspondence,

we shall not be able to explain how forms and functions

come to acquire the loose linkage hetween the two which

speakers eventually manage to master. The appropriate

response to a command is an action. 'Would you pass the

bread, please?' is not functioning effectively if it evokes

only the reply 'Yes'. Hence, the mysterious heading to the

first section with its apparently pedantic references to

'interrogative form' rather than 'question'. In that

section we were only Prepared to use 'question' when the

interrogative forms were serving that function.

We wish to maintain this distinction partly because the

cakd's earliest 'questions' and those addressed to him,

particularly those treated as Yes/Po questions are often

action oriented. They are requests for goolis-and services;
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attempts to control and not attempts to' gain knowledge.

Unfortunately, because analyses conducted so far have

concentrated on the development of mastery over formal

linguistic featur,,s, they have excluded this functional

'distinction. Additionally, Weir (1962) has remarked,

and the data referred to above suggest, children are also

using questions with metalinguistic consequences. They

are finding out how to ask questions which 'wh'words mean

what,although they may not be aware that this is what they

are doing.

Whether or not verbal questioning in our more restricted

sense begins simultaneously with the use of. interrogative

forms for controlling the behaviour of others or whether

it grows out of it, we do not know. It would be worth

finding out. In the meantime we think the distinction

between surface form and meaning is worth maintaining. We

would prefer that studies that are simply looking at

'interrogative ferns' should use that phrase to refer to`- the

objects of their attention. That said, it is true that

the 'wh' words studied have occurred in utterances that

meet our criteria.

Do we wish to allow non-verbal implicit questions

to exist? Is the rat at a choice point posing himself an

implicit question? Our representation of question types

according to form does allow this, but anyone attributing

such questions to rats or monkeys might feel obliged to talk

about implicit rather than 'explicit' questions, and in

context, misqndestandiiig is not likely to' develop.

To provide a framework for subsequent studies we can

proceed from process to content and let our definition stand.

Types of Questions.

It has already been suggested that questions fall

into two broad, contrasting types:

ape 1. 'Olen' knowledge seeking. This type of question

most clearly exemplifies the first prerequisite, since it

functions to discover information relevant to filling gaps
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in a framework of knowledge. One linguistic expression

of such a question is 'What is X?'. An assumption is

made that 'X' is something characterizable by the relative

pronoun 'what', i.e. an object, substance, position, or

process which can be referred to by a substantive. The

demand is for a specification of its nature.

Of course,, the presumed truth-value of the information

already .given in the question can be rejected, e.g. 'Who

took that?"Nobody'. It could be argued that the

assumption of the question being invalid should have been

anticipated by a prior investigatory type 2 question, e.g.

'Did anybody take that?'

Type 2. 'Closed', confirmation/denial-seeking. The second

.prerequisite involves the conception of a set of statements

at least one of which may be false. This type of question

demands that a truth value be assigned to a statement. A

closed set binary decision is required, as opposed to the

more open set of choices offered by a Type 1 question. If

the question consists of a series of statements or offers more

than one alternative, a'succession of binary decisions may

be required. The linguistic expression of such a question

might take the .form: 'Is X Y?' Once the existence or

meaningfulness of 'X' is presumed, then the predicittion

of it as 'Y' may be either confirmed or denied.

These two types of questioning do not imply different

subject-matters of interest. It could be argued that they

are polar extremes along a dimension of minimal to maximal

constraint. Questions like 'You would agree that the blue

one is prettier, wouldn't you?' appear to offer a somewhat

biased binary choice, while husbands advising their wives

when out shopping might not feel that they are being given

any discretion in the form and content of their reply. At

the other extreme, 'why'' questions allow a very wide range

of choice. Perhaps each type should also be viewed as re-
.

,ucible to the other. The confirmation/denial question
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type can be made redundant by reducing the prior assumptions

of the questior., e.g. 'Who took the book? might obtain the

safte information as 'Did X take the book?'; her-16e the open

version could serve an equivalent function. Similarly, the

knowledge - seeking Type 1 question could be rendered redundant

if all alternative possible answers and their potential

truth values could be conveniently specified and converted

to binary decisions. If all possible answ6ls to 'What is

X?' were listed, a succession of 'Is X Y?' questions, where

'Y' takes all possible values', should lead to an eventual

solution.

The choice of form will be multiply determined, but,

all else being equal, the probability of obtaining a quick,

useful closure of the knowledge gap is greater, it would seem,

the nearer to the open end of the dimension the question can

be formulated. Closed questions yield high information if

they are answered to support the suggestion they contain,

but almost no information if they fail to gain such support.

Conventionally, respondents will often follow a denial of the

uestioner's hypothesis with the 'right' answer.

It might also be argued that there is an intermediate

level of constraint which offers a multiple choice from a

defined set of possibilities. Such alternatives may be

exclusive, but not through being empirically or logically

opposite. The assumption is that at least one will. be given

a truth -value different from the others, e.g. 'Did you walk

to work this morning or did you come by bus?' These can_be__

generalized, 'How did you come to work this morning?' or

reduced to a succession of binary decisions, 'Did you walk

to work this morning?'

It may seem odd to elect fo a typology when a continuous

..-,./(dimension can be conceived and p rhaps realized. Our decision

to do so can make an appealto what people actually do;

'wh' questions are frequently 'not reduced to a finite set

of binary choices and confirmation/denial questions are not

necessarily posed in a more general manner.. For empirical
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purposes, it is therefore a reasonable decision to use

the two types rather than the continuum; a variable from

which two values take up most of the cases may be better

treated as discontinuous; at least for the purposes of

social science..

The linguistic forms of questions.

The two types of question have each what might be called

their normal form of linguistic expression in interrogative

clauses. Under some circumstances, it might be sensible

to include expressions representing features central to

the concept of question, viz. to obtain information or to

Confirm or deny, but which are not expressed in the

interrogative form, e.g. 'Let's see how X works', 'Tell

me whether X is true'. These imperative demands can be

construed as demands for answers to questions whose

interrogative forms are readily made overt: 'Let's'see

the answer to the question, 'How do you work X?' and 'Tell

me the answer to the question, 'Is X true?'.

Certain declarative forms of statements can also function

as questions, e.g. 'I should like to know the meaning of

this': 'I wonder if it has any meaning'. These examples

manifest the two prerequisites of questioning cited above.

They are normally labelled 'indirect questions.'

Independent 'of context, however, they may be better treated

as statements of'which the major theme is the speakers

uncertainty.

The normal forms of the two types have both'siMilarit-

ies and differences.

r
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Similarities and Differences in Form for Open and Closed

uestions.

Type 1:

Open, knowledge-seeking

Type

Closed, confirmation/denial
seeking.

At least clause rank. At least clause rank..

Where the interrogative. group Either predicator precedes
is not of the class 'nominal', subject. Or inton-
predicator precedes- subject. ation at the end of the

utterance (Jones, 1956,
'Wh' interrogativre marker at Tune 2). see (Fig.2)
word or group rank.

In the unmarked. form the
interrogative marker is the
first work in the clause.

If the substance is phonic
(oral questions), there is
a normal intonation pattern
(Jones 19561,Tune'ls) If the
substance is gpdOic (written
questions), '?' is used at
the end.

0111IM.

When predicator prectdes
subject the verb or the
auxiliapy 'de' is the
first word in the clause.

.If the substanc,) is phonic,
there is a normal intofiat-
ioh pattern-(Jones, 1956,
Tine 2, for unmodified, and
tune 2 + 1 for dispnctives).
If the substanc.: ie .7.rphic
'V' is used at the f, 1.

Types of Open Questions.

Open questions may be divided into typos on the basis of the

different interrogative markers used, and we nay different-

iate between 'who', 'which', 'where,"wh n', 'what',

'how', and 'why' questions. This division of open ouestions

enables a specification of the particular linguistic,

constraints that a given question type exercises on potential

answers.

'How' questions are more *complicated than others in that

they appear to divide into four distinct types or 'modes'

which have linguistic markers, /in their associated answers.
/

Mode 1 of 'how' is conceropsfwfth state or adjectivail

description and marked bN.n ascriptive verb demanding,

42
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an intensive complement, e.g. 'How are you?', 'How 1 ng

is the wall?'. Mode 2 expresses'manner and demands, an

adverbial group, e.g. 'How did it go?, 'How well d, you

ski ?' MOde 3 asks for a specification of a process or

method which may be supplied by a series'of free cp.auses

or by an adverbial group introduced by an agentiv marker

like 'ty' or 'with', e.g. 'How do you ride a bicycle ?'

Mode 4 is the theme predicated type which asks fOr an

explanation that may take many forms e.g. 'Ho., is it

that John always gets here first?'

Referential categories forunautatiags.

It may be possible to regard the different subcategories

of questions defined by their interrogative words or groups

as normally representing referential categories within

which information illy he sought. A small set bf

interrogatives appears to have a specifying furiction

within the referential categories normally represented by

other words or groups..

We have so ght to reduce thl number of referential

I
categories to a minimum by making each afs inclusive as

possible. The (list which emerges is as follows:

Category Subcategories Normal interrog-
ative groups.

1. Identification (a) Personal object Who
(b) Impersonal What

object What (+ doing, hap-
(c) Action pening, et.)

What (+ is/are)
What like, What
about

2. Definition
3. Description

(non- state)
P1a,ing (a) Time When

(b) Space Where
(a) Categorization Why

(b) Effect Why- .

(c) Cause Why, How (4)

5. Explanation

6. Process
70 Degree

8. State
9. Kind
10. Manher

How (3)
How (1), how (2) (+

relevant dimension)
How (1)
Which (+ noun)
How (2)
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The interrogative markers which serve to specify and

classify are 'what' and 'which'. They caa act within the

other categories to specify the sort of answer required,

'At what time did he come?' This asks for the same sort

of answer as that. required by a 'when' time-placing

question prescribing the ma-e---ef answer. There are also

instances of groups operating within other groups, e.g.

'How long ago was the war?' Time-placing is the background

category, degree the surface concern. This specifies

the mode of answer (for a 'when' question), just as the

former example does.

Closed confirmation/denial questions can operate

within any of the groups, e.g. (Identification) 'Is

this a knife?' (Explanation) 'Did you do it for my

sake?'.

For completeness this classification will need a

further functional underpinning. We have already referred

to three general function's of utterances: stating, ,:

commanding and questioning. We have noted the structural'.

features of questioning and argued that it serves to fill

gaps in knowledge. But we have also pointed out tillat there

is di sociation b6tween form and function. One source of

disso iation has stemmed from the failure to incorporate

the p osodic features (or in writing '?') into the

lingu stic analysis. When this is done we can distinguish

questions from statements and commands. At the next

level of decision where we have to identify whether

or not 'questions' are serving primarily to fill gaps

iniknowledge, we run into difficulties.

11

Fu ctions of Questions.

With that slightly insincere claim to tentativeness that

academics use to disclaim their efforts, one of us

produced a table listing fourteen - functions of language

(Robinson, 19721)13.50,51). Examples of the fourteen are

listed originally for declarative rather than for

interrogative forms - except for the Inquiry Function 13,

that is.
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This table is reproduced to show how interrogative forms

could fit into that scheme (see Table 2).

The original accompanying text pursued a number

of problems raised by the list, - its arbitrariness, its

need for expansion or contraction in the context of

'particular investigations, its failure to hold levels

constant, e.g.none may conform to a norm in order to

control someone's behaviour and one may control

someone's behaviour in order to conform to a norm! On

the positive side, the text drew distinctions between

purposes and functions, pointed out that utterances

can be, and often areoulti-functional, and offered

suggestions for means of identifying functions, while

recognizing that observation of behaviour alone may not

be able to provide this information.

Here, the object of providing the list is to

illustrate that interrogative forms can serve many

functions. It is important to distinguish between

appearance and reality. A question from the back of a

classroom first thing on a Monday 4orning does no

necessarily announce a new era of curiosity unbou d;

it may be just 'another relude tp a lark. Hopefully,

the list will at least erve as a checking framework

for diagnosing the intention of 'questions', even if it

is less than perfectly helpful as a means of identifying

functions.

As we have seen, children may be using que tions

:to find out how to ask questions properly (Func ion 14),

but of course they may remember the answers as well
,

and in leading to this acquisition of knowledge per

accidens, such questions may be serving function 11 as

well.

But which of the fourteen should be labelled as

'questions' proper. We might perhaps separate out attempts

to control the states and behaviour of self and others

(2b, 6 and 7) as 'requests' rather than questions, but we
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TABLE. 1.

FUNCTIONS OF SPEECH ACHIEVED WITH INTEPROGATIVE FORMS.

Function.

1. Escape from or avoidance
of discomfort.

2. Conformity to Norm::
(a) Institutionalized

(see book of rules)
(b) Subinstitutional

(conventions of
politeness)

3. Aesthetic

4. Encounter regulation
(a) Opening interaction
(b) Role switching

(speaker/listener)

5. Performatives (promisinc'
etc.)

6. Regulation of self
(a) behaviour
(b) effect

7. Regulation of others
(a) behaviour
(b) affect I

8. Expression of affect

9. Marking of emitter
!a) Emotional state

(anger)
(b) Personality (shy)
(c) Identity (British)

'Obvious' examples.

Why don't we talk about your
problems?

How do you plead?

Would you pass the salt?

Or art thou but a wandering
voice?

How are you?
What do you think?

,,

Where are my glasses?
Why am I such a misery?

Nould you pass the salt?
Why don't you up?

10. Marking of role relation-
ship

Now where is the pain?

11. Filling gap in knowledge Any, provided answer can be
I evaluated as true or false.

Instruction:
12. Cl-ecking knowledge of

o,her
What is an acid?

13. inciu.vj

14. Metalinguistic: finding
out about language

What does 'how' mean?

/
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shall find what appear, to be attempts to fill gaps in

knowledge also serving to attract and maintain attention

as well as to control,the behaviour of others. Young

children sometimes like to hold conversations with adults.

They can e somewhat short of the opinions and knowledge

alnecess y to maintain a balanced interaction, but they

can ask questions. It is an excellent strategy, requiring

minimal knowledge and effort. So-risible, irritating

children can exploit this.

Rather than delve into the problems of whether

rhetorical questions and teachers' probing are best

labelled 'questions' or not, we shall hope that no

misunderStandingswill-occur if we use 'question' both

in its everyday senses and, more frequently, in our

narrower gap-filling capacity.

Neither will we elaborate the reverse side of question-

ing, that is no questionj.ng. There are norms regulating

where, when and of whom questions may not be asked. It

is alleged that well-bred subjects do not ask questions

1ol the Queen. Question are not often directed at

preachers in pulpits, 1 cturers in formal settings, or

school teachers in clas rooms. Patients and interviewees

are not expected to ask as many questions as they expect to

receive. Little children..., Certainly, the stereotype

of the norm for earlier points in our history evaluated

children asking questions of adults as impolite and

impertinent, and the children would be told this in situ.

This still happen. Children are told that it is rude to

ask people questions, butnow frequently, by whom, where

and when we do not know. For present purposes we do

not need to know.

Answering Questions.

To have separated questions from answers as we have done

could be misleading. Answers can be defined only in

relation to questions. The concept 'answer' is rational

not categorjcal. To write about mastery of interrogative

'8 7 o
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forms is to presuppose a mastery of the question-answer

relationship. We use questions to find out answers. We

begin with a problem, and posing questions is one means

of attempting to solve it. We can only pose the most

efficient and appropriate if we know the type of answer

we require.

However, the actual learning of'questioning skills and of

the roles of the various interrogative devices has,

initially, to take place without having a'clear knowledge

of what the devices do. It is only by seeing the

answers he receives and the rejections of questions as

nonsense that a child can learn the rules of the question-

answer exchange. It may be advisable to remember this

when examining the behaviour of children rather than

adults.

In our earlier work we constructed criteria for

separating answers from non-answers.

Behaviourally, an answer must

(1) follow in time an interrogatively posed question;

(2) be given bya person who has received the question;

(3) be expressed in language.

Formally, an answer must

(1) consist of at least one declarative clause;

(2) have lexical continuity with the question.

Contextually, an answer must

(1) convey a statement,

(2) 'not consist of a refusal to answer,

and (probably)

(3) be able to function within the 'dame referential

category as the question.

Where responses did not meet these specifications, they

could be classified as irrelevances of various kinds,

statements of ignorance, refusals, or failures to

observe that a question had been asked. Once a response

could be classified' as an answer, we then described it

in terms of appropriateness, completeness and what it

88
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presupposed under each of three headings: context, mode

and form. Form divides-into grammar and lexis.

Appropriateness means something like 'correct',

either in terms of correspondence with the real world

(contextual) or of grammatical and lexical acceptability

(formal) or of the suitability of the 'type' of

information content that is given (mode).

Completeness is the aspect concerned with how much

is given or omitted in a reply. This may be in terms

of information items (contextual), of grammatical elements

and lexical precision (formal), or of the number of different

modes used (mode).

Presupposition is releve.nt to what.s given or not

given in the answer in the light of what is being, will be,

' or has already been given elsewhere. This may be in terms

of the information that is presumed to Je known (contextual).

It may be'in terms of 'necessary' elements of grammatical

structure not given in the answer'because they are in the

question, or in terms of expouiided lexical identification
6

of objects or actions not given in the answer because

reference is made back to the specific identifications within

the question by the use of substitute wo ds,.e.g. pronouns

I(formal). Presupposition of mode assume that a certain

type of information is required or not required in a given

situation.
G

Context was treated at some length in our previous

-account (Robinson and Rackstraw, 1972, pp.26-35), but if

1

we are prepared t sacrifice a measure of complexity and

precision in the nterests of simplicity, we!can state that

it refers to the relationship between the linguistic and

the extra-linguistic, between what is said and what is

being talked about.

Mode ..'eferS to the variability in the type of answer that

is theoretically acceptable. In a given instance there

may be contextual reasons which predispose towards the use

of one mode rather than another, and frequently linguistic
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markers separate modes from one'another. Hence when

judgments are made about the mode of answer selected,

context should be taken into, account, and when judgements

are made about its form, mode will be relevant. Separate

modes of answer are applicable to intra-question mode

choices, so that a 'how' Mode 3 question offers different

answer modes according to manner and process. Different

empirical situations, may continue to show up new modes of

answering for the various quedition types. In any given

analysis of answering behaviour, modes may be subcate-

gcrized according to further areas of interest.

Example: Q. Why shouldn't anyone steal?

A.1. Because they get found out and ,

punished.

A.2. Because the people will miss their

belongings.
4-

We consider that both of these answers are appeals to

consequence, which is,a mode. They may be further subcate-

gorized according to whether they are oriented towards:

(1) the actor, in this case the subject (of the questio

i
viz. 'anyone', or (2) some.,other These subcategorizations

within mode are related to the specific type of content

in the questijon. Here the content is concerned with a moral,

justification.

An example showing how a question allows answering

across a range of'modes will probably hEilp to clarify.the

idea of mode. 'Where''questions appearlto offer three

modes of answer.

Example: Q. Where is the P7st Office?

A.1. In Stanley Street.

A.2. Two hundred yards from here.

A.3. Next to 'The George and,Dragon'.

We call these Modes (1) absolute place, (2) place relative

to present location, (3) place relative to some cther named

point. Mode 1 is not in fact absolute, but is a more

y0
...... .... -.Nur.rskeria I.AM i
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'objective' indication than the other two, and perhaps

Modes 1 and 3 should be regarded as approximating to the

opposite ends of a continuum of objectivity, while Mode 2

always relates to the present place.

Jr

'Why' offers the widest range of choice. It is possible

to make a primary division of modes into those which focus

2141212_proposition and those which focus on substance.

Originally this was labelled 'focus on empirical data'.

This implies an unintended exclusion of questions about

logic, aesthetics or morality. 'Substance' hopefully embraces

all knowledge. Focus on proposition modes do not require the

respondent to know anything about the substance of the topic.

Answers like 'Because they do!' (Restatement of question),

'Because I say they do' (Appeal to authority), 'Because they

always do' (Appeal to regularity or tradition), 'Because that's

the nature of them' (Appeal to essence) can be used with only

minimal regard to the content of the question. To answer

with th se modes he answ rer needs only to fno a limited

t of entence fames.ames. ith ocus on substance modes more
I

has to be known. We distingui h explanations employing

analogies, categorization in t rjns of superord,iate classes

or g?neral laws, causee and co sequence. At th's point we

offer no comment on differentialappropriatenes
1

lest the prob-

lem escalate into philosophy of science.

Form is the linguistic level atWhich'categories arc' applied

to linguistic substance, whether this substancp is phonic,

consisting, of written marks. 1

Within form, we have a sep4ation be'oreen grammar and

lexis (described as two demi-leiels). Grammarthas been

defined as 'that ...art of the study of language which deals

with forms and the etructure of wards (Morphology), and

with their customary arrangements in phrases and sentences

(Syntax) (Pei,- 1966). It is basically concerned with rules

governing the selection ofaitems from paradigms offering a

limited set of possibilitieu, and the combination of such

91
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selected items into larger wholes (syntagmes). Whereas

grammar is concerned with the selection of an item from a

limited set, lexis invotves selection from sets with very

large numbers of members. This may be illustrated within

the verbal group:

Example: The boy was hit.

If we assume one interpretation of the meaning of this

sentence, the verbal group is 'was hit'. The grammatical,

systemic choices involved in the choice of this verb

inc ud -e oneiiv thin number, where the singular

rather than the plural form is selected; one within voice,

where the passive rather than active is selected; one

within tense, where the simple past perfect is selected.

The lexical choice involves the selection of 'to:hit' rather

than 'to miss', 'to thrash', 'to love', 'to shock', and

so on through the total list of transitive verbs.

According to Sinclair (1966) a lexical item is 'a

formal item (at least one morpheme long) whose'pattern

of occurrence can be described in terms of a uniquely

or ered series If other lexi al items occurring in its

en ironment' (p.412) . This could make t4he study of

le is a statistical study. A theory of lexis might be said

to contain two categories: collocation and lexical set

(Dixon, 1963).

For Sinclair 'lexical set' is something which

'parallels the categories of a thesaurus', a distinct group

of frequently associating collocates which 'presumably

could be given a single giouping label (op.cit., p.427)

Collocation seeks to specify the probability for

a given lexical item of other items occurring next to

it or next but one to it and so on, or else within a

certain 'span' of items on either side of a given 'nodal'

item.

When specifying our formal criteria for judging whether

a given response should be called an answer, we included
O
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lexical continuity. We are not interested in obtaining

exact probabilities of given items occurring, but with

assessing the relevance 'of the response- to the question

asked.

Example: Q. Why do the leaves fall off the trees?

A'.1. The bag is standing by the door.

A.2. The Hedgehog hibernates in winter.

A.3. The sap goes down and the leaves

shrivel and die.

A.1. seems to have no lexical continuity with the

question. A.2. is marginal since the two events might

be linked by the item 'winter', which collocates with

the 'leaves falling off trees'. The third answer, A.3.,

has obvaous continuity, both in terms of collocation and

through the repetition of the item 'leaves'.

Comment.

'It is not until we begin to write out what we adult

speakers know about questioning and answering that we

see how much we ha4ellearned and how much there is for the

developing child to learn! Our analysis has, we hope,

exposed the main structure of the problem, but of course

the matter could be complicated much further, if we wished

to do so and as we have done previously (op.cit.,

chapter 3). The abbreviated treatment here and its

extended version elsewhere help to define the ultimate

range of competence that the adult question-asker can achieve

with the interrogative devices of the English language.

The American work on developmental features helps to

specify a route and enables us to make suggestions as to

how new forms are incorporated and mastered.

Once we leave the abstract and begin to wrestle

with actual answers to actual questions, we immediately

encounter the problem of substantive and substantial

knowledge., When we test children's knowledge of

question-answer relationships, we might choose situations

Q
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and materials that obscure the trutn. If children giv'e

irrelevant, inappropriate and relatively incomplete

answers to questions it may be because they do not know

the,answers rather than that they do not know the rules

of -the. questionanswer game. Further, it may be that they

do,7t know or are unwilling to comply with the conventions

of the test situation.

How these are re/eVant to particular pieces of research we

shall have to examine en route.

Meanwhile it is necessary to see whether or not there

are social class differences in the development of question-

ing,and answering other than the general points already

mentioned in the accounts of relationships between the

behaviour of mothers and children.

SOCIAL,CLASS, ANSWERS AND QUESTIONS.

Explanations for general social class differences in the

answering and questioning behaviour of children have been

given in chapter 1 and there they were set in a wider

theoretical analysis of the intellectual development of

children. Here we sumn4rize what appear to be I.Le facts;

Why 'social class' and what we hope to capture with

this categorization we have indicated in the previous

chapter. The labels are based on parental occupations,

and/or the duration of their education., In our work we

were frequently able to define Lower Working Class strongly,

with neither parent having done other than an unskilled or

semi-skilled job and neither, having stayed on beyond the

statutory minimal schoolkaVingage. Middle class meant--

both parents had more than basic secondary education and at,

least.orie currently employed in more than a routine white-

collar job. Sometimes, however, we had to rely solely on

the father's occupation.

ipitial investigation with five year olds who were

obliged to explain how a toy elephant worked, how to play

Hide and Seek, and to dhoose what to call three paintings
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showed up class differences with IQ scores controlled,

(Robinson and Rackstraw, 1972, chapter 5.) _Although

there were no differences in modes chosen for 'hbw'

questions and no differences in the contextual completenesS

of the accounts of Hide and Seek, MC childiten used more

impersonal structures for explaining the workings of the

elephant (By pressing...) and referred to fewer particular

times, places, and persons (especially 'I') in describing

how to play Hide and Seek. They included a summary of

the game ani chose titles for the pictures that caught the

theme. LWC,Otldren were more likely to chobse an itet

depicted; We would wish to say that the speech of MC

children was less concrete and particular, and more
-

de-centered, but this ddes not lobk to be specifically

elated to any inadequacy with questions.

However; a more, extended study of even year olds

(Robinson and Rackstraw 1972, chapter 7) did provide
. .

evidence
*

of a large number of social class differeAces in

answering. With, nineteen non-why questions, the incidbnce

'of both grammatical and lexical inappropriatiess was

low, but 11WC children were more likely to 'exhibit both;

their answe's also displayed-mor( lexiial incomketeness.

Sim lai-ly, the LWC answers were more likely to be
..t.

con; extualiy inappropriate and incomplete. With both/

'where'_ and 'when', MC children were likely to use the

more generally objective modes of reference, when this

was appropriate To ten 'why' questions, the more oft

said they did' t know the answers, but less often gave,

replies irrelev nt to the question's asked. Appeals to

regularity, ecified authority, along with'avoidance

of punishment to self were more common in LWC yeplies,

explanations in terms of categorization, cause and effect

more common in MC replies. These generalizationi were more

firmly grounded for girls than for boys.

As-a complement to this type of task Rackstraw (Rackr

straw, 1970'unpub. provided ten year olds with answers

9 5
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to questions, and having established that they understood

what to do, had them devize questions that wouldfit the

answers. While there were class differences on a number

of features, the important difference was in misquestioning.

That is, LWC children were more often using an inappropriate-

'wh' word for the referential. category of the answer.

Five WC boys gave 'acceptable' questions to fewer than

seven of the thirty six items; only two gave more than

twenty five. The MC numbers were none and ten. There were -

fifteen boys in each group. Definition questions gave

particular difficulty. A follow-up study where :a choice

of two previously prepared questions'was required for each.

answer showed eight year old WC children to differ from their

MC peers in their preference for human-centred explanations

for a 'why', and definitional- 'what' questions. A final

study, with ten year olds, again requiring questions to be

devize when only the type of answer was defir.ed, showed WC

weakness on 'how', 'what... like', 'what kind of', 'what

for', and 'what does..:- mean' questions.

If we move on from answers and the question-answer

relationship to questions themselves, Heber J1974)

collected questions of seven year olds bout trees, space

electricity and other topics. LWC., childr n gave a higher

incidence of statements and not questio s, their questions

had a greater tendency' to stereotype (Does it swim?, Dces

it run?, Does it hop ?), Does it fly?) more deviations

from standard or dialect English, and a higher proportion

of open, simple, and perceptually based questions,as opposed

to closed, complex and conceptually based ones.

Bruck (1972) incluaed Bellugi's test of competence at
.

4

asking questions among the tests of encoding and decoding

linguistic and communicative skills in her study of social

class differences through time among Canadian kindergarten

children. This test requires the child to sptak to a doll,

e.g. ask the doll when she will perform some action, and
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4 the items require a variety of transformations,
.

transpositions, insertions of auxiliaries, and changes

in models, pronouns and attached verbs. While the error

rates appear\to be generally high, averaging nine for only.

fourteen items, this is misleading, since errors included

the whole range of problems r erred to above. The only '4

substantial class difference wa. that WC children were.

more likely to repeat the item- as statements. The MC

_rate of doing this was negligib e, both on entry to .

kindergarten' and aftkr six months re; WC children main-

tained a rate of overtwo per child. One suspects that,

as with Heber's seudy,\the average is samewhdt misleading,

being derived perhaps from a combination of a near

perfect majority and an\incompetent,minority.

In a semi - natural c\ildt-mother interaction situation

in which the child was i:, eri3sposed towards question-asking,

MC six year olds asked -mo e how (degree)f 'why' and fewer

what' questions than UWC children (Robinson and Arnold,

1972) . Their'queVions we e more likely to be grammatically

complex. There were no cla s differences in the rate of

questioning.

This.last result is not supported by the finding's of
\

Wootton (1974). Four year olda talking-naturally with their
\

mothers provided over ore thousand 'why' questions for

a nakysisT.---MC children-askedmarethan=LWC- ren,--and 7 ,

proportionately more of these aroseofrom something said

bY the mothz'r rather than from some ongoing activity. -

Tough (unpub.) writes about 'favpured' and 'unfavoured'

homes and not about social class, but if we assume a
9
consideiable measure of overlap in the categoriek, we 'shall

not be in danger of great error. Her data on three year

olds show interrogative forms used to fill gaps in knowledge

relatively infrequent overall, but making up a higher

proportion of all questions in the favoured (6.2 per cent)

than in the unfavoured group (0.9 per cent). Relative

frequencies,oxer all are not reported.

97 c,c:
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Temp/in (1957) 'used books and toys to eliit speedh.

Of7the fifty utterances of each child that were analysed,

about eightfien.p6r cent were questions at ages three, four

and a half and six,, but only eight per.cent at 'eight.
.1' A..

Ath-the two younger ag ?s MC children wee' using more
no

interrogatives, but this was not so at the higher ages.

Comment.

'The state of affairs is less informative than we would

wisg: While.the results of Bruck, and Robinson and Rackstraw

allow us to conclude that there are social class differences

-in competence to produce ansiere-r-d, questions and in fitting,

the two together in test situations, we do not-know whether

the'se differences extend t6,the use made by children of

questions and ,answers in everyday life._

The,eevidence'on relative rates. of questioning (and

, the.doneequences-oftthis) is sparce. What, there is

points to A higher rate of questioning in the MC children.-
-

That this leads to a greater amount of knowledge 'being

acquired is consistent with the higher scores fOr

contextual colileteness,in their answers found by

Robinson and Rackstraw. Robinson andArnbld'likewise

found &hat MC children offered more statements' of fact
. .

in their tasks. Williams and Naremore (1969), however,

found that class differences in initial responsiveness

---7to questions disappeared under probing. LWC children-

ansWt":60--thiF-questionasked and no more, were MC children

would elaborate their responses. Asked whether they'tad

watched TV the previous night MC children would launch

off into a description of programmes seen, whb:eas WC

children would say 'Yes'. Robinson and Rackstraw did

probe each 'why' question three times, but clearly there

are methodological pitfalls which can lead investigators

into false inferences.

Sparcity is not the same as absence, and the results

obtained are much as would be expected if the develbpmental
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story told in chapter 2 is sound. They point to a relative

'deficiency in questioning and answering of lower

working class child fen. Whether this deficiency marks a lag

or'a difference ie orientation to knowledge and knowledge-

Seeking, we cannot adjudge on the evidence. Whether the

difference lies in unimportant linguistic details, important

lingUistic features, or deep cognitive structures we-- cannot

say. ,To,begin to answer such questions would require much

more intensive observation and experimentation, that would

include analyses of sanctions employed relation to and

rules governing the judged appropriateness of inquiry .

behaviours in children. The eta reporteda-reaImost---.

.entirely focused on language in its referential use; the

verbal mediatilonofkmowledge_Asa function of the dif:faren;

iial opportunities for acquiring r4reseitatiohal knowledge.
Tw.

NOims have been ignored. We have not looked to .see how
-u

and when parents (or teachers) -:punish .or ottirwise discourage,

questioning, which questions they define:as improperi-nor

whether such interventions merely suopress'questionineor
; .

beginto.stop it happening,even inside the head.'

Given that we were to: engage in some research

questioning and answering ofchildren'4that was to be helpful ;

and instructive toteachers as well 'as t4O.,psychoiOgyt we had,
vf"

to take some preliminary decision about the nature aneextent

of socialclass differences in these activities. We could

guess 'correctly. We could make one of two Mistakes:,-,_

assume there warelnO differenbes *here there viere,or assume

there were differences where there were none. Wa prefereea,

to risk-making the latter mistake. This preference then

made it sensible to conduct experiments with groups of .

children that were socially homogeneous to reduce potential

within-grodivariance. We chose working class rather than

middle class children on the groUncts that 'it is their

questioning and answering that are more likely to- be

special need of education. The,ProceSses and-tAonomy"
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given in this cbaptel..heli) to proVide guidelines bOth.

for experimentation and for any proposed pedagogic

intervention.

With the cooperation of the Local Education AuthdritY

.,and an enthusiastic grotulio of teachers from middle schoole,

we were able to initiate and complete a number of studies I

of the answering and questioning of first year Middle

boysSchool boys and girls. The children were 'eight plus'

at the beginning of the school year. They were attending
t

. -schools Idrawing almost wholly from Council Estate catchment

areas, jA11 the internal administration of materials was

handled by the teachers with the conseqdent advantages I

4

1

outlined in the Appendix.
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CHAPTER 4.

WHAT KIND OF ANSWER DO4YOU THINK IS BEST.

Introduction.

The studies of social class differences in the answer-

ing. behaviour of five to seven year oln children reviewed

in chapter 3 can be used to makeat least four .

generalizations. In-relation to,the rules of Standard

English, LWC children were more prone than their MC

peers to make mistakes of both omission and commission.

Their answers were more often irrelevant to the

questiOns poSed,They,gave more egocentrically el

relative answers to 'where' and 'when' questions to

which more objectiyemodes would have been more, likely

to be irformitive\o a wider rage of interrogator's. In

answer- to 'why' questions, they used a highei'proportion .,

of 'focus on proposition' as opposed to 'focus on substance'

modes. Problems of irrelevance in the linkage betwe6n

questions and answers are examined in chapters 8 and 9.

Here 1p delve a little into the,last.issue-of choice of

'mode for 'why' questions. /
,.

.,;.,

Were the responses we .obtaiqed4jreflection of habit
-' ''' '`,"--,'.- ..."-t'A."4'''''÷'; ....i ,< .-,,q,'--y-. ;.?,,,,..); All l'.41,i,ts-::

rather than competence, of perforMan04ieference re'theY

than ability? It is possible t,b4VAWQ:',Ichildren had causal

answers available, but chose to'MaXe:Appeals to regularity.
,

That we probed each answer 'three timer,, and still failed

to evoke such causal answers can be used to argue

against this being likely. (The children,did not

weep bitterly subsequently.) Children had ample 0..

opportunity to produce more than one,made to each'

question. If could be,however, that the 'focus on

substance' answers are most difficult to construct even

if a child' knows the relevant /content. We think we gave

themenou' h time to think about their answers before they

by

gave them but' we cannot be sure:' Another possibility is

that the children were ignorant of the substance needed.

101
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Perhaps they would have recognised a better answer if

they had met one, but were themselves short Of the

specific, information. To check whether their comprehension

and evaluation are.indeed effdctil.e for handling 'focus on

dubstance! modes, we decided to provide our eight'and nine

year old WC children with various modes of answer to

'Why' questions and have them evaluate them. ,We did not

in fact find out what the children thdught about 'focus

on prOposition' modes, although .this could be an interesting

matter, especially for social and moral'questions.. We

ignored appeals to analogies and Contrasted appeals to-imm-,

ediate causes, distal mites, functton:and.categorization.

Children of eight and
0
nine are presimhbly building Ifp their

classificatory schemes. These are ecoming,sufficiently
* "

devel9ped -to handle slibz-ordinate, do-ordinate and super-

ordinate relations, and :slid; children should be'able.to
'b

see that objects can be grouped into various sets according

to different-.attrEbutestoe.c. colour, shipelfunction, etc.

Do they see the assignment of an event or process to a

super-ordinate generalisation as a valid'answer to a'whyl
..

,.question? How do they view appeals to immediate and

distal causes? to they still prefer functional explanation?

At yoUnger.ages children show a preference for human-antred

or even self-centred functional explanations of natural

phenomena,,e.g*. tha sea-has .waves so I can swim in if

(Piaget, 1930, Robinson, 1973.)

If the attitudes which children 'express towards these

various explanations differ, there may be implications for

educational practice. In so far as children learn from

other people's answers to their 'why' questions, answers

framed in unacceptable modes will be of little educational

value, if this unacceptability results in no learning.

Favourable evaluations of 'focus on substance' explanations

would, if valid, imply the,suitability of their use.

Although one might find certain modes of explanation

preferre d by children of this age, the amount of information
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they can absorb will also be limited. -They may prefer

short snappy answers to longer ones. To gain some idea

'oaf the amountcof information preferred, we decided to offer

wimples of longer and shorter'answers to each question.

We ignored difficulty defined in terms of abstraction or ,

generality and concentrated on complexity of syntax and

numbersof words. But what standards were we to use?

At the easy end we opted for one main clause of a length '

that'thildren.of this age themselves generate. w TemAin

(1957) provides some indication of utterance lengths

iri children's speech. She found monotonic increases

in length from ages three through to eight. Some eight

year olds were typically using 7.6 words per sentence,

it seemed reaspiable to select eight,or nine words

as a suitable span at the lower .limit for our eight ant.

nine year olds.

For 'the upper limit the problem was more difficult'.

Templin found 14.15words as an average for the five

longest utterances of eight year olds. Twenty-eight per .

cent of sentences were compound andhcomplex,or

elaborated. We thought it appropiqate.to have a main,
1

a co-ordinate and a subordinate clauil-and-we-raised_ t.he

'sentence length to about 19 words,'roughly double that

of the shorter answers.;

Materials constructed with these characteristics

in mind were tried out on a small pilot sample of

children and found to be appropriate to the purposes

in mind.

Our pafticular reasons for. using length and amount

of information were based on an interest in seeing whether

or not children would prefer tomake the extra effort

of understanding for the reward of gaining more

information. Or would, the extra loan overwhelm them?

In-a previous study (Robinson, 1975), it wasfound that

1. 0,,`')
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MC mothers characteristically provided more information's
. . -. .

in answer to their children's questions than di d tWC
. -

.

'mothers
).

The MC Children knew more than the LWC4fhildreW,
i .,- . _

... .

when posed' tne same and other-questions.' When weflOoked
. , ...sr..

at mother-Child pair, the same positive association 2)

'betwee mother's provision and child's knowledge was
D

q's in the working class, but a reverse trend appeared
1

within:thd-middle class; mothers giving-more information

d children
ir
who gave less. We know from other experimental/

studies.. of learning and retention that'overloading can lead
. -

to a deficit.rela"tive to optimal loading.. Expressed

anecdotally from anothef stay one live year old asked

her mother asquestion about the stars, 'Why don't you ask

0 your father.- He knows all about that'', replied the

astronomers wife. 'Because I don't wantto know that much:"

wasaeturned by th'd child. In teTmsof this inves .gation,

if eight and nine year old prefer.the shorter answers,

teachers should check their ownspeech to'find out whether

or not they are overloading t'he chil4ren.

In the construction Of the materials we faced the

hazard that we had to assume equivalence of contents as

distinct from mode of answer. *Irchiiidren were to show
r

a preference for functional, modes, we 'would have to hope .

that this was pot because the functional answers had better

Content-than the causal ones.

Given quit we were to use more than one answer to eacH

qCeation,_we also needed to control for the effects of both.

order and position of different modes of answering.

Within the limits of our design possibilities we had to

sacrifice One of these. We abandondd order and controlled'

position, on the grounds that we know from many studies

ofremmbering and learning that there are primacy and

recencyjeffectsinfluencing performanne, whereas sequence

effects have ,not been shown to occur with our kind of

materials.
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.
give different versions to each of four groups of ,.

.

, children. tike first -group a:56essed 'Short answers to.
set Al Nhen long ansWers to set B. The secthid group

'Tassessed long answers to set A, then short answers to
set B. Group 3 had' two long and two short answers to

1 -..: .botii setst.A and B. :Grp 4 had 'the same, but with Old. ,long nd short answers interchanged.
'-S u b j e kt s . Whole i 61asles of first formers (e ight plus)

v. ..,,,...in -four sepaiate but si\\il4r-post-,warouncil state 7-
..:: l' , .Middle schools gave their judgementst.,: tro ease.....4. .-.. . .:r.: .`Calcul4tions ,. only the first' till!' ey 7,tald ren ,cc- n 'the

. -- ..\.

register of ea . class. were used., ,

, . ,
,

---.;.
.

% .Materials.. Eight questipns were selpcted, sbe referring
. . . . ,

. . , ,', ,.:.. *:r kto biorogical phenomena and two 'reEetring to human social-- .

behaViOur. The questions were -a selection froin queettiOos
e.. .

. 1 ! -\ actually posed by fight and nine year old childrecr:to. their
,-

o t "--c s
:----. '-mothers in another study. Seleo was-ba_ eif onthe,..".

.---
k

...

'ease with which sets of comparable answers could_beevised.-...,,...,, _.

For each of the questions, four answers .w,ere constructed:
1) Arrsattempt to categorise the particular facet as a member
of a higher order set (Supprordinat&-categorsisation.)..
2) An e anation 'in terms of the utility or function of

1.the pro ess or-eve involved (Consequence).- -

3) An explanation in terms of immeiliate* daus-:, i.e. a cause'
. .maximally contiguous with the event or process ,(Broxithal

cause) .
,

1+) A weaker (3) but more' general causal answer mentioning
some more distant or specific influence relevant to only,
some instances 'of he problem in focus '(Distal. cause),

To control for the effect of position,.the 'worry being,
that first and fourth answers ,thight be preferred to the
middle two, the locatiop of each type of explanation was
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varied from question to question, each type,oranSwer.
P

appearing in eacllof the four positions. For each mode

f explanation, two versions were prepared, one long 'and-

one short. Shortversions averaged nine words in length,

and as far-as possibiLe coneisted of no mere t han one main

N.

_clause. Where this was not so, a co-ordinate clause
,/ .

was 1ised. Long versions had twice as m any words and.

consisted of one-main and two other clauSes, usually

ope'co-ordinate and.'one subordinate. If would not be

properto claim wthing more thanJhatone might

reasonably expect the. longer explanations to be 'lie ter'

4ft..but also more dethanding in terms of effort required

.understand.

The actual items are given below. The labels were

hot.on the original foims. F std s for Functional

(Consequence)iPC for Proiiilal Cause, 101Z, for Distal Cause

and Cat. .for Categorisation.

Short forms: Set A. A

-1Why do dogs ba rk?
% P

Becjause a stranger or friend.has come up to them (Da,,

o cost animals-make a-special noise and dogsbark.(Cat.)

Because'something has startled or excited them. (PC)

So as to,let you.know someone is there. (F)

iklnly do swallows go io Africa for the winter?

All birds that eaph insects fly south in winter. (Cat)_,

They have an instihct tha t'directs them to go-i;"(PC)

So that they have enough to eai,and drink: (F)' .

The cold weather and short days drive thein away.(DC)

Why do people sweat?

Because tile' body gets too hot, and the sweat keeps
o

it cool. (PC)

So as to keep the' body at the same temperative (F)

Because tHey move about too fast in hot weather (DC)

'It is -one of several ways of keeping the` body

tempe'rature '(Cat.)
-

A
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Whir dO-chldren Rattrrel?..

In order to get their own way over soliething.(F)

Bec use they want to do different things. '(DC)

It s one way children oean show they disligree.with

h other. (Cat.)

e all'child,ren get %ad-tempered at tides. (PC)

"

Short Forms. Set B. ,

.

Why do\babie learn to"talk? .'

--Becaude their mothers-eadh them how to speak. (DC)
,

They.learn many skills and talking.is one-of them. (Cat..),
4

BecaUse"the. brain grows clever enough to learn. (PC)

So that they can speak and listen to other people. (F)

11.

te.

Why do the leaves fall from many trees in the autumn?

x All living things die and leaves are living things'. (Cat.). -.

Thefsap'goes down'to the roots 7arici-tti4..,t1gro., (PC) .

.,, .

,...

So.that.the tree
.

can'reet safely,,throug4IbaAwcnter.4F) .

.

'BecaUse the strong Win cli! of autupn'blowthem off. 000
. V. ... .

.
Why do children eat? ,

,
, 4It

i:

Because their bodies tell them they..are hungrey. (PC)
. . ...

So that their bodies can work properly. CF)

Because their mothtrs give' them food at mealtimes. (DC)

All living cfeatures peed'to have food. (Cat.) %

people say
So that they can greet their friends. (F)

Otherwise people would-think they a rude. (DC)

It's one of the things we can do whe we meet people (Cat.)

Because th y have Been somebody they know. (PC)

LongForms t A.

Why do dogs 'ark'?

When something interesting happens like father coming

\\home from work or:strangers calling at the house, dogs

'11 bark. (DC)

Most nicials make a- special noise. Cats miaow, cows

moo, Egia animals of the dog family bark. (Cat.)

, Because the are excited or startled. If they are

happy or angry qr frightened ,they will make a hoiseft(PC)

107
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So that they can show Other'.dogs sr people-iiiey

'are. pleased to see them - or ang ith them.(F)
O

Why do swallows go to Africa or the - 'winter?
N .,o

Many birds live on facts: =All 'these birds :fly .

south in winter and the swallow is oneof"them. (Cat)-
When it gets late in the year, this sets off-an.

instinct that'tells them to fly south. (P6..

They fly away so that they have enough. food to eat for

them to stay alive through our winter. (F)
.

Our egad wet weitther'kills--o fall the insects that
.

swallows eat, and this drives swallewa:away,
s outh. (DC)

Why do children eat?

.

z",:-

' When' their body' is short
-
Of food it'sends messages

.

to the brain and tells them they aj.-hungry. (PC)*,0' .\
Their bodies need food so-that'lverything can workof

t:
.properlyeand tfty. have enetgy-for moving about (F)''

,

.

Their mothers then food to eat for breakfas ts
:

.

) .
,5

dinAer
L

and tek;aniTtheY hae to eat it (DC)

All iivig thinegneed to have food. Human-bacmgs are
,44,..,. ..-..

t' living thAgs so?..the; eat tbod as well. (Cat:).
..., . .

_, -

:Why do sie';%e_may.4'Hallo' t6each.Other? .... ti. f

Beciluse we like to be able bIs to ow people we. are
°

. /.
.-.frientaly when we meets them or see'them.()

Because they have learned..tlat you say 'Hallo' when ,.
. *

.vou see or meet sOmebody that they know. (pp)i
.

S^ If you saw somebody,yoti knew and didn't say 'Hallo' is :..

I,
.

, . .

tney:would'think it odd or evn rude. (PC)

We have many'words and signs that w e can use when

....4.1

,
we

,:. or
see people and 'Hallo' is one of these (Cat)

LOng Forms: Set B
.

.

Why do babies learn to talk? ,,

:\ '

C

0

Their tothers'speakto them and use very simple words.

at first. As they'grow olde'r they learn more. (DC)

Babies learn to crawl and walk. Tsilking is one of these

skills that we have to learnTiad we grow. (Cart.)
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As the brain grows it is able to do more difficult'

0
things. Babies can soon learn to speak-. (Pb)

So that they can speak with other, people arid say-.
what they want and what they are doing. (F

from Liar' trees in:he autumn ?'
ill living things dle after a time and-` fare
alive, so when their time =les they die and fall.
(cat) -k

MhenLautumn_comeei all the sap goes from the leaves into

I

4

the roots and' so they dry up ane fall. (PC)'
.

,%;;;-,-A,
rt, So that the tree can rest :during ,the, winter and get

' ready for growing new leaves in the siring. 'f')
The wiridsz,iP, the autumn are strong and-cold andAhey
flew hard and knock the leaves".off. (DC) t

. . ,
,

Why ,do People sweat?
,

'There are-.,things pall ,glands in the body and when it
gets hat_they-give out (PC)

To keep the body at the same temperatures the 'body
7gi-ves-W,,the extra'heat through sweating (F ?t.,
When pebple run about a lot- or"Inove too fast nd the

/.-- ,weather/ is hot,u it makes them sweat. (DC) ,. .

It is `one way of keeping our temperatur right. .
Our

, . .
-_____L__ ski goes Trod 1- we .pant and we also sweat. (Cat. )

c.-: Whk do- c .ildrerf 4barrel? , . .

two children both want the. same .thing- quarrelling
..t. . . C

s a way of trying to get your own- way. 01 1' '
O .: ..

If two children both- want the same thing they can get
angry- with- ettch 'baler and, then' they., quarrel'. (DC)...- :'",, ,

Children can fish nor be rude to a her children.
uarrelling -is one way of showing you disagree'.. (Cat)
caus_a_all-childiren-get bad tetnpered-ivith other

: .

p ogle sometime-4 It's just ones' of those things that t'

ha n. (Pc)

It Wad suggested that rank ordering was too difficult
for the-children. They _were therefore asked to ring whether
or not each answer was. 'bid' s- 'all right', 'very good'..

10.9
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These were give+ scores of 0, 1, and 2. All items were

vetted by teachers, disagreemonts nboutchildren!s knowledge

- of words and other problems were resolved by-"other.

teachers checking the items with their .cialaren'

Iistructions. Teachers were briefed about their partickar

materials and order of presentation. They ereto

introduce the task in their own way but were to end with

the following COM ents:

.'Thereoan be-mo than ane answer to the same

question. If someo asked you !Who is in charge

:of this schoolre, you Might say 'The-HeadteaCher'
1.

or you might- use his name and say It-ft....Wilson'.

If I asked you when you "started. iChOOi.yOUMight"

say 'In)/9681 or. 'Three years ago' or 'When.,;-
0

I wat'fives. Therwould-all be true.

I've got two sheets of paper4hete with some
9

questions and answers on. What I wouldlike.to

-know is what you think of each of the answers

_written down. I will hand round the_figst_sheet...'

I will read out. the first question and then the

first answer_ you draw'a ring round one of the

a three words on thet right hand' side: 'bad', 'all"

right', 'very good!. Then I'll react the quegtion /

again, albng with the second answer, and so'on.

There ,are no wrong answers, I just want- to know /

what yowthink of each. Is it clear what pita

have to do?,

Teachers, were free to explain difidulties in,.

whatever manner they .thought best:\ Items were read as

well as written because not all children would have fqund

it 4-1 411

Results:

The results are summarised in. Tables 3 and 4 . The,

figst point to notice, pass over, Imt not forgetsis that
Y.

-the position of an answer within a set had a highly
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-significant-influence upon its selection as a good

answer (p 4.001). Answers'in Positions 1 and 3 were

more likely to be chosen than those in Pobitions 2 and 4.

While answers in Position 1 were'rated half way between

'all right' and 'very good' (X = 1.48), answers in Position

i'Were rated just Fetter than 'all right' (X = 1:22).
4 This,result held true for both Short (p 4.001) and Long

(p 4.025) answers, especially for the two Causal modes

(Distal, P.4001; Proximal, P 4.001)

TABLE 3.

Summary of RatingsofGoocinsationsfordifferent

Lengths, Positions and .Modes of. Answer." .

Sumthary of Summed Ratings for'all Subject *Groups.,

AB Summary: Length x Mbde

.1.- Bl Did.Cause .B2 Cat B3 Imm.Cause B4 Cons. Malta
Al Short
A2 Long
Totals

182 155 177 184 698
122 169 166 181 638
304" 324 343 365. 1336

.>.

AC Summary: Length'x Position __

C2 Second C3 Third. C4 Fourth. TotalsCl First
.-

Al Short 189 ' 150.4.0%..

A2 Longo lt7 142
Totals .356 .292

B% Summary: Position x Mode

Cl First ,

Bl Distal
101

Ca'use

B2- Categor-
75isation

93 Proximal-
93Cause

Totals
E4--Cerrs ecttteace_

_ _356

.189 .:, 170 698
166 163 638
355 .. 333 1336

64 79 60 304

78 79 . 92 324

64
-

99 87 ' 343

C2 Second -C3 Third C4 Fourth Totals

86 98 94 365
292 355 333 1336-

ABC: Length x Mode.x Position
Bl B2 - B3 B4

. Cl C2.C3eC4 131 C2 C3 C4 .01 Cit C3'.C4 ,91 C2 C3.-,C4
Al 56.45 53 28
A2 45 19 26 32
Totals 101 6479 69

0

37 34 34 50. 51 50 53 43 45 41 49 49
38 44 45 42 42 34 46 44 42 45 49 45
75 78 79 92 93 64 99 87 87 86 98 94

111
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TABLE 4 .

Analysis of Variance showing effects of Item Lenalh, Item _

Position and Mode of Explanation upon Judgments of.
Goodness of Answers.

Source of Variation Sums of sq lares df Mean Square F

Between Subjects

A: Length of ifem 3.75
Subjects within groups 22.61

Within Subjects

B: Mode of answer 8.51
AB ,12.611
B x Subjects within gronps60.761

C: Position 11.21\
AC .94
C x Subjects within.groups74:73

BC 22.22
ABC 16.30

. BC x subject within groups
207.10

Pooled Error 342.59

N - 120

** means p .0

1
58

3
=. 3
174

4, 3
3

174

9

9

522

870

_3475-
.38

2.83
4.20

3.73
.31

2
.46

'

1.81

9.86**4.
0

7.25:**:

9.56***,

,

6.30****'
4.64****'

s

..21.1

'SW

. P*** means p .000].

Short answers = 1:45ere ore favourably.evaluated

than Long Answers ( = 1.33). o4 al\ .(p 4.01), but this

difference as confined- mainly to t e Distal Cause' mod

(i's = 1.52

in the.prefe

There wa

nd 1.02, P4.001), and it operated most strongly
. 0

red first (p 4.05) and third (p 4.025). Position.

not an equal preference for all modes. The

order of prele ence was Consequence, Proximal Cause,,

Categorisation, and lastly, Distal Cause = 1.52,

7PC. = 1.43, XCat = 1.35, Ypc = 1.2?). This differential

preference held hoth Long (p4.001) and Short (p 4.025)

answers. Differen 'es were significant for all positions, ;

but there was no co sistent ordering of modes across these.9
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Children passed generally flattering judgments upon

the answers provided. The mean:rating of 1.39 lies nearly

half way between 'all right' and 'veryId-0d'. At least

this suggests_thatelTirical answers are generally

acceptable. There is no-need for adults to retreat to

appeals to simple regularity or tradition when answering

children of this age, working or middl&'class. Neither

is there any indication that egocentric explanations

remain as 'the only desirable answers 'at this age. .

'Our extraction of a highlsignificant Poeition

effectsermas_as_a reminder- of the importance

ofincluding proper controls into experimental Work

of this.kind. Its partidular characteristics are somewhat

surprising.. In, experiments on learning and retention,

first items generally, have a .higher probability of recall,
.4-

,and although there is nokvious reason why retention

should be confus d with ratings of goodness, one might'

expect children: ere to be lAased.in this manner.; Do

,they: then feel obliged to produce a contrastive rating

on the second, a positive backlash on the third, and

another weaker swing back on the fourth? This tenuous

suggestion is the best that can be managed on the data

available. 'That the effect'is indeed- genuine rather

than artefactual is suggested by .the facts that it occurs

for both lengths of answers and.fOr three of the four-

modes. That the children were'not wholly literate and

that the answers were read out may have enhanced the

effect, although no reason for this can be given.

The preferenaUfor shorter ratner than longer

answers is confined to the Causal answers, particularly

to the,Distal Causal ones. Distal Caudal answers were also

,the least preferred. '.Perhaps the children genuinely

found them least satisfactory, but it is also possible

to interpret this in terms of difficulty of understanding.

so,

_J 1
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If the children had difficultrunderstanding the

.;.

connections between these more remote causes and the events

they were intended to explain, it may be that the combined

difficulty of handling this more remote connection and the

longer utterance led to therejection of the longer answers.

Where, 'conceptual and: linguistic diffic ulty caffibine. the

higher effort is not considered worthwhile.

Among the modes Conseouences were preferred.' In the

Physical sciences such explanations are usually considered
,1

anathema. However none of our eight questions were from
_..

physics or chemistry. and perhaps different' prefererices,
i, /

would be shown with inanimate prohlPms. In the biological

sciences, functional explanations still suffierif4m

ill-informed attacks which are based on iii,assUmPtion''
_.-

., ,, r

,
that function may imply purpose.Still'the7children thought

. .

.,

they were best (X . 1.52) and Immediate Causes second best

(T=.1.4.3). Theather modes were not that far hehine
....

-..- ..

(Categorisation X = 1.35; Distal Cause X = 1.24.
. I.,

-Perhaps-the-moat-interestimg-ohseryation-is-to-note

the children's opennegs to a variety of eXplaniitions for

it single event. 'Elsewhere we have drawe`kttenti3On'to`the
'k.

one answer -only' mentality of older children (Robinson,

1974, chapter 10,) ana certainly psychology undergraduates
. ,

at university, and a sprinkling of .staff as well, are far

from immune from thci wish to know which ia'the'best type

of explanation. That,eight and nine year olds are happy

with several-sug gests that perhapswe,,the teachers, ..
. 4

mislead them at some later point in time. At these ages

they are not necessarily rigidly espousing one best mcde

and they are prepared to ass favourahleexaluations____
.0 1

on all the commonly used 'focus on substance' modes. The

failures to produce these which were observed in earlier

studies may well be a function of ignorance of specific

substance rather than a preference for 'focus on

proposition' modes as explanations.
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,CHAPTER 5.

THE GENERKTION AND EVALUATION OF QUESTIONS.

Introduction.

In this chapter we ask about the forms of presentation

which encourage children-to ask questions, and we look also

at a comparison between their own questions and their

preferences among provided ones. It might be expected

that these investigations would be the empirical:

heart of our concerns, but this is not so.. Our main interest

has been, and for most of the, pvestigations reported, will

remain, inAhe questioning skills necessary for satisfying

curiosity - the ability to pose appropriate questions and

to generate and evaluate answers. We recognise however,

that the problems' "f' arousing and maintaining curiosity

are crucial to a pr- 'tending prescription for an_education

that is,to rely on tht encouragement of intrinsically

motivated learning as ell as upon the carrot and the stick.

T6 omit any-investigati.n in this area would rook Hieeither--;

ignorance or cowardice.

We set ourselves one very limited.,problem on this

subject of arousing curiosity. Given a topic, could we

vary its form'oepresentati to affect the incidence and

types-of questions asked abou it? If this specific problem

can beshown.to have sensible nswers, then it is reasonable
,

to expect that a whole-host of ,csociated issues could be

answered with similar.expe'rimenta designs.

Enquiries,made of teachers in other and earlier study

groups and encounters for generaliz tions about ways of

arousing curiosit

.c).'disclaimers that 'It all depends:.

-a-drsMal succession

The consensus'was

--- that children were wholly unpredictable What would arouse

the curiosity of one set of pupils in on context on one day

would have no predictive power for other\i"upils, other

contekts, or other days. That every instarie is unique in

,\\\

1,5,
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so many ways is improbable, to say the least. But it

could be true, and it can be checked. And it is 'of course T:,

against the behaviour Of children, and not against the

opinions of teachers, university research workers or anyone

else, that the checking must be done. These opinions ar=

invaluable as a source of ideas about likely determinarits
o

of curiosity, ;but they are not evidence for or against -"

answers to tliepe questions. Informed personal opinion is

no substitute for empirical results. If we accept, and

finally we ha.:Veto.do so, that opinion and ritual must be

replaced by faith founded on explicit evidence, we can ask

what] type of generalizntion this evidence might yield.

We woulAnot expect universally valid generalizations

to emerge. 'It `is unlikely that A's evoke more questions

than B's for 'all .children in all situations45 But the results

from a succession of individual and diverse studies should
\

lead to the accuftlitlation of a body of qualified general- --;/N

izations. And, as, these generalizations proliferate, it . .

is to "be expected that the creative imaginatPon of someone

somewhpre will interpret the generalizations in terms of

principle:;. This picture of inductive-accumuiation is

somewhat misleading. We already have concepts and their

confliction in principles. In Chapter 1 (Fig.1) we set out

a model of man with concepts linked together, e.g. other

things being quiet, incongruous stimuli will .generate ,

uncertainty that will be expressed as one or morec.of

several epistemic behaviours, which in'some specifiable

circumstances will be'most likely manifested as'nuestiohs.

Uhfortunately the relevant -stimuli are relational not

categorical. They can Only be defined'ifiwe know what

the person perceiving already knows. But what we need

to do is to translate these concepts into their empirical

realizations, so that theory and, evidence can guide and

refine each other. It isearlydays as yet, and we have

only begun to scratch the surface in the search for

116
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determinants of curiosity (see Duffy 1974 for a review.)

Possible sources of influence can be quickly listed.

Not only the present knowledge of children, but also their

attitudes and dispositions; general-and specific, chronic

and acute, will severally be relevant. So will the past

experience of the class, the skills of the teachers, and the

nature of the learning problem. We shall ignore all these

and look only at materials.

We chose materials and just one aspect of these because

ey are a curr3nt focal point of interest in educational

research. The Schools Council has many projects busily

devizing and constructing materials. The manufacturers

of autlip..visua,1,,...,t_e,ctnitiuda ''-hame'\not,--..been----dtbw to proliferate

expensive gadgetry and schemes for the education market.
oot\

Muchnof this is intended to be more interesting than

earlier materials. Many machine, kits, and schemes have been

bought, but few have been evaluated. Of what use is X and

is it worth its-cost? For X, one can list all manner of,goods

from language laboratdries through reading schemes to sand

trays. But is X useful? Do;btless.Xhelps a1ang the profits .

. /
Lot' its,manufacturers, but before any'prethature blame is

;laid upon them, let us remember that manufacturers meet a
1

,demand and do riot and cannot enforde their sales upon an

'unwilling buyer. They are culpable only if their claims for

,their products are inaccurate descriptions or they tell lies'

!about costs and profit margins. That manufacturei-s do not

"feel obliged to have their products empirically tested and

publicly attested is presumably only because they can sell

them without, purchasers making such demands of thqm. If

purchasers of equipment in the educational sector refused

to buy *hen there was inadequate evidence for the utility*

the equipment, some systematic evaluation might begin
I

'to appear. The buyers only have to behave as they would'when

they .buy themselves a car or razor. Why then is such

unvalidated equipment bought? There will be many reasons,
1 -
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some dnvolving misguided good intentions, no doubt

acca'Sionally associated with en!ianced status, fashion,

and:OMe-totisms. Unfortunately, these are not simply

insttiiib-es of 'caveat emptor'. Emptor is not spending

his own, but public money, while part-time teachers and

children are left benefit or ,.,therwise from, the .

machinery and scheme'S. It

thecrucial featureill

X or without it? ,`If X has

means, X should not.be..us,e

is the Lhildren who have to be

their educ'ation be better with

no adVantages over current

Hopefully, the-creation of the Schools Council will lead

to a greater degree of independent and systematic evaluation

of schemes-and_ev_ipmeat, although optimism is tempered
9

0 when one sees that 'some of its own materials havebeen P

launched without -.the necessary warrants of effectiveness.

Meanwhile, just as the white elephants of government

defence projects have:wasted prodigious Sums of-money that

could have been much better employed, so fashionable schemes

° for teaching children to read, learb history, do sci,nces,

or speak -foreign languages will continue to
waste'A

resources

that might.have been more sensibly deployed. If those who

are responsible for dispensing edUcltional 'cures' could

come to see. the parallels between their behaviour and what'

,would happen to children's health if doctors issued

'4prescriptions fort.untisted medicine with the same abandon,

perhaps they would become a little more circumspect in their

enthusiasm fOr the technical panaceas. As successive'cures'

fail, it is alsonoteworthy that it is ,the intellects of
\

the children. aftd their hoe backgrounds 'that are blamed

rather than what happens- in'the schools, or what society

demands of the schools.

This diatribe is occasioned by the fear that the

children, the *Imes, and the psychelogits will again be

blamed when 'guided discovery learning' and Piagetian theory

are shown not to be of use in improving educa.ir.nal standards.
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Its more likely that thetie wiYl fail'because'they.are

°understood and their range of application has been over-

esti;ated and not checked. Add it maybe concluded that

arousing curiosity is not a useful aspect of educational

practice.' The reasons vested interest incuriosity

have been given in Chapter 1.: Our concern that it may

not be properly exploited is exemplified in the picturebf

the response -based learning that may come to substitute or

it.
But all.is not gloom. The Schools Council project on

Science 5 - 13 (Schools Council- 1971) is a distinct ray

of hope.' This project is 'linked to a theory of child

development.. The objectives of the materials are stated

in detail. That the underlying theory may be'inadequate

and incomplete-lerelatively unimportant. That the value

of achieving the objectives mentioned can be disputed, and

that, although iletailed,, they are somewhat vagUe are both

recommendations.' There are possibilities of

Amendments to the underlying eheoky, changes

.of or the precision of the objectives can te
11

With suitable evaluation and studied use the

gibath.

in 'the nature

incorpdrated.

enterprise

can.have that organic quality which goalless curricula

cannot possess (Harlen, 1973).

If-the materials and their use do not encourage the

a

interests and attitudes required of them or if other materials

do better, they will presumably be repladed. When other
. .

aspects of the curriculum innovation are treated with the

same fhoroughneis, then evaluations of effectiveness can

themselves begin to be systematic.

Meanwhile we can at least demonstrate an example of how

such an ontluation might bi made within a very limited coo..
--

text. In a second exploratory study we look to see

whether the questions children themselves produce are

related to those they think are good., There is a

. difference between producing questions which are weak when
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one knows they are weak and producing these questions but

beIng deluded that they-,are good. Awareness of and.
-

as ring to standards Is not the same as achieiIngthem.

Both .appropriate standards of evaluatiOn and the

pro ctive capacity are necessary for the eventual

0 fruit flowering of questioning skills.. ,

Form of Presentation and the Generation of Questions.

`IntrodLtion. !

Assumesswish to excite children's ,curiosity aba a topiC

and to have them develop sufficient interes0a rerAer

their learning about it not only efficient, but enjoyable

as-well. How does the-choice of mWrifila,prebentato
,

them Rffect these processes? -straight ,

presentation be as interesIting as onP explorting dfagritms
1

-or pictures? Are models or real objectsmore effectivethrin
,./

either? If there ann exceriments invOlVed, how 4O' 'Children's
.

own manipulationts compar'd with demonstratiopsty teachers? .
\"

Art films or rad,io-,talks caPable etf.evaking,more interest

than visita to factoriesi fire-stations or-forests?

In this instance we did\nOt,.make any laimt about
1

why children should be interested in the,t7tics presented

yiz., animal's. We simplytwondereiabout the differential r\

consequences of introducing them ,through thre different

forms: stuffeitthotographed and described: We expected some

variability in the questions these-three wou d evoke.

Both stuffed and photographic verMons.4spiay the

physical attributes with a clarity that no brief verbal

t

description could achieve. Perhaps the objects and,

. photographs evoke 'why! and 'how' questions about these

:attributes, whereas verbl descriptions evoke 1rore0questionlit

about the attributes perse. Or do children ignore the-

I immediatel;""Perceptibre if it is not put in frnt of them

and ask abotit behaviour instead? Clearly these are

possibilities that might be explorei, but we co ld only

,derive firm predictions from Berlyne's theory about types

;
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of questiOns if we knew about the peat experience and

'current knowledge of the children. We could then specify

what would be
0
moderately complex, incOngruous,'etc,

Similarly with numbers of questions. lipweveri hero we

did anticipate tbat the stuffed animalswould be more novel

and surprising than the photographs or verbal descriptionc.
, 0-

)4ethOd.

0.

Design. Children from three "schools (Al, A2, A3) on council
-.61

estates,of a similar vintage examined one object, one set

of photographs, and one verbal de scription of the different

animals. The.order in which the seof animals was presented

.was constant across schools (Anteater, Wombat, Platypus)
7 i'

so that .the order of .form of presentation could bevaried, ,

systematically (see Table 4). This abbreviatitn preeluded,the
;

po'esibility 91 certain evaluations. Effects due to Position

were confounded iith Type Of Animal.' Any use of analysis

1pf.variance could only examine,,Fprm of Presentation, Sex

and either School or Type of Animal position. Since, in

the teachers' judgmtnts, children'frOm School A3 were*

expected to be less.'bright'- than thbse fl?Lm Al and. A2,
.

whereas we had no reason to expect Types ofi.,fiimal to differ,

Schools were selected as the third uncontaminated source of

variance.

Subjects. All the eight and nine year old children in each

of one unstreamed first year lass from the three,schOols.

participated, but subsequently numbers were reduced to,:.

eleven boys and eleVerl girls from each school in order to.

render both visual inspection of .total scorescdcalc.u15tions

easier. Alphabetical order gave cut-off-points.

Materials. The'selectionof tSe three animals was governed

by availability of stuffed examples of creatures. We wantlift....

,the animals to be comparable intsize, easy to transport and';'

fairly unfamiliar and strange. We wanted them to have

similarities. Three brownish Australian marsupials were as

satisfactory asset as we could achieve and did in fact meet

. 121
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our requirements. To offset the fact thai.a single photo-

graph limits the observer to a single per'spective, we .had

three 10 x 8" colour shots of each tor display_; frent,

side and three-quarter views, all taken from just above the

horizbntal. Fos,. the verbal presentatio6,we tried to confine

the information to attributes of the dinimals that could be .

seen. Sentences used were simple, and the vocabulary used

was judged by teachers and ourselves to be known to the

children.

The threeverbal descriptions are given belon:

1. 'The Ante.,ter is a fUnny looking, creature. His body

is about eight inches long. and he has a thick long

tdil of about the same length. His fair' legs ,are about

three inches long, and at the'end of''each foot he has

three long curved clawi. The claws on his two'front

feet are mach longer and look much sharper thin those

Oh this back feet. Hisbody, feet and tail are covered

in rough 14ir of different'shates'of brown; T1-1

funniest thing about the anteater is his long neck and

head and very long thin pointed nose. From the tip of

'hips black nose to this body is nearly as l'cng as his

tail. 121.. fur on his face and neck is lighter brown

than, his body and much softer to thee toucn. He has

Imo tiny ears, at the back of his head and orange and.

black bulging eyes on each side of his head.'

2. 'The Wombat is about the size.of'aopuppy. His, fur

.

is short and light brown. Unlike

have a tail.i On each of his four
. -

five long claws. These look very

a puppy he doesn't

stubby feet he has
.

sharp. Hi3 face

is like'that of a fat rat, a/thou0 Of course much

bigger. He has two small pointed ears and t wo small

shiny. black eyes. His pointed nose. idoks,as if he is

always sniffing round:for food. Four sharp looking

,white teeth pe4 outbeneath it. One of the pr:ettiest

. things about the wombat is.hisloyely lOng.whiskers.

122
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'The Pl,etypus, is a round fat. creature covered in thick
sat light brown fur.. His head and his body are abOut
a foot . long and he has a -wide -flat- tail. which is about
five-inches long, and two inches wide. .The -Platypus
doesn't have any legs: Instead he has four large
webbed feet, like a duck. These spread out from the
.

° four corners of his body. . His face round and furry
like his-body. Although he ,has no ears 1.0 has two:
round brown iyes. Also like a duck, the platypus; s

..,
a beak. This is about two 4nd a'halt inches. long-and
one and a halt -inches wtd'?., rt, is made of a hard dark
brown substance, and- looks unudual f5rn a. furry animal

...
like the pliktypus--.'

Procedure'.
.With only three schools involvethand yar.i.ation in form of
liresentati.an4(three 'values) , species of animal (three
values) and piissibl41 eorders and. poSition of presentation

.

t .(six orders) we-.conbentrated our attention upon'the

+.; ,retaining the constan sequence: ],st - Anteater;
Wombat, 3rd -,platypus. This Mean/ that apparbnit. daffertnCes
attributatile to, say species, could liol4geeparflted l'Arom

.

. -order and position effects,. but these wej,e snot
I the f-pdus of the

.. ,- . .

.-
. , vo ,study. The Order' of the blocks' of instruction _differed from

sChool to -scii.00l, sb'ut within "blocks the wording' remained .

. I,.. I
constant In no case did teachbrs merely issue paper and,

. ..
-:.read out inst4ruCtions.' Not only was a normal lesson corir , 4 . 4:
?

. . . .Structed arouna. the materials; it it.waks stated that as mdny t... 4- .-
i.questions as pbskble Would be ansWereds - Ana they Were.. \ e ...

, .,..

feachera. were, provided with additionki 1 int orma tion aboit the
.

.

creatures Hence there was little artificiality in the v. ,'4.I.

1 .

activity. (It proyed sufficiently interesting in two schools
. . ,

for' this type of activity to be repeated.)
....,.. ..

. . Ti p raw instructions` were similar for the three variations.
* One set onty \is 'given:. :. .... .

. .
. (Disti4ibute\lined paper for each Mild. Names to go

in top right hand baci-ner: ..Then
,
say)

. . .4 N, .. ,
. ,, ...
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1. 'I've got a description of an animal here andI'm

wondering what you would like to know about ii.--

I'll read you the descrijAionqind then you.write

down-.the questions you would like answered about

it. There's no need to think up questions that don't

really interest you. Just write down the ones you

would like answered. We'll spend ten minutes on it.

Here are some copies of what :I111 read for you

to follow'. This animal is called an anteater

(WriteANTEATER on board) (Thn folloWs the

description of the ariteater. All measurements were

demonstrated with gestures; The reading was slow.

Children retained copies of the text.)

'Now you write down any queetions,you have. Don't

, 0 worry aboU spelling. We'll sort that out later!'

Ten minutea\.were allowed to write down questions,

before proceeding to the'next animal:

2. 'I've got the next animal here in a case. Here it-As.

This is a WOMBAT. (Write on board.) Now what would

you like to know about this animal? What questions ."'

have you about-this one? Write down any questioris

you have. have ten minutes on it.'

3. 'For'the last one, I've got-Ootos'of the animal. Here

they are (Three children hold up;hOto^ then Stand

them on theo desk:) This is called a PLATYi5US4Write

on board,.) Now what would you like to know abou

thiS animal? Write down your questions. We'll have

ten minutes,'

Collect in all questions.

Treatment of Results.

.Since both schools and sex of children were possible

determinants of differences found, each was included as

potential sources of variation. The statistical treatment was

based upon analyses of va4am:e. Features examined were:

,l. Total number of questUns posed. Since differences were

found in the total number of questions asked, scores for

124
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all other problems about types of questions used were

expressed as. proportiOns of all the questions asked.

2. Types of Questions as a Proportion of Total Questions.

Closed questions allow a,Yes/No answer, and typically are

constructed by means of a simple grammatical transformati)n

Of a statement with the preposihg of an auxiliary, e.g. N.

'Do wombats.eatlrass?'. Open questions require something,,,,
.!

mwe than a Yes/No reply and are typically produced with

one of the special 'wh' interrogative markers.

3., Obvious or silly. When we were doubtful we excluded items

from this category, hilt such instances as 'Has it got four

legs?°- (When confronted-by a.4tuffed anteater)Or.'What

month of. the year does she eat?' were scored as" obvious.

4. Katerials-centred. These were questions specifically

directed to the materials rather than the animals, e.g.

'tWho took the photos ?'

5. Human centred! These Were directed to man's possible

exploitation of the creatures, e.g. 'Can you eat*them?'

''Can you keeptheM as pets?'

6. About 'Physical attributes. It was judged ueefnl to

distinguish questions that, could be basid'upon what was

Ammediately perceptible from observation of a .static

version of the atimal3 e.g.'What'colour is jet?'

7. About Behaviour attributes. These questions focused'

upon the locomotory, eating, fighting etc., activities,

not immediately observable, e.g. 'Can they run very fast?'

8. Lo/cational. 'Where do they live ?'

9. 'How'

10. II&
Results and Immediate Statistical Inferences.

The data are summarised in Table-5. A cursory examination

shows up a likely inadequacy in the design. While were

justified in our fear that Schools might differ in both

.quantities and types of questions, our hope that the.animals

341d not, Proved to be forlorn. The Wombat attracted 37.1.

125
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Form, of
Presentation

TABLE 5. Numbers of Questions and.Proportiohs of Questions of Various
Typesin relation to Form of Presentation, School, Sex and

Type of Animal.

Proportions- of Various Types of QuestionsTotal
Questions
Asked

Verbal des- 471*

.cription
Photograph- 466
Object 530

School
Al 579*
A2 482-
A3 Ao6

Sex
Boys 638*
Girls 829

Totals 1467

Animal/
Position
Anteater (lst)454

-Wombat (2nd) 544
Platypus(3rd) 459

Subjects

Physical Behavioural
Closed Obviaus Location How

Attributes Attributea

O

r.

Why

54.2 13.'8*

46.4 11.2

39.8 24.7

43.4
50.2

46.8

45.4 11.6
47.5 21.0
47.5 15.4

means per

14.5* 35.3* 37.0 13.7* 13.8

44.5 13.A. .24.6 38.9 21.4 -13.4 22.3
52.0 022.0 18.2 34.8 16.5 \ 12.6° 13.2

13.5
19.6

16.5

26.4
30.8.

20.8

27.8*
24.2

26.o

25.8
23.1
27.6

36.2
43%0
31.5

38.o

35.8

36.9

39:
35.0
36.5

12:3*
15.0
25.0

].8.o

16.4

17.2

19.3
14.4
17.9

18.3*
9.2

13.2

16.4
10.8
10.2

21.0*

11.0 15.7,
13.5 21.7
15.3 9.0

14.0
17.0

15.4

13.8
13.3
19.3

that differences are significant at the five cent level or

N

S.
better.
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TABLE 6a. Distribution of Total Questions by Form
of Presentation; School and Type of Animal/
Position.

School
'Al.

A2
A3

Form of Presentation

Verbal. Photo Object

186
167
118

Type of Animal/Order

Anteater/lst 11.8

Wombat /2nd 167
Platypus /3rd 186.

Total- 471

7.1Mean

10.0m.

Total Merkn.

204 189 579 8.8
147 - 168 482 7.3
115 173 4o6 6.2

147 189 454 6.§
204 173 544 8.2
115 168 469 7.1

466 530

'7.1 8.0

*;-****.**.

TABLE 6b., Summary of Analysis of Variance. of Total Number
of Questions in relation to School, Sex and
Form of -Presentation.

)

Source of .

Variance

Between subjects '\

d Schools
B Sox
AB
Subjects within groups

Within Subjects

C Form of Presentation
AC
BC
ABC

C x Subjects within
grope

C at A3 gives F = 10.24, df 2420, p.c.m.

Simk of
Squares

2387.2

df

65

4

Mean
F

'Square

.

r

/

227.9 ' 2. a13.9 , 3.65, 4D5
'1843 1 184.3 5.90 4.025
102.1 2 .51.1 1:6-3

1873.0 60 31.2

7+217 132

38.4 . 2 , 19.2 4.05 4.025
79.8 4 20:0 4.21 4405
22.2 2 11.1- 2.34
34.6 4 8.6. 1.82

567.8 120 4.7

:1

,128
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per cent or ull questions, with the Platypus

32.0 p,'- ent and the Anteater 3:9 -er cent. Since

animals were confounded, w.P.,'1 position if presentation

we cannot be sure that it was the Wombat rather than the

secccnd task being more evocative than the thirl or the

first. However, position. effects usually favour firgt

and final positions or give some sawtooth effect (but

see chapter 4.) The middle-second position would therefore.,

if anything, he expected to be relati..,rely weak-in its

power t-.) evoke luestions and since the observed pattern

is the reverse of this; reporting results silt attribute,'

any such effect to aiiimals rather than to order.

1. 'Total Number of Questions (Tables 5,. 6a and 6b). Both

sex and School were relevant to the quantity of questions,

girli asking nor, queltiobs than boys (p e.025) and_ ,School

Al bi.:12; higher than,A2 Witch i t turn wi hi.,.;her than A3

(pc .05). The intersection between School and Form of .

Presentation (p <.005) showed that the Object was

particularly strong as a question stimulator in School ,A3.
o

Inspection of,cell totals shoWs that this, may well have been

due to the strength of the Wombat. School A3 had the

Wombat in Object form, while School Al had the Photograph,

and School A2 as a Verbal Description (see Table 6a).

Form or Pr4sentation had an effect overall as well,

with the Objects evoking more questions than either

Photographs or Verbal. Descriptions (p <.025).

2. Proportion of Closed Questions. _Objects elecited a

higher proportion of Closed questions than either Photographs

' or VeMpal Descriptions (p <:05)

3. Proportion of Chylous :And SiAly.questOns. School A3

asked the highest proportion of Obviouti questions (p <.005),

Objects .voked mottl than the other forms (p<.005), while

there was a significant interaction betseen School and Form

(p <.01) most easily expressed by saying that School 13 was

particularly' prone to ask Obvious questions about its Object.

The destructive action of the powerful Wombat looks to be

129 .
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at work again. If it is, we could simplify matters down,,

to claiming that School A3 asked more Obvious questions

than the,other two schools.

4. Proportion of Materials-centrei q' tons. With only

six per cent of questions being materials-centred no further

analysis was made, except to note that Objects evoked eighty

per cent of these questions which were almost wholly confined

to Schools A3 and Al.

5. Proportion be adman- centred Questions. Just under four

per cent of questions were human-centred, almost none coming

from School. A3.

6. Proportional Questions about Physical Attributes. Boys

,asked a higher proportion of questions about Physical
.

Attributes (p .05), especially in response to Verbal

Descriptions,(p .05). Verbal Descriptions evoked more such

questions than Photographs, with Objects evoking the lowest

proportion (p .601)

7. Ptoportighokqueptionsabout2ehaviouralAttributes.

Boys asked a higher proportion of these questions than girls

for Objects and Photographs, girls a higher proportion for

Verbal Descriptions, (p ..025), while Verbal Descriptions

did not differentiate between Schools, for both Photographs

and Objects, SchOol A? asked the highest and Scho61- A3 the

lowest proportion of these questions (p .01). Type of

animal did not appear to be relevant.

8. Proportion of Locationaliuestions. School A3,qsked a

higher proportion of Locational Questions (p a .001) while

Photographs were strongest and Verbal*Descriptions weakest in

the strongly significant FOi'm of Presentation effect (p

9. Proportion of 'How' Questions. Boys asked proportionately

more 'How' questions than girls (p .005), while a significant

School/Form of Presentation interaction (p .025) was most

simply interpreted by reference to the power of

to evoke 'how' questions., Almost all 'how' questions Were

in fact 'how many' or 'how often' i.e. matters of degree
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rather than principle or process.,

10. Proportion Df 'Whxl_QuestiOns- Verbal Descriptions

evoked proportionately more 'Why' questions than the other

two Forms,of Presentation (p< .005). We may note th4cit the

Platypus ascends to top position among the ,Animal. 'Why'

questions tended to be about physical attributes.

The profusion and complexity of the results obtained

requires some attempt at simplification. The freqUent

intervention of Sex and School both as main effects and as

members of significant interactions raises the question

of whether or not there is any general consistency in the

results relatedto School and Sex,.: This was examined by

asking whether or not there is significant agreement across

categories of questions in the rank-orderihg, of sex and

school grdups, with the underlying assumption that i'

there is, it arty be conatlatd with general intellectual

maturity. Accordi,igly, lix citeg.orie of question wePe

selected and a Coefficient of Concordance calculated to

determine the degree of association ol.erall. This coefficient

is like a general correlation coefficient: it shows t'ie

average measure of association among several, and not just

two, variables. Locational and 'How' Questions were

omitted: 'How' questions because the very strong sex dif-

ference suggested this was a produce of sex roles and not

differential materials, Locational questions because they

might well he judged developmehtally irrelevant. The rank

<order of 'Obvious' questions was inverted.

Total number of questions and the proportions of'Closed,

non-Obvious, Physical Attribute, Behavioural Attrioute and

'why' questions agreed in their rank orderings o,f pupils

(W = 64, p .01). The actual order being School A2

Girls (B2), School Al Girls (.$2),School Al Boys (B1),

School A2 Boys (B1), School A3 Boys (B1), School A3 Girls

A

(B2) . The -average rank.; of t't.as groups cross the six

categories were: 1.8, 2.5, 3.0, 3.1, 5.0, 5.5. This, puts
,c1
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the girls of School A2 and Al ahead of the boys, with School

A3 at the bottom.

An incidental observation was that it tppeared that

. children who asked many questions Arith one form of

presentation tended to ask many with the other two forms.

We checked this for School Al where the rank order

correlations were high and significsint(r Verbal/Photo =

0.81r
s

Verbal /Object 0.75, r
s

4 Picture/Objzt = 0.58,

N = 22). In'this instance then there were consis tent

individual differences across conditions.

Discussion.

The abundance of significant differences became a. cause

of emba;trg.ssment rather than joy.in that each served as a

repetitious reminder of the weakness in the original

experimental design. As indicated in the Method section,
.

we would have had to use twenty seven groups of children

to examine all the varied factors and their interactions.

We would have needed nine groups to look at'lioth Schools

and Types of Animal. With,only three groups readily available,

we chose to assume that Type of Animal would be less

influential factor than School and then we confounded its

operation with ordinal position of presentation.

Only by good fortune and a careful examination of the

diagrams representing the interaction effects werelwe able

to extricate ourselves from the muddle which we ourselves

had' generated. Our good fortune lay in placing the Wombat

in the second position and, in the concordance of the School

x Sexgeoups across the'six variables. It might be argued

that the middle task was most successful in eliciting

questions because children, did not quite know what to do

in the first task and became bored with the third, but

-we preferred to rely on the general finding that first

and lasetasks are characterised by higher scores and to

attribute the differetces found to the potency of the Wombat

as a question provoker. Why it should have achieved this
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eminence we do not know. We would have expected the

Platypus and Anteater to be the mote evocative creatures

both because of their shape and their conjunction of odd

attribute's, but perhaps' more* children had actually heard

o of and seen pictures or T.V. pr6gtammes about these

anomalies of nature. The Wombat is less well- known, (?)

and perhaps unfamiliarity evoked more'curiosity expressed

as questions than-did-incongruity: Or perhaps the Platypus ,

'is not incongruous for nine---Fear-olds. One needs to have

some knowledge of normally coexistent in different

categories of creatures for the incongruities to re ter.

For-example, to see a Platypus as anomalous one needs to

know that webbed feet and flat horny bills are attributes

of birds, while four feet and fur are common attributes of

mammals.

The conoordinceobetween the six measures of questioning

was examined to see whether the effects of School and Sex

separately and in interaction with each other and the other

factors might be accounted for in terms of some general

influence. Its highly significant value suggests.that

this may be so. If, at this age, higher intellectual maturity

is reflected in writing being an easier skill and question

generation a more likely or easier activity, then this may

well be the underlying reason for many of the relationships

found. The higher proportion of hypothesis- testing closed

questions, the absence of 'obvious' questionsoand by default,

the absence of human-centres or materials-centred questions,

all point in the same direction.

The compl!.zations arising from such an influence have

a double import. Methodologically, they point to the value

of using homogeneous rather than hcterogeneous samples, so

that one's results stand out clearly. They also are attribute-

to the efficiency of analysis of variance as a statistical

tool; it is able to partition variance to isolate effects

which are far from obvious to the naked eye.
G

4.
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That individual differences in questioning r tes

across Forms of Presentation were consistent is not very
/ -

surprising, given the similarity of the three tasks and their

contiguity within,a single session. However, this consistency

takes it reasonable to suggest that Forms of Presentation have

general rather than differential effects across individuals;

it was not the case, for example, that Verbal Descriptions

were particularly stimulating for :ertain individual

children while Photographs stimulated others. Hence, at

present, the generalizations dd not have to be limited by

any complications of this kind.

The three toms of Presentation did influence the

questioning of the children. The analyses of the different-

ial proportions of types of question suggest that each form

has Its merife. Verbal descriptions were less,likely.tb

evoke a high proportion of 'obvious' or 'locational'

(or materials - centred), questions, but more powerful in,

eliciting questions about physical attributes and 'why'

questions. Likewise, Photographs did not evoke 'obvious'

(or dat7ials-centred) questions, but were proportionately

strong in eliciting questions about behavioural attributes

and locati . This latter may have been stimulated'by the

fact that th stuffed animals were in a perspex case and

mounted on woo en plinths, whereas the photographs hesimore

'natural' backgr unds. .While Objects evoked proportionately

more 'obvious' (and terials-centred) questions and.fewer

questions about physical attributes, they evoked more about

behavioural attributes, more hypothesis-testing closed questions

and more questions. overall.

In terms of general teaching aims,..'Objects' won. However,

one can imagine situations where questions about physical

attributes would be what is being sought by a tePzher.

Presumably it is because Photographs and Objects make this

type of information'clearly available, thaiNchildren see no

paint in asking such questions. The 'why' questions evoked
...
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by the Verbal Descriptions were, it will be remembered,

mainly about physical attributes. One general principle

that can be suggested is that it is as important to select

materials that will discourage certain types of questions from

arising as it is to encourage others. We are all familiar

with the problem of asking pupils or students to pose

questions (or give answers) and then they give the 'wrong ones'

However these questions may be sensible and valid; 'they

just happen not to correspond to the ones we have in mind.-
..

What do we then do? We may ignore, we may smile and

mouth a slow 'Yes?' with a tentative rising intonation and

quickly pass on If we fail to recognise the sense and

validity of the pupil's questions and responses, we are
-,.

emp.tasising the response-based learning mentioned in
\

chapters 1 and 2. If we do this the problem for the pupil

has been 'Guess what question-or answer I am thinking of',

which was hopefully not the prdblem Sctualliintended. Tie
. . .

successful selection of materialsIcan help to ensure that

teacher's preferred questions and \ answers are also the ones

most likely to be stimulated by the materials.

4 If we choose to present actual stufred animals, we are

more likely to be asked about taxidermy, who did Ihe'stuffing

and who owns the creatures, but we are, additionally, on our

evidence, likely to elicit more questions. It is perhaps

not a shattering conclusion to reach, that the 'real' thing

sparks off more questions than do verbal presentations and

photogrdphs, but we do not observe this principle in practice

as often as we might. We are perhaps especially tempted to

jump in at the more abstract symbolic levels than are justified.

In psychology at university this temptation runs rampant.

It is very common to miss out the stage of observing the actual

phenomena to be described amd explained. How many students

of psychology have never se..-:n a rat or a monkey or an

authoritarian personality ur a group taking a decision?

(How many lecturers in child development have observes the

natural_ ehaviour of the age groups about which they talk

_ I.
_a_L
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and write?) But the same mistake can be made (and it's

reierse) with young children. Questions are ultimately
linked to gaps and conflicts in stored knowledge triggered

by experience. The type of experience arranged will afflot

the Questions generated. If teachers wish children to
.

learn because they are genuinely curious about the world,.

-then the childi-en must interact with the world and not

some second or third-hand version of it.

More generally, the three forms did prodUce difference L).

in .both the quantity and quality of questions,generated, and

hence encourage us to reject the original .worry that

generalisations would be.impossible 'because it alldepends...

Hopefully °liters will engage.in much more -systematic

examinations of the determinants of- curiosity in the class-,

"room. It cat, be done.

__ _Questions Generated and Questions Preferred.

Introduction.

LI the previons'experiment, we compared the proportions

of different types of question produced in response to three

forms of presenting an object. We did hot go beyond
.

referential categories into any examination of other aspects

of quality, perhaps bent referred to as level pf thinking., .

.revealed. This was one interest that had to be ,pursued a

little further.

However levels of,thinking dizplayed in oomprehensiori

are,not necessarily the same as those manifested in production.

We find it easier to criticise inadequacies of top sportsmen

than to emulate their performance'.

of,solutions to mathematidalpuzzle

tread them. To understand the kine

We Can, f011ow the 'paths -

s more daeily than we. can

tic- molecular ,theory of
.0

gases is not the same as constructing i, t. In the eairly,

development of language skills

lead production (Brown, 1973).

skills to be similar. Ability

to produce.

comprehension is alleged-to

We. might expect questioning'

to evaluate may lead ability.
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Wedo miore than explore thee problems in an ,

--erementary way. 'The. studies reported were in fact trial'

% ...ru ns to facilitate the development of the efforts to

'VA
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,diagnose and remedy weaknesses in children's,:understanding
,

of the question-answer relationdhip which we report in

chapters 8.and,9, but they are inclUded because they do

help to open 4p other issues.

What .type of information do children of the age and

background we'are-concerneawith here seek in followin& up

a topic which has been rather briefly introduced to them?

je have seen something of the questions they ask when

they are- in freg.reslionse situations. Two further coMple-
.

mentary studies were made. which compared free production

AO constrained-choices from the same stimulus material.

'In the Fixed.41ternative condition children chose one from

pair of twelve questions devized by the experimenter.

In the Free Choice condition the children devized their own
, .

questions. The topic was labelled 'Ants and Honey Ants.'

The basic information about the latter was proVided in

seven simple sentences underneath a drawing of a Honey Ant.

.While statistically based stotements could be made about

the preferences within the Fixed Alternative condition,

comparisons between this anethe free choice conditionhave

to be confined to comments.

The, Fixed Alternative condition could have opposed

questions of all manner of combinations derivable from the

classificatory scheme for questions set out in chapter 2,,
zz,

.
.:just atithe investigation reported in chapter 4 examined

preferences for causal, funOtional and categorical modes
.

of answering 'why' .questions. Since this was an initial

investigation into problems of question preference a lesb

systematic approach was adopted. Consideration was given

not only to the distinguishable referential categories,

but also to contrasts that might be'partidularly'relevant

to eight and nine year old children. Such children should

?lave emerged in their thinking from an egocentric view of

0
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the world and their modes of thinking should be becoming -

emancipated from the particular \specific and immediately-

.obbervable. They should be concrete and not formal

operational, however. The following contrasts in content

were thought-to be useful for exposing interesting

differences. Their nature is more fully desCribed in the

Method section under Materials: perceptual-conceptuaii--

descriptive-explanatory; specific-general; human-related -

other related; directly inferrable -,non-inferrable; subject-!

ive-objective; labelling- other.

Method.

Subjects. The eight and nine year old children of the classes

from two pomparable council estate Middle schools took p rt,

each class experiencing one condition-only. Twenty three ys

and fourteen girls chose, questions from the Fixed Alternative

Seventeen boys and fourteen girls devized their own questions.

Materials. Each class had a foolscap photocopy with a drawing

of an Honey Ant. Sevek sentences were printed in letters half'

a centimetre high underneath the picture:

In the south westipart of-thejlnited,States of America

live the honey ants.

They'go out and collect nectar from flowers. When

they get back to the'riest, they give it to certain

other ants.

These ants get bigger and bigger as they eat more

nectar.

They hang by their legs from the ceiling Of a little

underground mem.

They are living honeypots. They are storing nectar

for their sisters.

Response. Forms: Fixed Alternatives. Instructions and an

example were followed by the twelve pairs of questions each

,with a half inch square underneath.

Which question out of each pair would you like,to know the

answer to? If it is the first one, put 1 in the boX. If

138



it ip the second one, put 2 in the box.

EXAMPLE:

1.\ When do these ants collect nectar from fl ,ers?

2:\ Do these ants eat anything else as well as ne r?

NOW DC -THESE

; "
A. 1. \What colour does the little honeypot beome when

she swells up with nectar?

4 2. Could any ant become a honeypot or is there

something special about theones that do?

B. 1. Why is the south west of the United States of
.

America a good place for honey ants?

2. Where else in the world apart' from. the south west

of the United States of America .do you find

honey ants? .0

C. 1. Why do the ants collect nectar from flowers?,

2. How do the ants carry nectar baCk to the nest? .

D. 1, What exactly .does a little roomful of these

'honeypots look like?

2. How big might the roomful of these honeypots be?

E. 1. Why are ants called insects?

2. Why are honeyants called insects?

F. l. Why does-it say the honeypots are storing,nectar

r

for their sisters? Have they no brothers or

anything?'

2. What happens if the honeypots are given too

much nectar? Do they burst or something?

G. 1. How are ants useful to us?

2. What enemies do ants have?

H. 1. Why do the rants that collect nectar give it to

other ants and not eat it themselves?

2. Why do these ants store their food like this

instead of eating it straight away?

I. 1. How do the other ants get the nectar back out

of the honeypots?

2. What is a more scientific., name to give to the

honeypots?
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J. 1. ,Do the honeypots mind beinc,storage jars?

2. 'How do the honeypots hang by their legs from the

ceiling?

K. 1. How long do the honeypots hang frdm the ceiling

2. .Why are these ants called living honeypots?

L. 1.. What other insects are most like honey ants?

2. What other insects are most like ants?

Response Form: Free Choice condition. A lank sheet

of foolscap' paper,ze.sAieaded: 'Write doWn any qustions

you have about ants and h6ney ants'.

Rationale of Questions prepared for Fixed Alternative condition.

Seven aspects of conIrast,in content underlay the pairings'

of questions offered:

1. Perceptual - Conleptual

2. Descriptive - explanatory

3., Specific-- general

4. Human-related - other-related

5. Directly inferrable from text - non-inferrable

Subjective objective

7. Labelling-- other

r

1S4

Elabo -tions of the meanings of these Categories and

a listing of he items relevant to them are given below.

1. Perceptual Conceptual (Pairs A, D & P)

Ashton (1966) use a nine-point scale for classifying

questions along this imension. With the choice of questions

-under our control, we c uld reduce the problem to a contrast

between information likel to conjure up an immediate, fairly

simple, visual image with'th less likely to be available for

representation in such a manne

Pair A contrasts a request r a specification Of colour
. -

with an attempt at a more general a lysis of determinants

of becoming a honeypot. While pair D re both towards the

perceptual and of Ashton's scale, the se and question-canbe

answered with an abstract, formulation in trms of cubic

capacity, whereas the first demands.detaile description.

'y l

a
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The second question of pair-F-can -be-answered with a visually .

dramatic description, the -first cannot.

2. Descriptive - Explanatory (Pair B)

The locational 'where' word requires a descriptive answer ,

the 'why!, question an explanatory one.,

3. Specific.- General (Pairs E, H & L)

In pairs E and 'L the questions can be confined to honey

ants' specifically.or,raised to the superordinateoategory

of ants in general. Pair H contrasts reasons for storage

in specific and general form.

4. Human-related -. Other- related(Pair G)

Is the primary interest still in an anthropocentric view

of the world2

5'. Directly: inferrable - Non-Inferrable (Pairs O tr K)

The answers to the two 'how' questions can be 'inferred

directly from statements made in the text; their 'why' pairs

less so.

6. Subjective - Objective (Pair J).

To find out whether honeyants mind being used as stores

would not be possiblb.

7. Labelling..- Other. (Pair I)

procedure. One afternoon the teacherAhowe'd the children

the photocopy and said it would be pinned on the notice

board until the following afternoon, sq that they could look

at it if they were interested. At the beginning of the

following afternoon the procedures for the two experimental

conditions diverged.

Fixed Alternative Condition. t.

The teacher announced he would be giving each child a form

with questions on it.

'These are questions all about honey ants. They are

not questions you have to answer. You have to choose
4

the questions you would most like to know the answer

to. Bbme people'like to knolfm one thing, other people

like to now something else. I 'shall read each one

out loud to you. But first of all r'll read out what
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is on this sheet of paper.' (At this point the sheet

on thb notice board was removed; shown to the children

again, and read-out. Suestion forms were then

distributed.) 'Now each one of You can choose_

which questions you think are most interesting. I
ti

shall read them out two at a time and then you can

put a number in the box underneath. If you think the

first one .I read out_ is more interesting put a '1'

in the box, if you think the second one is more

interesting, put a in the tiox, Let's do the

one at the top of the page underneath where it says

'EXAMPLE'., The first question is "When do these ants

dollect nectar from flowers?" and the second question

is, "Do these ants eat anything else as well as nectar?"

If you'd rather know the, answer to the first question

put a, '1' in the box and if you'd rather knob the

answer to the second one, put a '2' in the box.'

(The children were given time to do this.) 'Has.

everybody got a number in the first box? If you really

can't decide which you find more interesting, try to -

but if you still can't, put a '0' in the''box'.

.Checks were made that each child had completed the

first, box and then the twelve pairs were read out allowing

time between each for children to fill in the boxes.

Children were to be discouraged from thinking some guesses

were better than others and:that they had to guess which

these were. Rather, it was a question of what they would

like to know. Children were encouraged to make their own

choices. They were promised and subsequently given answers

to all the questions.

Free Choice Condition.

On the second afternoon the teacher' announced he would be

giving each child a sheet of paper.

'This is so you can write down any questions about ant's

and hohey ants that you would like to know the answer

142
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to. First of all I shall read this to you again.'

The children were shown the sheet,again, the statements'

were re &d out and the children then wrote down their

'questions for ,the next tens minutes. They were told these

would be answered and this was done. The teacher helped

children with any difficulties.

TABLE 7

..

Ruestion Preferences for Fixed Alternative Questions. a.

Incidence of Responses
Pair No. QuestiOn Category Boys Girls Both Sexes

i, f P f P f P
t

'A 1 Perceptual 7 9
-.1

14

2 Conceptual 16 5 21

D 1 Perceptual, 11 _ 8 19

2 Conceptual 12 6 -- 18'

PerceptualF 2 Perctl 14
- .

13
.002 27 023'

B 2 Descriptive 11 _ 9 -
20 -

.1 Explanatory 12 . 5 17

E 2 Specific 18
l

11

3
.01 .058 2; .0014

1 Genera 5

H 1 Specific IT 11 22
.058 -

2 General 12 - 3 15

L 2 Specific 11 _ -
8

/

19

1 General 12 6 , 18

G 1 Human 10 12 22
_ .012

Other related 13 . 2 15

C 1 tlDirecy 6 7
. .034

1
.002 .001

2 Indirectly
derived

17 13 30

K 2 Directli- . 10 5
Indectly derived 13 9

Subjective 6 'i 2
.012.

8
Objective 17" '034\12' 29,

I 2 Name / 1
-14 , - 8 - 22

.

Other 9 6 15

15
22

All p values are for binomial tests.

Results.

Fixed'Alternative Condition. Question priferences were

analyzed by category with binomiall_tests (see Table 7.) Only

143
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pair F of the perceptual- conceptual chdkces 'gave a preference

in favour of the perceptual (z = 2.27, p =<.023)% Pair E of

the specific-general gave a preference for the specific :

(z = 3.25, p-c.0014). The not immediately inferrable member

of pair C was chosen (z = 3.59, p < .001).and the objective

question of pair J was preferred (z = 3.25, p 4- .0014).

While all but F were significant for each sex.on its own,

girls alao shcwed preferences the specific question of H

, (p = -.058) and, the human-related question of G (p.=,.012).

Comment.

With no baseline fdr comparison it is difficult to make

obaervations about the results. In so far as the contrasts

reflect dimensions of intellectual maturity, the girls

appear to be' a little less mature than the boys and overall

there is no marked preference for the mature choices. This

is, of course, a hazardous inference which needsto be

examined more thoroughly and systematically than this

'exploratory study allows.

Free Choice Con:Ation. (see Table 8) Three children produced

only statements and,one boy's questions were all irrelevant.

The average number of questions was 3.26 per child of which

0.81 were closed Yes /No questions and 2.45 Open 'wh' question's.

Closed Questions. Of the twenty five closed questions asked

four of those from boys had already been answered in the

text. Almost all began with Six asked about diet,

two about'stjnging capacities, six about the honey and its

taste, two about whether honey ants were insects or animals.

The other six were about specific pieces of behaviour, egg.a

'Do ants see-you?' Hence the majority were abouc, behaviour

with an emphasis .on feeding.

Open Questions. The seventy six open questions were heavily

dominated with 'why' questions (see Table 8) leavened with a

sprinhling of 'what do?', 'what.... is ?' and 'how?(degree)'
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TABLE 8.

Number of Open Questions of Different' Forms in Free
Response Condition.

(Type

_

Subjects

Boys

9

Girls
,r,

14

Why (Token 23 19

(S's 11 9 :

(Type 6 3

What (Token 14 8

(S's 6 7

2 3

How (Token 2

(Sts 2 3

(Type 1 . 0

Who (Token 1 0

(S's 1 0

(Type 2 1

.Where (Token 4 2

(S's 2

N

Total

23
42
20

9
22

13

5

-- 5
5

3
6
5

17 14 31

A substantial minority asked for information already given

in the stimulus materials. Only a few.were improper, e.g.

'What do some ants call the other ants?' or very vague,

e.g. 'What do the honey ants do?'

Ten children related to diet, eight about the name

'coney ant'. Six asked why the honey was collected, five

y/h4, the ants grew bigger and five where the ants came from.

The remainder were labelled miscellaneous.

1. Perceptual - Conceptual.

"Ashton's 'Typical Question Category' analysis was applied

to this dimension. This nine-point scale from 1 to 9 gave .

a-mean of 4.05 for the boys and 3.86 for the girls. While

an attempt.at precise interpretation of these figures would

be meaningless, they'dosshow a lea ning towards the perceptual

. 1 A
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rather than the conceptual end, but'it could be argued that

this would normally be the case in the early stages of

inquiry about a new object.'

2. Descriptive - Explanatbry.

Five children sought only descriptive information, seven

exploratory, and thirteen some of each.

3. Specific - General.

Fifteen children confined their questions to hone:* ants,

two to ants in general, and eight referred to both.

4. Human-related - Other-related.'

Only four caildrs.r referred to human-beings at all.. Two

questions were-about honey as a food, three, about biting

or stinging and one boy wondered 'Do the ants see you?'.

(He also asked 'Do the ants make different honey from bees?'.)

5. Inferrable - Non- Inferrable from Text.

If we ignore altogether questions which ask for a repeat of

ihformation that was directly given in the text (rather than

inferrable from it) we find that two children asked only for :I

inferrable Information, nine af,Aced for only non - inferrable

and fourteen for both kinds. However, it iv Worth mentioAing

that there were ten children who asked at :feast one question

which was to a great extent directly answered in the text

and two of these asked only such questions.

6. Subjective T Objective.

Only three questions'Were-marginal.q.subjective;

7. Labelling - Other.

Apart from two girls asking whethe'r honey ants were insects

or animals, there were no other requests for labels.

Comment.

Just-over three questions per* child does not appear to

represent a high incidence of curiosity, and it also meant

-that there were not many quegtions to examine.

Originally, thirty three children sat down to write
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questions, but two, produced scripts so illegible as to

be unanalysable. Three produced only statements, one

only irrelevant questions. Two further children asked

only questions whose answers could be directly inferred

from thetext. . While they may have forgotten or wanted..

to check what was there, we might be tempted to ask whether.

these also might still not see and. be able to use questions

as a way of findifig out new information. If this is fair,

over twenty per cent of the children were not up to

meeting the task's requirements. Even if the true

proportion of normal nine year holds incompetent to ask

questions -to find out knowledge is, as, lbw as ten per cent,

this is more than sufficient to merit attention. That

. the incompetence is not an artefact of the testing procedures

would be supported by the reports of similar results by

Bruck and by Heber (see chapter 3.) With most of the rest

of theequestions being expressed in one simple clause of

six or seven words, there are no grounds for complacency

about any aspect, of the results.

Relationships between Fixed Altetnative and Free Choice

Questions. ..The data do no't admit of close comparisons

between the two conditions. It is probably easier to defend

an assertion of similarity of results rather one of difference.

If we ignore the minority of free questions that were

irrelevant, already.aribwered, or not even-questions, we can

say that many of the remainder related to specific, particular

and perceptible features of honey,ants and their behaviour,

With an emphasis on their biological, especially their eating

make-up. These questions focused on the 'what' and 'why'

of the behaviour. There was little concern with ptocesses

and little interest in the similarities and differences

that enter into the classificatory systems human beings create.

One suspects that the bulk of the 'Orhy' questions would,have

been satisfied by functional rather than causal answers; but

this we do not know.
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Although the free questions revealed an interest in

content areas more narrow than these covered in the fixed

alternative condition, thecIntellectual level of questioning

was similar. We'might have expected the free' questions to

be more immature, as we have noted children and adults can

.often comprehend beyond their productive capacities:

Possibly they produced questions which were more 'immature'

but not very much so. This failure to find a difference

would be worrying if it meant that such children will

continue just to collect little facts and not prtss

and' organize them:

While the investigation shows that children are capable

of writing down reasonable and relevant questions about a
4s

topic, the questions were simple and short, closely hugging'

the specific content given. It would :seem they ha-veto be

encouraged to begin to think operationally about this

information.

4

r '
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CHAPTER 6.

IS 'HIS A SILLY QUESTION?

Introduction.

The review in'chapters 2 and 3 summarised our present

state-of knowledge about the development of question-asking.
.

in children. If we ask about the growth of ccmfetenceib ask

individual.'wh' questions, Ervin-Tripp's study (1970) provides

' a useful framework: her small samplW of children had

mastered the production of the units'and structures nedessary

for foming questions by the time they. were six years old.

One would not expect that children with specific didabilities

likeplindness or deafness or with general malfunctioning
)

associated with{ various types of subnormality would progiess'

at the same rate. But we might also enquire about particular

subcultural, groups. Although neither her sampling nor that

of Rackstraw (1970, unpub.) or Heber (1974) enables us to

say what is normative, the evidence on the questioning .

behaviour of LWC children suggests at best 'a lag, at worst
I

.

what may amount to a-qualitative difference between them.t and
1

...,.

their !IC peers.
,

. . -

P oducti on, however, is not comprehension. It may be

that s ch children are more adept at distinguishing between

well- and ill-formed questions than they are at producing
I

the well-formed variants. While we could have investigated

grammaticalgrammatical knowledge by asking children to discriMinate

betw err syntactically acceptable and unacceptable questions, ,
.

we preferred to open up the semantic side. Can children

disiriminate between sensible and silly or odd questions?

Ar they aware of.the proper collocates of 'why' and 'what'?
,

And if they are, how confident of this knowledge are, theY.? ..

. /

/ As these questions stand, they are themselves so general
I

. .y etbe silly, but they serve to introduce one aspect of
. J .

.- the prOblem posed. We did not Wish to make-social class .

comparisons, nor could we, since our schools were in

+:

"lb
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predominantly WC catchment areas, bu. we were interested to,

see .how normal eight and nine year, old WC children handled.

silly and sensible,questions. The absence of any sampling

controls does not,preclude the possibility of making useful,

estimates..

The distinction between 'silly' and 'sensible' is not

categorical in the sense that one can draw up lists to be

allotted to one set or the other. What is a sensible question

in one context may be silly in another. Whatris a sensible

question from one erson may be billy from another. However,

although we may recognise that the sense-of a question will

be a function of the context of utterance, th does not

prevent us from claiming that certain questions w ld

=many be silly. There is no implication that silly'

questions are uselets; Philosopi4rs,-shientists and other

seekers after truth can spend much .time-trying to find out

wherein the absurdity Of a certain question might inhere

and, may eventually decide the question was not absurd at

all. One of, the articles or'faithin the,game.-4,Pursuing

knowledge would state that coming to ask the right qUestion

is the main obstacle in problem-solving and would then

add a rider that one of the hallmarks of geniva is to'

produce a sensible answer to a silly question. Russell's

starting-point for his revolutionary work in mathematics-,

was his inability to see why Euclid's axioms were self.--=

r-

'

evident.- Einstein is supposed to have wondered what- ,=, .

would be in a'dark box if he trapped a ray-cirlin-lit.A
!

----r

However, if we are prepared to leave the Olympian heig

yet never quite forget that the mouths of babes:and .-.
sucklings we may be able to distinguish be/tween those'

'silly' questions whose occurrence stems from peraona

and temporary ignorande and those which havde,sogie stronger'

claim to validity.

Knowing that we are treating a reratiOnal nrOblem as

a categorical,one, we can ask ourselves how we as human .

beings move from an infantile-state 'of now-knowing whether .

---------- .
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or not certain questions make-sense to a condition where

t we are generally competent to pass such judgments. If we

look to see what types of 'silliness' eight and nine year

old children can andcannot detect, we may be able to pursue

the developmental issues from an informed baseline., We might.

also find thilt the ,ignorance of eight and nine year olds

is Sufficient-to make explicit instruction in questioning

skills a desirable feature of their education.

As well as opening up these issues, we also wished to,

see how far children would be influenced in their judgments

by the opinions of a credible authority. The literature

on attitudg change is persuasive in its arguments 'that

changes "in opinion and belief are more likely is occur when

these are advocated by liked and respected experts (see

Karlins & Abelson (1970) for a review). This is particularly

so when receivers of communications are unconfident in their

judgments. While these' facts and those about other relevant

variables have been accorded prominence in the studies of the

diffusion of propaganda and knowledge through tit mass-media

(see Katz & Lazarsfield, 1955), they have not been used in

studies of the primary socialization of children. Children

are inducted intomembership of their society, and come to

subscribe in-some-measure to its laws, mores and folkways.

En route they ask questions about both the phibiCal'and

social aspects of their world. They ask questions about

tradition and custom as well as about biology and teleYision.

When they ask 'Why-do people get married ?' Was Jesus Christ

really a ssperstar?', one style of parrying is to define .

the question as 'Silly'. Questions can also be defined as

'rude, blitsphemous or cheeky. In earlier work we have looked

at types of explanation, their differential useby mothers

and associated behaviour in children,(Robinson and Rackstraw,

1972; Robinson, 1973) and we haye argued a theoretical case

linking the behaviour of mothers and children. Can chiidreri

be influenced to say that questions are silly or sensible

when they are not? It may be obvious that this is so, but

can a mildly delivered afterthought of a remark by their+
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teachers inflence their judgments? And if so, is thi "s re-
.

lated in any systematic way to the type of question whose

sense is to be assessed?

To this end we introduced our task requiring children

to pass judgments of 'silly' or .'sensible' or 'don't know'

upon a series of questions introduced by different

instructions., from the teachers for different groups,

Method.

Subjects. The subjects werethe eight and nine year old

children fromthree classes in comparable schools in

Council Estate catchment areas: 35 under ..nstructions

with, a bias towards expecting many silly questions (Group US),

.35 With a bias towards 'sensible' .(Group OK) ; and 29 with

no bias (Group DK).

Materials. T4irtyinvented questions were PrOvisionally

intended to exemplify twelve categories, whose separation

was arrived at by armchair reflection and discussion. As

the evidence and further deliberation were to reveal,, the

items themselves and their groupings were ?.ess satisfactory

than they might have been. Each question was followed by the

three words - 'sensible', 'don't know,' and 'silly', and

children, had to ring theword they thought appropriate. These

particular words were selected in the light of the teachers'

advice: 'silly' was considered preferable to 'odd', 'deviant'

or 'impioper.'.. To avoid the' influence of response sets,

the'sequence of the three response words was randomised.

The order of questions was only roughly randomised, but

simple questions were put early and three of the simple,

;Sensible ones were placed in the first five. All words

were judged to be within the recognition vocabularies

of the children. The provisional classification was:

(i) Simple, sensible questions. 'Simple' referred

to the minimal syntactiC complexity of the

items.

1. What is the Queen's name?
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4. Wh invented TV?

5. What tarmac used for ?

16. How do °bins make their nes's?

,17. Why do so budgies learn to talk?

21. How do babie learn to talk?

(ii) Relational questions. As was mentioned in the

Introduction the sense f a question will depend

in part upon the knowledg- and understanding of

the questioner. We may wel expect general

,developmental changes." Ige c1 G.icart. Ale.

might seem to be sensible to a ery youngchild,

less so to one who ,thought in teas of equal

volumes but could only accept the- b witness

of the fact, and sense again to one w o might

be able to understand the difference be ween the .

two atomic structures.

8. Why is iron heavier than water?

(iii) Counterfactual hypothetical questions. To co sider

something which might have been true, but is no

was assumed to involve an exercise of imagination
oft

requiring at least concrete operational levels

.when particular instantiations are readily

pictures (Q5,26,28), but perhaps more when the

reasoning has to be abstract (Q24).

One might expect younger children to attend

to the falsity of the hypothetical clause and

judge the questions 'silly' on this basis or

to fail to understand the question and ring 'Don't

know'.

24. If we could read other people's minds,

how could we tell lies?

26. If we only had three hours of daylight

every day, how would life be different?

28. If we had not got writing, how would

schools be different?
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(iv) Questions involving nominal realism. There is'

evidence that children below about five years

of age are liable to treat the name of an

object as an integral part of itj its name is

as much a part of it as its criterial attributes.

The arbitrariness of the conventional relation-

ship between sign and significate is generally

appreciated by the time children are at

infant school, but we guessed that our eight

year olds might not be that firmly emancipated

from the effect, especially if we had an

additional element of'group consensus justifying
.

change.

23. If everyone. agreed the moon could

be Called the sun and the sun the

moon. we could change the words

round couldn't we?

27. If we wanted we could invest a new

colour called 'bleen' and say the

sky and trees are both 'bleen'

couldn't we?

(v) Colloquially acceptable anomalous questions.

Assured tLat Q.6 was no less colloquial than

Q.3,,we included them both just to see how

the children reacted to them.

3. When is Basil Brush?

6. Why is Christmas?

(vi) Questions with interrogative /topic discord.

The most elementary forms of 'silliness' that

we could think were those where this type of

mismatch occurred, e.g.. 'who' with an inanimate

non-human object or 'where' with an object

that could not be located in space..

1 5 4
1
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2. Who is the radio?

7., Where is Daddy's birthday?

(vii) Questions presupposing anthropocentric view of

natural phenomena. One characteristic of the

preoperational intuitive child is his ego-centrism,

one aspect of which is his self-centred

utilitarian view of'the world. This''eventually

shifts from anthropocentric views which see

nature in terms of its use'to man (a not altogether

rare view implicit in the behaviour of many adults)

to an acceptance of the view that nature just is.

Both the questions could be quickly amended to

achieve sense, 21E. -What are trees used for?,

but as they stand, trees juat are, they are not

for anything. Have eight and nine year olds made

this transition?

9. What'are rivers for?

13. What are trees for?

(vii) Tautologous\ and self-contradictory questions. ft

'c,n be argued that it is impossible to offer a

meaningful definition of 'stealing' that does

not involve an ascription of wrongdoing, and that

it would be impossible to conceive of a society

where truth-telling was not considered a moral

issue and where lying, was positively recommended.

Discussions out occasions where 'stealing' and

'lying' would not be wrong are liable to render

the above points unclear in two mr4n ways.

'Stealing', can ,become confused with the question

of who iG taking what from whom. under what

circumstances and why. 'It can't be wrong to '=

steal from millionaires because no one has a°

right to acquire so much wealth' is a misuse

of the word 'steal'. S'econdly, philosophers

often pose moral dilemmas which oppose values
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of'stenling,"killing' or 'lying', dilemmas

%hich may expose prioritied and' complexities

and may encourage conclusion nf 'It would be

less evil to lie'. They only encourage answers

like 'It would be right to lie' if people insist

on assuming ,(falsely) that any moral dilemma has

at least one outcome that is right. But eight

and nine year olds are alleged to be concrete

and particular, and may therefore fall into

such errors!

14. Why is it wrong to tell the'truth?

30. Why is it all right to steal?

'(.ix) uestions based on erroneous beliefs. Some

questions can presuppose the truth of a statement

which is not true - When did you stopbeating your

wife? They are not odd unless you know the la

relevant farts.

5 WV don't whales breathe air?,
'.--_,'

..-.
;",--.... ..1 '..5:,.,--

.,,
$'

18:t., Why do ,f.a.rqie-es,ose their needles,ev. ery .*
1.-4P:%

'N'.- .,....,.;y ,..,,,.......7-4.,
... .... . ,, .

::...r,".
-1:7,-,;:pAitumn?--..0*. -

I .:t.'`

V'''.. .... .;.How dp dogs learn to speak?

..:.,.-
\'.: 22. -..low do dogs breathe under water"?

.,.(x) Questions requiring unwarranted precision. As

well as asking for an unequivocal and demonstrable

answer for historical questions that can never

,)::51f..,,, be so answered, people cancask 'when' who' and0
...- ,.,....

.

v .1; 'where' questions where the phenomenon has arisen

incrementally in unknown fashion-- and must have

done so. There are alpovquestions which can demand
, R7 j definite answers which cannot be7, i"2...,. given precise

-.A.'';',:,; ,-..,,:,

*V t' / : k.
ianswers either because the phenomena are in

:' Q,.. .;.1..,

,,..i.pi,Ar7s:::o6ntinuous state of change or because no one
...:.,-c4y

,------
,,

Of I would bother to undertake a Herculean labour
...,,., . 8i:, no 'significance.
' ',:':It,.,,, 10. Who invented speaking?

:-f 29. Who first thought of making musical

\,/. I
instruments?

> ,
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19. Exactly, how nany hairs are there on daddy's

, head?

(xi) Questions with insufficient information to answer.

25. If an-orange costs seven pence, how much

do two apples-cost?

(xii) Incom rehensible questions. Questions can just be

so weird that one Cannot say' what might" have been

intended. With semantic anomalies (v), questions

can be re-structured simply to give appropriate

N. meanings, but other questions fall into what

might best be thought of as 41 residual category.
.

11. Why aren't words pictures?

12. Why don't people speak with their ear ?-

Instructions and Procedure. '4

, Children were issued with sheets of thirty questiois and

were required to ring 'sensible', 'silly', or 'don't know'

for each question. The questions were read out individually.

Three words were written on the blackboard 'sensible',

. 'don't know', 'silly'. Their meanings were discussed and

then the teacher gave the following' instructions:

'Children ask questions. Sometimes they ask their

parents, sometimes their teachers, sometimes.other

people. When children are very young, their questions

can be all right, but they can be funny, senseleSs or

daft, becaube they don't know how to ask questions

properly.

We've got thirty questions some six year old children

asked their mothers. I wonder how many of-them you

think are sensible and how many silly. I will read

out the list and you show what you think by putting

a ring round one of the three words: sensible, .dgn't

know or silly.'

: From this point on, the instructions differed for the

three treatment groups. Group OK instructions suggested

a high incidence of sensible questions, those for Group US

157
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a high incidence\of silly questions, while those'for Group
DK (Don't Know) wire non - committal:

Group OK 'I'll give out the sheets now. Remember that

even ckildren who are only six are pretty

good at being sensible, so don't be surprised

if you think a lot of the questions are

sensible.'

Group US 'I'll give out the sheets now. Remember

that even children who are only six still

know very little abput how to ask questions,

so don't, be surprised if you think a 1.0t.-,9f..

the questions are silly.'

Group DK 'I'll give out the sheets now.'

Finally children were asked if they had any questions

about the activity, and these were answered.

Treatment of Results.

The provisional classification adopted might need to be

amended for several reasons. We might think of other ways

of categorising types of oddity, but we might also find thet

others.do not agree with the judgements of 'silly' and 'sensible'
that we have made. To ask for judgements out of context does

encourage a respondent to demand further information9-to ask

an 'odd' question might normally evoke a 'What\do you mean?'

reply, making an implicit assumption that sensemight be
made of the questiv. Subsequent inquiries of friends made

it clear that we we're in a small minority for one\or two

questions, while others were more disputable than we had

imagined. As well as a lack of adult consensus, there may
of course be general developmental trends. 'Where is God?' .

might at first make sense and then cpme to be thought of as
improper: 'Why is iron heaier.than water?' might be

sensible, then silly, then sensible again at successive .

stakes of development, it depends what knowledge underlies,

the question.

0158
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With these hazards about us, we decided to.take account

of the children's opinions. Sayl.for example, 80% of

children were to think each of the six items in the sensible

sample category was sensible, then the category could be

left as 'it stands. Should one item be judged 'silly' by 80%

it would be dropped. That is, only where items in a category

are relatively homogeneous in terms of the proportions of

judgemerits of particular types will they be retained in

the original group.

Where responses by individual items were contrasted, X
2

was used,; for the sake of simplicity, calculations were
-

.restricted. to the comparison of the 'US' and 'OK' groups.

Where summed items were used, X2 was-pgain employed with

th cut-off points being decided in such a way as to best

express the nature of the distributions.

Results.

(i) Simple sensible questions. (Q's 1,4,5,16,17,21) (Table 9)

There was a consensus of opinion about the sensibleness of these

questions; However, 43% thought at least one item was silly,

and as Table 9 shows, more of these were in the US Group, then

in the OK Group, while OK and DK Groups were more likely to

confess to uncertainty.

TABLE 2. - Incidence of Judgements of Sense of Questions by
Groups with Different Instructions for-Simple,
Sensible Questions (Sum of Q.1,4,5,16,17,21).

Silly

Group

US 16.1 7.8

DK 8.7 16.2

'OK 5.7 10.0

All
Groups

10.2 11.1

ir

Responses.

Sensible! 0 Silly'y 0 DK

76.1

75.1

84.3

V x l Vx
22 ,13

11

10 25

78.8 e/us/DK=
6497

10 25

17 12

16 19

All Sen-
sible

V X
10 25

7 22

15 20

X
2
US/OK X2US /OK

=1.531 = 1.00

X
2
US/OK

+DK 4.33

n

35

29

35

101 means number of children giving response in heading, e.g. 22
children out-of 35 (n) said that at least one of these six
questions was silly; X means the number not giving that
response.
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(ii) Relational Questions (Q.8) (Table 10)

Children distributed their judgements about this item, but

relative to Group US, Group OK were more likely to-say that

it was sensible or that they were unsure.

TABLE 10. Judgement of Sense of Relational

Silly ?

Question

Responses

(Q.8).

Sensible
Group %(n)*

US 68.6(24) '8.6(3) 35

DK 24.1(7) 24.1(7) 51.89(185)) 29

OK 25.0(8) 25.0(8) 50.0(16) 32

All Groups 40.6 111.7 40.6

X
2

US /OK 11.0 2.1 4.2

(Raw frequencies in brackets.)

(iii) Counterfactual hypothetical questions (Q's 24, 26, 28)
71571711)

The three questions in this group did not give similar

distributions. Question 24 about lying if we could read

other people's -minds was judged silly by 59% of the children.

Group US (66%) was very similar to Group OK (54%). By contrast,

only 40% of the children thought Q's 26 and 28 silly. Group'

OK was less likely than Group US to think both questions

were silly, and more likely to assume one was sensible or

were uncertain about one.

TABLE 11. Judgements of Sense of Conceptually Difficult
Questions (q26, 28).'

GrOup,

US

DK

OK

Responses

Silly

4

?

%

Sensible Both Silly

I , x
)>C)Uncert-)0

,ain
Sense

V )1(

n

55.9 16.2 27.9 15 20 8 11 ' 14 21 35

4.3.1 37.9 19.0 7' 22 10 19 8 21 29

21.7 36.2 40.0 1 34 18 17 22 13 35

All
Groups 40.0 29.7 30.3 X

2
US/OK=13.70 X

2
US/OK=4.96 X

2
US/OK=2.80

,
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(iv) Questions involvina nominal realism (Q's 23 27)

(Table 12)

In spite of Q.27 being potentially more difficult that Q.23

both were judged-similarly, although the majority of

children thought that each was silly. However, Group,US

were more prone to judge both silly anti less likely to

confess to uncertainty on either.

TABLE 12. Judgements cf Sdnse of Sensible Questions
Iwrolving Nominal Realism (Q.23,27)

Responses

Group Silly ? Sens- Both Silly >0 Uncert- >0 Sense n
% ible V x V ain x x

US 81.1 7.2 11.6 23 .12 5 30 6 u29 35.

DK 68.4 119.3 12.3 . 13 22 18 19 5 24 29

OK, 55.7 30.0 14.3 13 16 10 19 8 27 35

All
Groups

68.3 18.9 12.8 X
2
US/0K.4.63 X2US/0K=6.80 -

(v) Colloquially acceptable anomalous questions (Q's 3,6)

(Table 13)

More children in Group OK than in Group US judged these as

silbr or were uncertain.

TABLE 13. Judgements of Sense of Colloquially Acceptable
Questions (Qs 3,6)

Responses

Group Silly ? Sens- Both Silly >0 Uncert- )0 Sensen
% ible V x 'V ain x V X.,.

US 44.6 3.1 52.3 5 30 2' 33 25 10 35

DK 59.6 22.8 17.5 11 19 11 18 10 19 29

67.7 19.1 13.2 13 22 10 25'. 12 23 35
ct.

All
Groups

57.3 14..7 27.9 X2US/0K=3.66 X2US/0K=4.93 X2US/0K=8.26

(vi) Questions with, interrogative/topic discord (Q's2,7)

100% of the children judged 'Who is the radio?',silly and

although the trend for Q.7 was in the expected direction,

the 88% judgement. of silliness was high enough to make any

group differences improbable.
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(vii) Questions presupposing anthropocentric view of

natural' phenomena (Q's 9, 13) (Table 14)

Although there was some divergence between the items; with
Y.

more children thinking Q.13 foolish:then-Q1.9,,and with

Group US making more judgement's of silly,(X2 = 11.54,

p .4.05), and fewer of sensible (X2 = 4.79. p <.05) than

Group OK on Q.19, the trends for the two items combined

are consistent withother results.

TABLE 14. percentages of Judgements of Sense of
Anthropocentric Attributions tp Natural
Phenomenon (Q's 9, 13)

\

Group
,

Q9

Responses

'913 .

Silly ?

%(n).

Sensible Silly ? Sensible
%(n)

US 64.7(22) 15.9(2) 29.4(10) 48.6(17) .7(2)4517(16)

DK 51 .1 ( 9) 20.7(6)A8.3(14) 20wq4-6) 17.3(5)62.1(18)

OK 20.6( 7) 24.6(7) 58.8(2 38.2(13) 11.8(4)50.0(17)
, All Groups

'39.1 15.5 45.3 36.7 11.2 52.0

(viii) Tautolo ou

Ok

Both
Silly
V. X

5/10.

12 17'

15 20

X2US/OK=2.60

and self-contradictor uestions ( 14

30) (Table 15) .

There were no significant differences. among the groups,,with
-

items separate or combined.

TABLE 15. Per,centages of Judgements of Sense of Tautologous
and Self-contradictory'Questions (Q's 9, 13)

Group Response E
Q14 30

s

Silly ?

%(n) .

Sensible Silly ?

%(n)

US 71.4(25) 8.6(3) 20.0(7) 7b.3(26) 8.6(3)

DK 65.6(19) 13.8(4) 20.7(6) 89.7(26) 3.5(1)

OKe 64.7(22) 11.8(4) 23.5(8) 76.5(26) 11.8(4)

All.
67.3 11.2 21.4 79.6 8.2

Groups

162

Sensible

17.1(6)'

6.9(2)

1.14.8(4)

12.2
4

1r

'

s

.10
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(ix) Questions based on erroneous tmlisf(9,1E12,L8,'

20, 22) '(Table.16)

Of the four questions in this categoFy, one (Q.18) was

generally endorsed as sensible, while'another was

considered by a high proportion of children to be 'silly'
I ,

(Q.20) The other two provoked more vaFilAstion of response,

but with the 'silly' category cdmMonly

endorsed.' 'For these two, GrouiiliS were lesS'likely to

admit to uncertainty. (X2 = 3.99, p

TABLE 16. Judgements of Sense for Items Based on Erroneous
Beliefs -(Q'5 18; 20, 15, 22),

Group
1.22122.U2.5.

Silly

Q18

?'

96(n)

Sensible Silly

Q 20

?

%(n)

Sensible

US 29.4(10) 17.6(6) 53 (18) 85.3(29) 8.8(3) 5.9(2)

DK 31.1(9) 20.7(6) 48.3(14) 72.5(21) 20.7(6) 6.9(2)

OK 44.1(15) 14.7(5) 41.2(14) 77.1(27) 17.1(6) 5.7(2)

''All 35.0 17.5 47.4 78.3 , 15.3 6.1
Groups

Silly

Q15

? Sensible Silly

Q 22

? Sensible

US 63.6(21) 15.2(5) 21.2(7) 60.6(20) 9.1.(3) 30.3(1
DK 48.3(14) 9.1(3)_ 41.4(12) 51.1(9) 21.4(6) 7.9(5).

OK, 35:3(12) 35.3(12)29.4(10) 48.6(17) E2.9(8) 28.6(10)

/A11 48.9 20.8 30.2 52.6 19.3 28.1
' Groups

Distribution of Frequencies (Q's 15,22)

Group Both Silly >0 Uncertain >0 Sense
I V x x x

,. .
US 12 23. 6 25 15 20

/ .

`DK 11 18 8 21 13 16

. OK 7 28 13 22 ,18 17

/ ..i2US/OK=3.81

ANL

I

11,

1U3`
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(x) Questions requiring unwarranted_precision.(Q's 10,19

29)(Table 17)

The provisional grouping of .items was rejected: by the A

children with 82% say4grt was .sensible to ask who first
-

invented musical instruments.- The vast majority thought

the other two questions silly, but there were no differences :1

of significance 'between the groLps.

atEuz. Incidence of Judgements of Sense of Questions
Requiring L4nwarranted Precisi.4Q's 10, 19)

Group' Responses

Silly

Q 10
.,'

)

Q 19

? Sensible SillY
,

? Sensible,
%(n) %(n)

US 82.3(28)' 5.9(2) 11.8(4)` 88.6(51)-

DK /86.3(25) 3:5(1) 10.4(3),69.°(0)

OK 55.9(19) 32.4(11)11 :8('4) 85.7(30)

All 74.2 14.4 11.3 82.6
' Gfoups'

X-2-US/OK=4.15 X2US/OK=6.79

O(o) 11.4(4)

20.7(6)10.4(31.:

2.9(1)11.4 (M--.
.

7.1 ).1.2=

(xi) Questions with insufficient information to 'answer

11.211SZable 1.8),

Oddly, to 'ask the price of two apples was :not considered

overwhelmingly; silly when given the price ofOne'oratie.
. ,

' TABLE 18. Incidence of Judgements of Sense of*estion
with Insufficient Information 'to An (Q.25)

Group

Silly

22122RitE.

Sensible
US 44.1(15) 20..6(7) 55.36.2
DK 55.2(16) 17.3(5) 27.6C8)
bK ,34.3(12) . 25.7(9) ..-34.3(14)

All Groups 43.9 21.4 3447

(xii) Incomprehensible questions (Q's 14,0) (Table 19)

Both strange' questions were held to be silly, with no
.

'significant groupedifferences, but'&'tendency for Group US

1
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..
to claim both questions were silly relative to Group OK'

(X2 = t80).
1

-
.

'TABLE 19. Judgements

.

of Sense
(Q's 14,

,

Q14

I? Sensible

'%

of Incomprehensible
30) ..

Responses

Q30

? Sensible

Questions
,

Group

Silly

.

Silly
%61) %(n)

-

us 74.3(26)

sic,
,

72.5(21)

11.4(4)

20.7.(6)

14.5(5)

6.9(2)

91.4(32)

89.7(26)

0(0)

0(o)

8:6(3),

10.4(3)

OK 91.4(32) '5:7(2)- 2.9(1) 94..3(33) 5.7(2)- 00)

All 79.8 12.1 8.1 91.9 2.0 .6.1

Groups

Discdssion.
.

For the majority of the categories used, the'responses of

the` Children showed significant,diffeAncese'ttributable'to

the instructional set presented eight of the twelve
, t

categories gave differences. Of the. four which did not,

the interrogative/topic anomaly pair (Q's 2, 7) and the

incomprehensible questions (Q's 14 30) were distinguished

by receiving very high proportions of judgements of 'silly'

vit. 100%, 88%, 80% and 92%. It would appear that so many

. children were confident in their opinions about these items

`that the instructions were ineffectual. However, it is

worthy of note.that a comparably high incidence of acceptance

of tho-sense of the single, sensible questions (78%) did

not prevent group differences from emerging. Whether such

.
asymmetry is worth pursuing isnot clear. Are children more

sure of what is silly than they are of what is sensible? Or

could the asymmetry be explained by the instructions suggesting
.

. a high.incidence" of silliness being more powerful than,those

favouring sense; some evidence for this latter view is given

below. The failure to find differences on the other two

.categories is less amenable to this interpretation. The

tautologously true and self-contradictory items were thought
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silly by a large majority of the children (67% and 80%)

-but one wonders whether they arrived at these judgements

by the same reasoning processes as the.experimenters. With

the evidence to hand we cannot say. Neither can we say why

nearly 35% thought it was sensible to inquire about the price

of oranges, when only the price,of apples given. It is

tempting to suggest that they based their judgements on the

general reasonableness of the question and'simply ignored

the conventionally acceptable constraints of mathematics

questions; it was after all, fiche only question of thil

type in he set.

Two other categories.deserve special mention. The foUr

questions predicated on erroneous beliefs failed to form a

homogeneous set. Q.20 yielded a-high proportion of 'silly'

judgements (78%) and its failure to yield differences may be

explained in terms of this high confidence. The responses

to Q.18 suggest that more children thought fir trees lost

their needles in the autumn than were unsure or disagreed.

The US group in particular were likely to think it a sensible

question (53%),and the one simple interpretation would

attribute the distributions mainly to the ignorance of this

group. Or, of course, we could say it was a bad question,

since, as it is worded, it is in fact sensible, but

misleading.

'Who first thought of making musical instruments?' was

distinguished from its potential stable-mates by being

generally judged as sensible. Subsequent inquiries of

colleagues supported the children's opinions against the

experimenter's earlier presumptions.

Overall, the results point with general consistency to

the sensitivity of children's judgements to the instructional

sets given, with a reservation that high levels of initial

confidence will be less susceptible than lower ones.to such

influences.
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But did the children really underAtand and accept the

constraints of the taek? One index is the no-response rate

which, at 1.5%'is sufficiently low to warrant a measure of

faith in,the responses given. The teachers anticipated

and reported that the children understood the task. The

results themselves were not random. An original worry that

the children would tend to tick 'Don't know' if they did not

know the answer to a question seems to have been without

foundation.

We have no direct information about the reliability

of the responses, and although the technique clearly worked,

intelligent interviewing might have revealed more about

such aspects as the degree of confidence children had in

the judgements they made and their reasons for making

them, the circumstances when thef-question offered might

have______,have- -been even though it might- usually be silly

and the children's ways of categorising :types of oddity..

Would they zee similarities and differences corresponding

to those invented?

However, with wha't we have, we need to ascertain

what kind of shifting occurred and for which items in

particular this happened. It has already been suggested

that where precentage agreement of judgement is high,

confidence will be high enough for children to remain inde-

pendent of This would be necessarily true if

percentage agreement were taken across all groups for extreme

values only: if 100% agree, there is no variance to explaih.

But we might expect that it would be among items which showed

minority proportions of each response rather than those with

70-80% agreement within a group, that judgements would be

most readily influenced. Inspection of the data shows this

to be untrue. For example, although the simple, sensible

questions were judged to be so by 79% of the sample, they

yielded between group differences, whereas the presumed

human - centred explanations for natural phenomena with 45%
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as the la gest measure of response agreement gave no

difference. In certain, methodological, respects, this

is encouragin . One type of situation in which instructions

can be peculiar y effective is where most people do no

know. The instru tions can then give a bias in one

direction or anothe , so that all one does is pull a

_lumber of respondents out of uncertainty. That we found

shifts where group agre ment in a positive category was

as high as 80% would help to refute such an interpretation;

-s so does the low incidence o 'Don't know. From what

can be seen, to shift or not p shift does not seem to be

systematically related to the p oportion of judgements

in any simple way.-

If we ask which categoris-sho d shifts, we see that

what were intended to be sensible que ions shifted as

readily as those which were intended to e silly, although

the simplest silly did not shift in the sa e way as the

simplest sensible. While statistical compar Bons were not

made between the amount of shift in simple as .posed to

complex questions the supposedly difficult counte factual

hypothetical sensible questions did appear to yield ore

pronounced differences than the simple sensible ones. With the

'silly' questions it is not possible tc\talk about such

degrees of difficulty. It was somewhat surprisineto find

68% of the responses of eight and nine year olds still

apparently subscribing to some form of nominal realism.

Both involved group consensus as a basis for the meaning

of symbols as well as re-naming, while Q.27 additionally

included reclassifying with the elimination of a common

distinction. Thbre were slightly fewer responses (10%

vs. 15%) in favour of the sense of Q.27, but the drop is

not dramatic. Similarly the incidence (45%) of the acceptability

of 'What are X's for?' seemed to be higher than expectation

for eight and nine year olds. However, a defence of the

inappropriateness of human-centred explanations for

natural phenomena was alleged to be pedantic and
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puritannic;i1 rather than precise and proper in subsequent

assorted dialogues With adults. The remaining items have

either been mentioned already or are not particularly

noteworthy. Apart from the examples mentioned, there

do not appear to be any categories of question that

occasioned peculiar difficulty, nor is there any systematic

viriability in sensitivity to persuasive instructions among

the categories of 'silly' questions.

Given the shifts of judgement occur which from

response categories gain or lose cell entries. The total

percentages of judgements for each group (see Table 20)

is most simply interpreted by pointing'to the similarities

for 'sensible' across the three g ups and the difference

between Group US and the others for 'silly' and 'don't know'

and then arguing that the instructional bias for 'silty'

shifts judgements from uncertainty into the silly category.

TABLE 20.' Percentages of Silly, Uncertain and Sensible
Judgements for all Questions for each Treatment
Group.

% Responses

Group Silly Uncertain sensible

(IS 56.2 8.6 35.1.

DK 48.9 17.2 33.9

OK 44.4 r8.0 37.7

Evidence for the 'sensible' instruction:5 having any strong

effect overall is weaker, although Group OK has a non-

significantly lower percentage o. silly and a higher one of

sensible judgements than Group DK.

This positive pattern is similar if one looks at

individual and grouped questions; group OK being generally

more like group DK than group DK is like group US. However,

the responses of group DK are fairly consistently intermediate

between group US and OK. Hence, the simple

hypothesis of Elle 'silly' bias being influential is clearly

supported; the 'sensible' his appears to have had some

effectoOse.
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It is perhaps unfortunate to have clouded the issue by

having such a variety of questions in- the materials; the

overshadowing effect of there being correct, incorrect.and

doubtful answers to the items may have clouded distinctions

that might have ben made. On the other hand, separate

analyses to examine whether instructions had different

eiffects judged 'sensible' and 'silly' questions, revealed
118 differential patterns.

Without knowing more about the grounds upon which

children based their replies, we would be foolhardy to

elaborate our interpretations further. While remembering

the limitations of our techniques and sampling we can draw

some conclusions which have implications for both research
and teaching.

On the research side it would be instructive to find

out how it comes about that a substantial minority (in this

case 20%) or nine year olds are not able to recognise that

the simplest sensible 'wh' questions are sensible and within
the set'of 'wh' questions, the development of an

understanding of the approPriate collacates of 'hqw' and

'why' questions pro,babime,ri(SiSeciai attention. Although
we have made no contribUtion0 kh-EAedgeabout the way

is which children come to accept'appeals to regularity

and tradition as Jegitimakte answers to questions about

social conventions and customs;- t!} stu4r of questions

about thesa,could be particuarlyjnteresting. We have" seen

that the statement of a credible authority figure can affect

judgements of sense. How far is primary socialisation but a

massive extension of this operation of such authority,

producing acceptance without understanding.

Why ate children so loathe to say they do not know

whether a question makes sense or not? While various forms
of conflict among schemers and between schemes and the

results of actions are a basis for development and learning

and there is nothing untoward about children having

170
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hypotheses which are later found wanting it is important

to-distinguish between ignorance based on some kind of

cognitive limitation and that based on misiriforMation.

To know that it is Paris and not Berlin that is the capital

of France does not require greater cognitive capacity of

the child in the same way that knowing there must be more

flowers than tulips in a bunch of mixed blooms requires

more capacity than if you have two apples and are then

given two more, you will have
n

four. To rely.on limited

rule's which often work but occasionally generate rong

answers is different from believing statemen'ES that you

endo not even understand. The developmt of children's

handling of uncertainty isi,c,ei-n(Scudied (Turner and

Pickvance, 1971; Shields11.971) mainly in relation to the

use of modal auxildary verbs and qualifications of thinking,

supposing and wondering.

From the practical perspective, we are reminded by the

results of the power that teachers have to define the worlds

of their pupils: 'Teacher says, so it must be so'. And

if the teacher is wrong, so will the children be. ,The

teachers in the group were surprised that what seemed to

be only a mino manipulation of instructions, a casual

-afterthought, should produce such significant effects. We

can but repeat the dull but trUe'injunction that teachers

should realise that whatever they say may influence what

children come to believe.
OS

We still have no idea how frequently sensible questions

of children are dismissed in this way. Neither do we know

whether such dismissals would suppress overt behaviour,

but leave the curiosity unaffected. At least the succeeding

generations will continue to probe the status quo of society,

reminding us 'hat institutions need to be justified and

occasionally expose adult hypocrisy.
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CHAPTER 7.

QUESTIONS AS Al AID TO LEARNING.

Classroom proceedings- remain something of a mystery in

spite of extensive reviews of the literature on classroom

interaction. There are many reports which contain counts

and classifications of the utterances of teachers and

pupils, and from these it is safe to say that teachers ask

a lot of questions. For example, Bellak , Kliebard, Hyman

and Smith (1969) found that approximately threequarters

of their teachers' utterances were questions. What are

these questions intended to achieve? Are they in fact

effective? Would some other tactics be more so?

Teachers are testing pupils' knowledge with questions,

they are checking whether the pupils Rre attending. The

imminence of questions may help to maintain attention and

concentration. 'Although we do make reference to these

functions, we are concerned mainly with questions as

possible stimula-tions-to-Lea_maimg-________

Lecturers as well as teachers employ the question to

inspire enthusiasm. As we strut and fret our hour upon

the stage - and then are heard again next week - many of us

assume that, underneath the normative mask of-indifference,

the apparently bored hordes are excited. Bligh (1972)

has reviewed studies of lectures and rinds that they do

not.inspire students to read, think, or eyen ask questions.

He concludes that '... they can be used to teach information,

including the framework of a subject, but an expository approach

is unsuitable to stimulate th6Ught or change attitudes' (p.223).

While lecturers will continue to believe otherwise, without

testing their beliefs against their students' behaviour, we need

to consiier what 'Bligh says seriously. One common tactic

to give fire to lectures is to pose questions, hopefully

to arouse curiosity. Perhaps the questions are of no use.
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Our representation of epistemic man in chapter 1

contained the sequence 'curiosity questions' as a link

in a longer chain, and we vent on. to argue that learning

was pr oted by questions arousing curiosity. Two problems

arise. Can we dispense with the curiosity and start

with questions? Can 'questions' be given .a little

feedback loop to curiosity, so that questions from outside

oneself can arouse curiosity, become one's own questions

and lead to learning? ..'

We designed two experiments to look into these possib-

ilities and we shall reserve fuAher discussion until these

have been reported.

Which Posters are Noticed?

Introduction.

Nationalised industries, marketing boards, public companies

and other bodies prepare w_11-charts for use in schools and

colleges. These differ considerably in the amount of pictorial

and wri' en information presented. Some are diagrammatic,

others photographic. Almost all are in colour. Some are

accompanied by explanatory booklets for teachers to use.

-Some are 'stated to be particularly suitable for children

of particular ages. ...

We were initially interested only to evaluate the

relative efficacy for learning of three different ways of
\ - -

presenting the written material, but as our collection of

'charts grew and we examined them, we were.. forced to ask

some more general questions. Of what educational value are

wall charts? What are their objectives? Are the means

employed efficient to these ends?

We were not favourably impressed and passed a.tentative

judgement that many charts would have"no educational value.

Some presented scattered snippets of information unconnected

with each other and only loosely associated with the apparent

theme. We thought there was a negative correlation between

artisti.c.merit and educational worth. Designers, had

1.73
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seemingly sacrificed utility to their pictorial muse. Such

posters could have served as exemplars of good design in art

lessons, but that was all. Other charts had more small print

than the.conditions on insurance policiest Some just failed

to mike sense; the manufacturing process portrayed was

impossible, invisible or incomprehensible (at least to us).

Yet others showed little artistic sense, with minimal

appreciation of'problems of balance, colour or shape. They

failed to allow the'important to stand out from the trivial.

We had no wish to arrive at These harsh judgements.

We make them in regret not anger and must, of course,

concede that our impressions are worth no more than those

of other individuals. The only sensible way of answering

questions about the design of wall-charts is to try various

forms out on the consumer! If they are intended to catch

the eye, what is eye-catching? If they are intended to

facilitate learning about some problem, which features

facilitate or which impair learning? What motivates

children find out more than is on the chart? These

alre all empirical problems, where finally satisfactory

answers can be obtained only by defining the objectives of

the chart, and then evaluating variants of it used in a

variety of ways.

It is therefore a matter for regret that the good intentions

of chart producers are not translated into demonstrable

effectiveness, especially since the expense of preliminary

evaLuations would presumably be small, relative to the

expenditure involved in the production of the wall-charts

themselves. It should also be relatively easy to accumulate

some tested principles of design, along with tested 'rules

of thumb', that, could be made available both to other

designers and to teachers. What public comianies do with

their money is their responsibility, but the keepers of .

nationalized industries might feel obliged to ask,whether

their investments are in the public interest.

As far as our purpcses were concerned we were happy to

use some charts of the National Dairy Council. These had

1 74
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advantage that they could be readily adapted to the

experimental design; there were three charts; comparable

in topic, amount and level of information. Further, the

group of teachers agreed both that they were the best

for the eight and nine year olds and that they were good.

Additionally there- were useful teachers' notes which

contained more detailed information than the charts

themselves.

Under normal circumstances the teachers in the group

would have used wallcharts differently. They would have

exploited them as one visual aid among others in the

development of a small project. There were two reasons

why we did not create this normal situation. The first

we's that to have asked the teachers to mount a whole project

would have been an unwarranted imposition. Additionally,

there would have been inter-teacher variation between

projects, and this we had to reduce to a minimum if we

were to isolate the effects of the variations to be intro-

duced on the charts themselves. The departure from normal

practice allowed us to answer questions about the power

of tnecha:ts themselves. Were they able to attract

children to look at them? Were they able to lure children .

'into studying them?

Tests were devised tMind out what children had

learned from the posters in just under a fortnight. Three

variations in presentation were used. For the first week,

one set of posters, had ten numbered statements superimposed,

a second set had-blank pieces of paper, the third had

questions, questions that the. subsequent statements would

answer. Or the next three days all posters carried the

ten st 1 nts. The double statement variant had no

preter ,ions to be curiosity arousing, the other two did.

The Y.ank spaces should have aroused a general curiosity,

but in the absence of any structure, this might well

have dissipated. The questions should have aroused
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curiosity specific'to the topics mentioned in them. The
questions should have provided a framework of knowledge
with explicit gaps in it. This form of presentation
should therefore have been most likely to arouse and
maintain curiosity specific to the problems posed and this
in turn should have led to-greater learning when the
answers were provided. The test questions eventually
set required the ten statements as answers.

Method.

Desi n. Three comparable classes of eight and, nine year
olds in council estate schools were used. Each school
displayed the three posters at a set height in a left to
right set sequence at the rear of the classroom. Each
poster appeared in three different forms for the first
week (ten statements, ten questions, ten blank slips),
each classroom having one of each. For the second week,
all posters contained ten statements. After school on the
Wednesday the posters were removed, and the children were
given a test of three sets of ten items each of which
covered the sets of ten facts displayed. While this
design enabled us to extract variance

associated with the
form of presentation of the facts, it did not allow any
isolation of other factors, e.g. sequence of display
versus final test order.

Subjects. The subjects were the children of each class
present on theliay of testing. Children who had been
absent for several days of the preceding fortnight would
have been eliminated had they., existed.

Materials. The three posters were:
1. Milk through the Ages and in Modern Times, referred

to hence as 'Cows and Milk'.
2. How Cream is made; How Butter in made.
3. The Story of cheese.
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. The first had eight main drawings, the second five

for ee...:h topic and the third nine. Only one set of the

added statements and questions IS shown below:

--C.ow6 and Milk.

Questions Statements

1. What were the Aurochs? 1: The Aurochs.werItthe

(-4 first wild cattle.

2. How do we know what cattle 2. There are pictures,of

-Used to look like loAg...mo? 'the cattle Of long ago

on old pieces of pottery

and metal that have been

dug up.

3.. What is the name of a breed 3. The South Devon,is

of cattle that gives us meat of cattle that give

as well as-milk? meat as well as millW

4. What is the name of a breed 4. The Ayrshire is a breed

of cattle that is kept only of cattle that is kept

for its milky only for its milk.

5. How-often does a cow get 5. A cow usually gets milked

milked? twi,le a day.

6: Why o they cool down the 6. New milk is warm. They

milk? cool it down to stop it .

going sour.

7. How much milk do most 7. Most churns hold 80 pints

churns hold? of milk.That is 10"gailons..

8. What does "pasteurising" 8. Pasteurising is a way of

mean? heating milk to kill off

germs.

9. What does the law say about 9. The law says that ,bottle

bottle tops? tops must fit tightly.

10. About how much money does 10. One glass boittle costs thef

a glass milk bottle, cost dairy about five old

the dairy? pence. That is two new

1 '17
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All. questions and statements had a "pictorial or

Written re: ('rent on the posters.

.:There were two sections' to the post-test14- a .practice

page and a main test. Both had three types of items.

The first three on the prectice page and'' six on the

main' test required gaps in statements to be the4'
next two were one-from-four multiple-choice question's,

'andthe last two were open 'wh' questions to which

spe.dific answers' could be given. The practice page aid the

set for Cows and Milk are given in the Appendix.
c

Instructions and Procedure. The wall-charts were put up ;

oll the Monday morning before the children arrived. The

;teachers did not mention them, but answered any questions

child,ron asked about th6M. She was to be, natural, but

passive. On thq,collowing Monday the new slims, of paper
;:l. -;

were added or sugStituted on to the posters. 'Posters

ware= removed Wednesday night and the ro,..--test given on

the morning of the Thtirsday. The instruction's fbr this

were:

Instructions to Teachers - The Test The test is in two
t 4

parts: (0 The Practice Page, (ii)' The Main Test. It .

seems to be_a good idea to give the practice page before

morning playtime and the main test immediately after

t.playtime if that is possible.

(0, The Administration of the Practic,: Page. 'If pos ible,

,, the children should be sitting in'positiens where they

cannot easily see other .children's answers., Each.chila
-

. is given a copy of the practice page. Ho is told to put

his name at the to where it says NAME but not to write

anything else yet. During the administration of the practice

page, the teacher will be asking various children what they

have written down. The children chosen 'should represent

'different ability levels, so that the teacher has an idea

how most of the class is coping. Hopefully they will give

different answers so that the teacher can make it clear
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that two different answers may both be right. If there are

wrong answers, she can snow why they are wrong. If they

all have written the same, she should ask if anyone has a f

different answer. If not, she can'suggest an equally

poisible.correct choice. The teacher says:

'Later oh today,I shall be giving' you some more

piecesof paper and you can show what' you know about

cows, milk, creamlbutter and cheese. I haven't asked

yot to learn about it so.don't worry if you don't

think you know anything about these things. Just

try your best to show clearly anything you db know.

First of all'we shall have some practice. There are

0. three different sorts of things for you to do.
/

.

I don't think you will think they are very hard.

Don't worry too much about getting exactly the

right spellings. One of these things is filling in

blank spaces with some words that fit. You can see

some of these sentences in front of you. They have

''.
blank snares and a line underneath each blank space.

In a'momeht you can try and fill in these blank space.

Sometimes just one word will,be.enoigh; sometimes
,

you will need more than c/ne word. Item going to

'copy the irst one on t e board'.

[
(She does so, lank, space and line included.) .

''Now, on the page in front of you, you can write What

you think would go.well in the blank space, but, first

of all I will'Aread it to you, "The place where cows

are kept is called a blank." Now, everybody try and
1 .

write something 'in the blank space. Do it on your o1 wn.

`vDoOt look to see what other people have put t .

,(The teacher asks about five representative childrpn what

they have written, stressing thst more than one answer could

be right, 2.1. field, shed, farm, etc. She then fills. _the

'blank space in the example on the board with the word/s /

of her own choice.)

T..
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'Now let's do the second one. I shall not write

it on the board this time. I'll read it out and

you follow, "Cows BLANK to'the.milking shed to

be milked." You fill in the blank space.'

(The teacher asks about five children what they have

written. She shows 11,w 'go' and 'are taken' for instance,

involving a different number of words, can both be right

choices.)

'Now the third one, and this is a bit harder,

"Cheese,BLANK milk". This certainly needs more

than one word.'

(The teacher asks about five children what they have written.

If some children fail to write anything it does not matter

as long as there are not too many, e.g. if a quarter of the

. class or more,''the teacher should spend some time explaining

why some of the,,ri2ht answers are right, and the wrong

,ones wrong.)

'Let's go on to some different ones now. This

time there are four sets of words to fill the blank

space and you .have to decide which is the best choice.

I will Wirite th first one on the board.'

(The teacher copies ut the first example with all fOur

possible .choices.)

'As I read this one out, you think which is the best

choice out of these four. '(She points to them.)

Put a little tick by the une you choose.

She reads out,

'A big machine called a gqllon or a churn or a drum

or a tank turns round and round and makes 'b' tier.

Have you each put a tick? Right, now put lines

through each of the other choices so that you choice

is the only one that is not crossed out. Put your

pencils down. I am going to do it on the board.

I think that the best word is 'churn', so I 'put

a tick beside it. Now 4 cross out all the others.

180
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k.
o

4

(A horizontal line is put through each of the

other possible choices.) A 'churn' is the only set

of words which is not crossed out and it has a tick

beside it. Let's do the next one. I shall not

put this one on the board.)

(The teacher reads it out. The children put their ticks and

cross out alternatives. The teacher checks that they have

all followed the proper procedure. She then.asks about

five children whirt.theyhave,chosen. "Hopefully they will

mostly have chosen 'to eat'. The teacher says that she

thinks that is the best choice.)

'The next thing is easy. Just write down answers

to these questions. I'll write the first oAre on

the board. (She. then reads it out.) Put your

answer underneath the question. (Minimal content,

e.g. -'a milkmari' is acceptable unless there is

some'firm classroom.rule that all answers must be

'complete sentences'.)

Let's see what some of you have written. (About
.

five children are asked.) I stall writ my answer

up 'A milkman'. Now the next one.'

(The teacher reads the next'question out. T e children

write their answers if they can thiiik of one The teacher

asks about five children what they have put. The children

hand in their example sheets.)

The Administration of the Main Test.

1.

Thy examples remain on the board. Each chi d has a copy

of the main test format. They are not told it is 'a test'.
/

The children are tbldto write their names on the front

page where it says NAME. The teacher says,

'Now you can see if you know any of these things

aboutcowe, milk, creamlbutter and cheese. Don't

worry if you don't. Think for yourselves and don't

look to see what other people have done.'

181
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The teacher then simply reads aloud through the complete

set of items, one at a time, leaving time after eack for the

children to make their responses before proceeding to the

next item. This time she does not of course write any

items on the" board or,ask for any oral accounts of responses.

Treatment or Results.

There was one :.coring; problem which was whether or not to

credit children with answers which were correct, but different

from those on the charts. The first impulse was to allow

only the answers actually displayed, but since children

just might have been inspired to do a little research and

find out other correct answers, we scored any right answer

as correct. This meant that past knowledge and intellicmt

guessing may have boosted scores as well as any research

inspired by the posters.

No statistical tests needed to be applied to the data.

ResUlts and Discussion.

As Table 2r shows, the posters did not function to attract

much attention or learning. The teachers repo
I

tedthot the

vast majority of the children paid no attentioi to the

original or modified posters. Over the .,whole pupil population
1 .

the aVerage number o1 correct answers was four out of a

possi le thirty per child. With six multiple choice

questions and a measure of previous knowledge this does not

represent an orgy of learning.

The data show what looks to be a strong order effect,

either from testing or from the left-right sequence of the

poster arraj. If the figures of/the second and th4.rd rows

are boosted proportionately within groups to remo4 this

effect, then it becomes easier to' .ee whether or nit forms

of presentation had any effect. As Table 21 shows, there

is no ifidence that either que3tions or blanks acted aJ

differentiating spurs to learning.
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TABLE 21. Total\dumber and Means of'Items Correct
of Knowledge of Wall-charts in

Schools.
N

School

1 2 3 Means

for TeSts
-Three

Scores

Total Scores' .

First Test: Milk gi Cows 96 58 62 72.0
Second Test: Cream & Butter 44 25 29 32.7
Third Test: Cheese 21 10 6 12.3
POisible scores per test 330 290 250 290
Mean Scores (max.10)

First test 2.91 2.00 2,48 2.50
Second test 1.33 0.86 1.16 1.12Third test 0.63 o.4o 0.24 0.42
Mean Scores for Different
Forms of Display (max.10)

" (S) 0.63 0-.86 2.48 1.32
,StrItemen,s Statements
Blanks (B) -9. Statements 2.91 0.40 1.16 1.39
:questions (Q) -9. Statements 1.33 2.00 0.24 1.19
'Prorated Scores

(S) - Statements 3.68 1.89 2.48 3.97\Statements
Blanks (B) 2.91 .34 2.55 3.47Statements
Questions (Q) --0 tateme ts 2.93 2.00 1.x}9 3.57
N

33 29 5

The only other re ult worth noting is ithe general absence
fof 'Don't kno s' hand 'No answers'. Fewer than seven of the
twenty nine questions were so treated. This eans that
over twenty questions, were answered, but answ red wrongly,

and often foolishly.' There would appear to be a difference
between schools, one school being particularly prone to 'have
a go'.

Discussion.

nil^ we realised that'the decision not to integrate the charts
into lessons "might limit their power, we did-not-anticipate

their almost total impotence to facilitate learning. The

teachers were not overly surprised. Before we make comme-nt----
about that result, we needto_make-not-e-of the very high
inctdanCe-of-.-wYs3ng answers. Such behaviour became a minor

, 8 3
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theme of an oarlier report (Robinson, 1.g70%, There it

arose in the guise of guesses, the convergent one-answer:-

only menttlity (but see chapter 4), the desi-e to get

items right even when this involved cheating (Robinson

chapter 7), the distress at only knowing,how to find

out (ibid., loc.cit.) without knowing the 'ic.tual answer.

There is something strange about an educatioualsystem

that encourages children to produce as much uninYormative
1

nonsense as they did here. They must .have known that most

of their answers were wrong? That they should behave in

such a way is consistent with the comments about the

prevalence of response-centred learning made in chapter

We aro wholly unable to answer the original questions

posed about the effectiveness of'qUestions as opposed
O

to blanks and statements as facilitators of learning.

All were .equally irrelevant!

To attribute the general impotence to the wall-charts

could be misleading. As far as we could see they were good

charts. We could attribute the failure to the naivety

of the experiMenters. An unrepresentative sample of

cas ally questionecrteachers gave replies consistent with

thi interpretation. Since we are stubborn however, we

sti 1 find it unpleasantly 4rprising that 'children can

be po unobservant or so unirterested in their surrounclings,

Many of the classrooms one' enters show evidence of much

preparation of materials by teachers. 4,Alas, if children

are not encouraged to keep their eyes and ears open, such

efforts may yield but scant reward. The headmaster of one

(4 the schools, remarked how little his children noticed.

One exam le he mentioned, was that they had said there

were no flowers around their area. He took them out into__
their playing fields and found-twenty in minutes.

niS
_

-7Ather teacher showed us five leaves of assorted trees

thathdr children saw as alike.
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Whether the caiiacity or enthusiasm for noticing

differences and similarities in the environment has to be

encouraged or whether in these children it has been

discouraged, the problem remains the same. The absence

of any response to wall-charts precludes the

possibility,of investigating any differential response

to varied forms of presentation.

Where Should the questions Go?

Introduction.

The investigation of the role that questions might play

in attracting children to posters and directing their

thinking was riot a success, but it served as a vehicle

for illustrating that decisions about the linguistic

structure of meaningful verbal materials. need validation

against the performance of the learners. Any sentence in

English can take only one of four. forms: declarative;

IV+

interrogative,"imperative or vocative. These are roughly

correlated with the four functions of stating, questioning,

commanding nd exclaiming. W1 sh

and look at declhrative and inter

1 .gnore the latter two

galtive structures in

texts where they are closely correlated with stating and

.questioning. Any prose passage of more than one sentence

can be made up of a large array of combinations of

declaratives and interrogatives, and it is the relevance

of various ways of mixing these to the amount of.learning

in which we are interested. The only variation examined

isin sequence. We can put all the questions first followed__

by all the statements. We can put tha-scat nrelit-s-first

with the que-Sti-ont-aft---er.WecaTi locate e ch Uestion

before its answering statement. Does it matte which we

do?

Interest in this area is of very recent origin, the

first attempt to lgok at the problem empirically being

reported in 1965, Ultima5tely we shall have to answer

questions about the ratio 'of questions to statements optimal

for learning. We shall need to know about the advantages

and disadvantages of open-ended and closed Yes /No questions,

185
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about genpral_and speciflc,questions, about the conseipences.

of providing qubstions rather than letting learners generate

their own. We shall want to know whether questions expressed
,

9.s interrogatives are more or less effective than other

transformations of the grammatical or semantic structure.

But to begin at the beginning and with the specific

rather than the general. All teaching materials with

verbally expressed information makebCertain assump4ions

about the role of questions in learning. One traditional

,asiumption in that questions should appear as exercises

at the end of material to be learned. Anothen_one is that

intermittent questions in the text itself are useful. We

wished to see whether either or both ware true.

To this end we constructed three prose passages

of comparable length and difficulty about thi-ee different,

but similar, topics. With some fifteen declarative sentences

ih each, we could preserve some measure of naturalness when

we inserted five questions into each passage. This also

alio,led the asking of questions about other sentences in the

p ssage. With the fiJ questions coming before, Within, or

after the passage, we could give children a subsequ nt

test on information alr ady associated with a ques on (explicit

1questions) and on infor ation not so asgociated (i plicit

questions.)

Method

Desi Eachofthree comparable groups of chil ren was

expoSed on three successive days to three prose pa sages

abort three different topics. ach passage contained

fif een sentences. Each passe e had three forms, one in which

it'was preceded by five questions, one in which it was

followed by the same five questions and one in which. the'

five questions were embedded in the text immediately befOre

their answers. Each-class experienced topics in the same order

and position but in different forms. This design confounds

position with both school and topic, but separates out the

1'G.
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influence of the diff &'ent locations of the questions.

Since the schools were believed to be comparable, we

confounded= school and position, so that we could isolate

any effects due to topic. The measure Of knowledge acquired

was based on scores inj1 ten item test made up of the five

previously encountered questions (explicit) randomly mixed

with five new questions (implicit). All questions occurred

in the same order as the answers were given in the prose.

Subjects: All the eight and nine year, old children from'

three comparable council estate middle schools took part.

Materials. Both texts and questions were carefully scrut-

inised by teachers and ourselves. Attempts were made to

ensure that the basic lexical units and sentence _structure

were within the grasp of the children. Differences
, .

between passages were eliminated in terms of length (all

between 180 - 190'words long) and sentence structure; we

hoped they were comparable in other respects. Some pilot

tests suggested they were, in so far as learning scores

I.

were simila , We did not check that the explicit

were of the same order of difficulty as the implicit '-

questions, although we endeavoured to make them so-by

dividing the ten qu stions-TandbifilFinto

-- 0rifY the tee with q,.s,estions lembedded in them are

shown here. Answers to explicit questions follow them;

answers to implicit questions are underlined here but '

were not,in the tets presented.

The Moon.

The Moon and our Earth are both round balls in space.

How far apkrt are the moon and our Earth? They are

240,000 miles apart from one another.

The moon keeps going round the Earth-in circles.

How long does it take the moon to travel once

round the Earth? It takes one month to travel once

round the Earth.

Unlike the sun, the moon does not make any 3ight of

its own. It still shines though, and this is -

because light from the sun falls on the moon and the

1.8_7
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moon reflects this light. In the same_ way, some

objects we st:e every day, likepmetal spoons and

polished wooden tables, shine because they are

reflecting light.. The moon is smaller than the Earth.

,:.About how big is the moon? ,Its whole surface is only

about the size of Africa. There is no air, water,

rain or wind on the -moon, so it is a dead and silent

world. It gets both very hot and very cold on-the

moon. How hot does the moon get in daytime? In a

moon daytime; the ground gets as hot as boiling water;

at night time it becomes freezing cold.

Earth is not the only planet which has a moon. What

is the peme of another planet that has moons?

The planet 'Jupiter has not just one moon but twelve

of them.

The Planets.

Planets are all round balls in space.aust-es-A56ns

move in circlesrommd-plaiiii7i,iIanets go in circles

li-diiZST Our sunfis really a star. How, many

pl nets are there round our Sun? It has nine pia ets

icirclin round it. Some 'lanets stay nearer to the

suntha others, but they ,all keep-scircli g round in ',,:heir

their o n separate paths.! Which planet i closest

to the sun?' The planet which is closest to the

sun is called Mercury. low long does it take the

cloy -st planet to make a 'circle round t!'i sun?.

. Mercury takes only thr.-! lorths ....0 ma%0 one circle'
. e

round the 'sun. Our planet arth takes one year.-

Pluto is the planet which is furthest away from the

sun and it takes 250_zeap to make a circle round

the sun. / ,

The two planets which are nearest to Earth are Mars

and Venus, one on one side and one on the other. ,

Whic side of Eath is Venus on? Venus is on the side

nearer t!la 'sun and Mars on the side further away from,-

the sup.

L
1.88'
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Venus isabout the same size as Earth. How big is

Mars? Mars is smaller; it is about half As big as

Earth. The sandy deserts which cover Mars-make that

planet an oran e-red colour.

The Stars.

Like planets and moons, stars are ball shaped. Stars

are not solid, though. What are stars made of?

They are fiery balls of gas.

Which is the nearest star to our Earth? The nearest

star to our Earth is the sun: The sun is not really

bigger and brighter than all the other stars. It

just looks as,though it is because things that are

much closer always look bigger. When can we see

the Milky Way in the sky? On clear nights, in summer

and autumn, we can see the Milky Way in the sky. It

is made up of millions of stars and other space objects.

There are so many of them that we do not sep the spaces

in between. That is why the. Milky Way looks like a

misty white streak in the sky.

Wht is an enormous gro p of stars calp.ed? lAn enormols

group of starslis calle a galaxy. Is! the Milky Way one

of these groups of stars? The Milky Way is just part of

a galaxy. It is part of the same galaxy hat the sun,

mocm, our Earth and the other planets belong to.

Because we are inside our galaxy and part of-it, we

can not see its shape. If we could get a long _way

outside our galaxy, we would see that it is/shaped'

like a treat big wheel. . ,

Tests.

Eadh test sheet had a space for the child's name, the

appropriate title and Was headed with the instruction:

'Try to answer these questions. Put your answer on the

line underneath each one.' Space was left under each

question for its answer. IteMs marked (S) are questions

secondary to those already encountered before, after or

.within the text.

.J
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The Moon.

1. In what way are our Earth,and the Moon like each

other? (S)

2. How far apart are the .Moon and- our Earth?

3. How long does it take the moon to travel once round

the Earth?

4. Why does-:the Moon shine? (S)

5. About how big is the Moon?

6. What is it like on the Moon? (S)

7. How hot does the Moon get in daytime?

8. How hot is the *moon at ui3ht tit..? (3)

9. What is the name of another planet that his moons?

LO: How many moons does that planet have? (S)

The-Planets.

1., What do planets do? (S)

2. How many planets are there round our sun?

3. Which planet is closest to the sun?

4. How long doea it take the closest planet to make a

circle round the :s m?

Which plalnet -is furthestl away from the sun? (5)

6. How long dcpa Lhe furthest planet take to travel r6i

th? aim? (S)

7. Which side of Earth is Venus on?

8. HQw big it Venus? (S)

9. How big is Mars?

LO. Why is Mars an orange-red colour? (S)

The Stars.

1. What shape are stars? (S)

2. What are stars made of?

3. Which is the nearest star to our Earth?

4. Why does that star (in no.3) look big? (S)

. 5. When can we see tht Milky Way in the sky?

G. What is the Milky Way made up of?

-7. Whht does the Milky Way look (S)

'8. What is an ehormo; group of stars cllled

1.90-
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9. Is N Milky Way none of those group:i of dtarsi

10. Why can we not see the shape of our star group? (S)
a

Each test was, accompanied by a largecardbomrd picture which
portrayed the main units and their movements, but had no
words.

'Instrucliorul and Procedure. One topic was presented on
each of thr46 successive- days. The information and the' five _

explicit questions were given as the' first activity of the

day, the retention test of ten questions given at the end.
of each day. The order of topics was constant: The Moon,.
The Planets and lastly, the Stars.

Instructions for Topics. To introduce the first task the
,,teacher said:

'This-week we shall be learning a bit about space.

Today, we have a passage about the moon, some.

.questions to go with it and a picture to go with t
. .--,,e-,

it. (The picture was put up, arid it vips,poirited
:

.

4:kth.eit the dotted line. Cell ipse) showed the way

thPmoon moves.) Later on,tbday we s ill have some mor
questions juqt to e what ne4have r memberqd from

this morning, It will be irtir estin to see.''' -

The teacher then 011oWed the instructions appropriate to
the-treatment.

For the-.s ond task dn the second day the teacher said:/
,'Yesterday we learned a bit about tie moon. Today

e shall learn about the planets. Our ft,-0,,rfh is one of I

the plane in space and there are other ones too.
This time shall-be doing things a little bit

differently, because we shall be 'thinking about the

question,-,before (after/in the middle of) reading

the passage. (As the picture is dispin6red, again it

was pointli out that dotted lin?s represented oirbit$

:end ;it mas added tvtt not all the planets were shown.)
'Just like yesterday, we shall have SOMQ more 44%sti,ons

later on today, just to see what we have remembered.'

19.1
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Treatment appropriate inatructions'foliowed.

For the third and final session. the teacher said:

'On Wednesday, we learned a bit about planets. Today

it is going to be 'stars'. This time we shall

be thinking about the questions before (after/in the

middle of) reading the passage( (The teacher displays

a picture pointing out that it portrays many, many

stars.) Later on we shall see what we have

.remembered.'

Treatment appropriate instructions followed.

tta

Instructions for Treatmeats. For Questions before Text (Q --4

T) the teacher 'handed each child a sheet with five questions

on as soon as the topic-specific instructions were completed.

The teacher told the, children to look at the questions

each one was read twice. Children *ere to try and thinkwhat

the answers might be, but they did not have-to write

' anything. They would be reading something in a moment

that contained the answers to the-questions.

The teacher then read each question twice slowly and

pausing after each question to allow the children to think -

Eibout it. After this, Ithe question sheets were ,collected,
r: the relAyaInt text distributed and the children told that

the text answer:; ne questions, but mentions other things

as well.

The passage was then read slowly, but expressively,

with the children falowing:it, and then children's copies

were collected while the teacher said: 'I expect some of

you managed to find the answers -to tho e questions as we

'read' about the moon. (planets/stars) an found out oth.r

things as ral. Iwonder how well you will remember t.

It shouldn't he too hard should it?'

For Questions after Text (T---4Q) similar instructions

were given mutatis-mdtandis. Fo'r QueNtivi within Text

(Q in T) instructions folloWed a similar pattern and the

probedure was #endered comparable by having. each que,;tion

read tsice.

192
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Attempts were made to control for the times children

had questions and passages available to them, about two and

a half minutes for the actual readi ,of questions and texts.

Success was-claimed for' this.
k

i

Instructions fat' Knowledge Test. The teacher sai6

'Let's see how well you have reidembered what we
1--7-

learned about this morning. Don't worry if you don't

think you can rememberanything, because it doest
. _

matter.. It. will be interesting to see though,

won't. it? I shall give, each one oE you a piece

of paper with some queItions on it and I'll read

them out as you follow. Each of you must try

4and remember for yourselves, so don't look at what

other people have put. Put your name at the top

of the page. (Questions handed out and names

inserted.) Now 4re ready to start. Write your

answers just underneath the questions.'

Each question-was read loud twice, more_slowly on the

second occ>on. Time given for children to write

their answer:; affrisr e^ch uestion.

Treatment of Resillts.

.It was-possible to include thirteen boys in each group,

but only a small number of and so the analysis was
50

confined to boys. Sexes were not mixed because any

relative superiority of girls or boys would have added

unnecessarily, to within group variance. When sums of

knowledge scores were tabulated for each of the
---

eighteen constituent groups, it Wasobvious_that_there-__
w
_____
as systematic variation,. but neither its nature

nor significance could be readily spotted'with the naked

eye. A three factor with two repeated measur -s analysis

of variance (Winer, 1962, p.319 et seq.) was used to°

expose the underlying patterns.

..Results.

As Tables 22 and 23 show the strongest effect was with explicit-
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Questions (7 = 9.08) being answered more successfully.

than! implicit Questions (X = 6.31). This difference

of/nearly thirty per cent is substantial as well as

rfsignificant. The significant interactions drawn in

Fignres3 ,4 and 5 enable the following statements-to be

made:

(i) The difference between' explicit and implicit Questions

is most pronounced for the case where the explicit

Questions are. embedded in the text (difference = 1.33)

rather than when they are either before or alter-

(difference = 0.75). Absolutely this looks small,

,'but it translates to a difference of eighteen per

cent.

(ii) For the interaction between School and Question

Location variations, it is again the Questions

embedded in the text which show up differences; School

Al doing better than A3 with A2 traiihig.

(iii) The significant three-way interaction, might be .

described in mor than one set of terms, but tIle

only one that led to a meaningful interpretation

would point to the.relatively low sco-e'S for implicit

Questions in the QuestieR after Text condition in

School A and in the Questions before Text condition

in School C.

Discussion.

Since we have little reason to suspect that there were any

differences between the Schools themselves, 'and we had in

fact iopec --that they woulii not emerge as s-a significant

source of variance, we may ask what the Questions after

Text condition in School A had,in common with the Questions

before Text condition in School C. They both were given

as the middle of the throe tests. In School A? aithough

the corresponding'Within Text question condition shows

the more common difference in favour of implicit questions,

it is noteworthy that an rntra Text question score for this

I ()



TABLE 22.. 'Total Answ s Correct for Different Texts for Explicity
and Implicitly Answered Questions by School and by
Location of Oestions.-

.

*

.

- Text School Totals,
1 2 3 L

Exp Imp Exp Imp Exp Img .
-'- Exp Imp Grand. Means
s.

\

Noon '21 40 29 40 27 41 77 121, 198 5.08
.P1Snet 3? 32 18 31 38 29 93 92 185 4.74
Stars,' 27 52 25 46 24 43 76 141 217 5.56
Total 85 (209) 124 72 (189) 117 89 (202) 113 246 354 610
Mean

--

Moon
Planets
Stal-s

Total

2.18(5.36)3.18

Before Text

21
I.

. 40
38 . 29
25 . 46

84'(199) 115

1.85(4.85)3.00

After Text
.

,, 29 40
37 32

,24 43

90 (205) 115

2.28(5.18)2.90

Within Text

27 41
18 31

27 52

?2 (196)124

6.31 9.08 15.39

"
:71
%.4

Mean 2.15(5.10)2.95 2.30(5.26)2.95 1..85(5.03)3.18

N o 13 13 13

Exp refers to answers to questions which have already been met before, after, or within texts.
Imp refers to answers to questions where the information has been met, but not focused upon
by a question.

`,-.-173
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TABLE- g3. Analysis of Variance of EffeCts upon Learning
of School, LoCation of Questions and Primariness
of question.

.

..

,

...

.

Source of Variation Sum of df Mean Square 2
-Squares''

.
,.. .

.

;

: Between subjects 247.20 38
A (School) 2.64 2 1.32 1

Sutdescts within Groups 411.6.56 36 6.85

Within Subjects 274;34 195
B(Location of Quest-

ions)
AB

'b,B xS cts withinu
Groups)

b (Primlry/Second-
ary Questions)

AC
I. C x Subjects'Ivithin

Groups.
BC
ABC

.

gC.x Subjects within
Groups

0.54
19.20

69.66

49.8'4

3.00

47.50

5.16
31.46

48.o4
.

2

4

72

1

2

36

2

4

72

^

means p <.05 ft

.27

4.8o 4.96**

.97

49.8Y -37.75***

1.50 1.14

1..32

'2.58 3.87*

,, 7.87 11.8o**'

.67

means p < .01, means p, <.O01

group is both lower for School A2 than for the other two

0

schools and lower than A2 score sfor the Other two treatments.'

It is a common effect in studies of both learning and

retention to find that beginnings and ends of sets of materials

are learned and retained better thah those in.the middle. If

we treat the three tasks as a simplp unit then we would expect

poorer performance for Questions before Text in-School Al,

Questions after Text in School A3 and Questions within Text

in School A2 which, "fortunately, is what is obtained.

,Other interpretations are possible. Perhaps the novelty ,

of the first day gave an initial boost in performance, while

the children revived their efforts for the third day after

noticing their inferior performanceon the secofid day. Perhapa

it was raining on the ec d day. There are many stories

th0 :night be woven, and since none can be substantiated, they

might as well be /ignored. ,/

This leaves;two substantive results. The first is that
*\
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implicit Questions were less well answered than explicit

Questions, regardless of when the Primary Questions were

given. .The questions.appeared to focus attention successfully,
1 , 1

was4paid in that other material was less well

learned. The second is that this .effect was most pronounced

foi the condition where the questions were embedded

ithin'the text. We might wish to generalise this result

to questions. embedded within any extended monologue. Vie

frequently employ questions in our teachingmonOlogues to

excite curiosity or to focus attention on importanc points..

That the second can he successful is consistent with our data.

We cannot answer the first because each of our conditions

employed the same number of questions, but since the scores

for the Quostions within Text condition were certainly no

higher than the other two for the implicit Questions and

this condition could be argued to be mo;-;t like thejlatural

lecture, we cannot produce any evidence to.suggest that their

inclusion does excite curiosity generally.

The-se results are not inconsistent with those reported

elsewhere. Prosser (1974)- has-reviewpd and 'added to studies

examining the consequences of posing questions before and

after prose material that is to%e learned. This summary of

results-includes the following conclusions:

1. SabjectS did in fact learn more from written pasSages if

they",were periodically tested on the material read,

2. Post-text questions were more likely than Pre-text 6'

questionssto facilitate learning, 'especially of

answers to secondary* questions.

3.
y

Subjects instructed to read and study carefully or given

extended time, answered secondary questions as well or

better than those given questions with the texts:

4. Pre-text questions appeared to lead to pro-active

interference, probably through differentially focussing

nnd rehearsal of answers to them.

* Prosser follows the terminology of Rothkopf and of Frase
in which 'secondary' equals 'implicit' and 'primary'
equals 'explicit'.

20.1
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.

5. This effect could be sustained over a seven day period. ,

6. It could he depressed by exploiting external incentives

for learning (viz. money).

Prosser's own results would require some modification

to the generality'of these conclusions, but the substance.

remains unaltered. What our experiment has probably shown

is that interference is even greater for questions within.

.texts than it Is for those given before.

Comment.

We should take due note of the obvious role of questions

as a device for checking learning and record that a learner's
()

prioriknowledge that questicins will occur later generally

benefits his learning.

Their rove as instigators of learning iht in far more

doubt. he model of man as an acquirer' of knowledge

(chapter 1, Fig. 1) contained the chain: Stimuli (complex,

novel, surprisingloirrcongruous, ambiguous) Uncertainty

(Curi,osity)'--> Attention --4,Epistemic behavioufs

(Questioning). We'added that epistemic behaviours led to

learning when the stimuli became assimilable. If we extract

° the. sequence, Curiosity.--4 Questions Learning, what

Curiosity; no feed-back loop -that allows questions provided
that there is no re-entry of the arrow from Question to
the results'of the two investigatiohs reported here show is

1

's

may arouse, their form does, not.

privileged status as arousers of curiosity; their substance

Rates of questioning in children were positi4ly associated
the develoiment of children's rate of questioning (chapter 3):

This view is consistent with the explaQation given of

at the point of Questions is ineffectual. Only the privisi,on

0-
of the appropriate stimuli will trigger off the sequence6

This is not to say that questions might not themselves acts

as such triggers on occasions but only that they ha've no

from outside to arouse curiosity, make the questions one's

own and then learn. Expressed differently, intervention:

9 0
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%filth general knowledge offered in answers, and both were
-

AsSockNted with those fea.tures of answering, correctional,

-;1,
and reward4ng behaviou-s of mothers that would make sense

to a Piagetian, a Berlyne or a Mr. Everyman. The mother's

attempts to arouse ind direct interest wi 1 que%tions did

not relate to the child's questioning bl.aviour. We concluded

there that our data could be squeezed into the proverb You

can lead a horse to water, but you cannot make him drink.'

Questions do not help to lead him. We have to start further

111P- back and to find oit mope about this we need to'expand the

types of investigation already discussed in chapter5.
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APPENDIX

,

PRACTICE PAGE

On some different pages there are three different sorts

of things for you to do to show what you know about cowst,

milk, cream, butter and cheese.

On thi-s page there are some for you to practise.

I. Fill in the blank spaces in the sentences with some

words which you think will fit. Sometimes you only

need one word. Sometimes you need more than one

wotd.

1. The place where cows are kept is called a

2. Cows to the milking-shedto be milked.

3. Cheese milk,

II. Choose which sot of words is the best one. Put a tick

by the one you think is the best one. Then put lines

right through all the other ones.
a gallon

a ahurn
1. A big machine called turns round and round

a drum

tank
and makes butter.

tollurn

2. Cheese is good
to m ake things with

to keep cool

to eat

AnswQr theca questions. Write the answers undrneath

the questions.

1. What is a person called w4 brings milk to people's

homes every morning?

2. Why do peopleireay that children should drink milk?

:$
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COWS AND MILK

I. Fill in the blank spaces ,in these sentences with

; - some words which you think wilt fit. Sometimes

... you only nee 0 one woro.. 'Sometimes you need more
e" 2

that one word.

1. \ The Aurochs were the
.

of show us what...
=-,..---,---

'

the cattle of icing ago looked like.

3. The is a breed of cattle that

gives us meat as well as milk.

4. The is a breed of cattle that

is; kept only for its milk.

5 "Pasteurising" means the milk in a

special way. The reasons they pasteurise milk- -
. ,

is-to
. . .

.

.6.-I.The price that the airy 'lids to pay for one milk

bottle's

'II: Choose which'setrof -words or which number is the
,

best one: Put a tick by-the one, you think is the - -,

Zest one. Then put lines right through all the Ar n, ' ' . ,. ,

.-

6ther,-
, .

10
80

1. You can get 8 pints of milk in a milk churn.

18 once a d.
twice a day2. A cow usually gets milked
twice a week

/
Ifala0,:times a -week

,

Answer/these questions. Put the answers
,
underneath the

questi/Ons. .

1. ythy does the milk have to be cooled after it comes

/out of the cow?
0

.2.;. What does the law. say about bottle tops?

205"
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CHAPTER 8.

A BRIEF EDUCATION IN QUESTION-ANSWER LINKAGE.

Introduction. :
w

An J2laveatigation,reported in chapter 3 (Rackstraw, 1970(?.7e)
provided evidence that a substantial number of nine year old

children have not grasped certain general rules about what

makes certain statements more suitable than others as answers
,-'

to particular questions. Can
,

these children be readily

taught about thig? (

t A direct approach was made to change the level of

performance of children set to recognise appropnia.te answers

to questions. We decided to use a hand puppet. The Children

were asked which animal, they thoughtlr-waS'te cleverest.

They were able to agree, an!d a papier masse monkey was made
.

for manipulation by the class! teacher.* Tne.monkey`was to be

waked questions and would th give aLtwers. Sometimes his

answers would be grammatically a roPriate and informative,

sometimes not. Every statement: made by the monkey was true'.

It was not thetruth, but the relevance and informativeness
.

that were to be in doubt. The monkey was represented as
.,.really knowing the differences between more appropriate and

,,

less appropriate answering, but also as being prone to try,.:.:.

,
to

,

triek,the children with some of his answers. All inter-
.)1
action vas oral. The activities took place in normal c

cl ssroom conditions. The children in the class were. to
fa

obj if they thought the answer the monkey gav was

inadequate, in some way. They would, then be expe tee to

make more explicit why they thOught th?answer i adequate.

The monkey would eventually give an appropriate informative

'answer. ,By using a puppet rather than the class teacher to

give. answers we hoped to depersonalize the potential'

competition between pupils and teacher. We hoped they might

be willing to pit their wi against a clever but humorous
, .

monkey puppet.

Footnote: We must make special mention of Mrs.. Rita Timlin
who hot only played the role of puppeteer, but conducted
the Whole experimental intervention with full efficiency
and enthusiasm.

.206
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Method.

Design. Experimental and control groups were both tested

before and after the experimental group was exposed to a

treatment designed to improve discernment about the appropr-
,

iateness of various statements as answers to questions. The

control group received no special treatment.
4

Subjects. The subjects were two classes of eight and nine

year old children from two local authority schools ,on ;s,

neighbouring urban area council estates. One class was

the experimental group, the other the control group. The

numbers of subjects present in the different groups for two

tests (before and after the experimental manipulatioid.are

shown in Table 24. All children-present in class on the days

of the tests took part.

TABLE 244 Number of Subjects taking pait by Sex and
Experimental Condition for Pre-test and Post=test.

Test.

Pre-test Post-test Both tests
Group

Experimental Boys 21 18 18
Girls 17's 14 13
Total 38 32 31

Control Boys 15 16 13
Girls 16 13 14
Total 31 29 27

Materials. The pre-test and post-test each consisted of

three -page forms containing twenty test items preceded by two

examples. An item was a question followed by two possible

answers of which the subjects were to select one to match

the question. Both answers were always true, but one was

less suitable=as an answer to the particular question it

followed. Below the answers was a half inch square for the

subjects to write their choice (1 or 2). 'More suitable'

arid''less Suitable' answers were randomly allotted to first

and second pogitions, except where pairs of items were very

similar to one another. For these, positions were reversed.

x.0 7
I



In the Most -test all positions were reversed relative to

the pre-test.

Eight pre-test items were repeated in the post-test,

twelve were different. The items repeated were mainly

those on which :.a high proportion of 'wrong'Ichoices had

been made by both experimental and control groups. The

pre-test items for which the.'more suitabll' answers were

virtually universally chosen were not repe ted. New items

in the post-test were intended to show whether improvement

in performance had generalised.

-The items could be grouped into four bategories, In

-each example that follows, the first answer is 'correct'.

Grammatical Appropriateness Items.

There were sixteen of theSe items in the pre-test (A, B, D, E,"

FIIIJIKILIN,O,P,Q,R,S8CVandtWelA in the post-test

1

(A, B, C, D, G, I, L, M, P, R, S, T) of' which only four were

repetitions (B, P, R, T.) For these items the correct choice

'answered the questions, while the incorrect\ones had strong/

lexical or semantic associations, but in fact answered other

questions.
-
In most cases a different 'wh' ward woul/have

had to have been used to evoke the incorrect Choice,: There

was no systematic variation of the types of incorrectness.

e.g. Q. What is fiogspawn?

Al.' A mass of jelly containing frogs' egg\si

A2. The jelly protcts and feeds the baby taapoles.

Definition Items.

There were two items in this set in the pre-test (C,M) and four

in the post-test (E, F, N) of which F and N were in the

pre test. These items as ed for a definition of some,set

of bjects in the form 'Whit is a The correct choice

off red an appropriate definition, while the incorrect choice

mentioned a specific member r members of the set and would

have been an appropriate ans -r either to the question 'What

-is a 94 where the focus on that example as a member

of -a set _or to a request for examples of the superordinate

set.
X,
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e.g. Q. What is an insectj

An insect is A small animal with six legs and
three parts to its _

A2. An ant, is an insect and so is a bee and all sorts
of beetles.

Part-Whole Items.
Only-one- tem in the pre-test was of this kind (H). It was
repeated in the post=e-at--(0) , and another was added (Q).
In these, the question wa, concerned with some attribute
of a whole set of objects and the correct choice was releVant
to the greater part _of the- set- -or its average member, while

___--------__incorrect choice gave informtion only .f or a limited sub-
, , . .

Set of the'set--. The-questi.-on_for_the incorrect choice would
have taken the same form, but its focus would have been on the
subset.

Object-centred - Human-centred Items.
The one item of this.:Ai'ne.in the pre-test (G) was repeated.
in the Abst-rtest--(-4ana_a_gecond one added (H). For these
'What is X for?'., questions one choice related the function

is air.O6ject of which X was n attribute, the other mentioned
the'',use of X to man. In chapt*.,6 -one_of us was shown to
be wrong with hi. obsessiOnally 'objective view of the world
when both children and adults pronounced that 'What are
rivers for?' was a perfectly sensible question. Here we

avoid saying that the huean-centred answers are wrong, but
note that we would expecthegevelopmental trend to be away
from these.

Q. What are f-lowers on a plant for?
Al. The flower makes seeds from which raw plants can grow.
A2. The flower is the beautiful part of the flower

which we can pick.
The full se ts of questions and answers are given in the

'Appendix.

Materials--:for the Experimental Intervention. The children in
the experimental group spent enough time in interaction with

I
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the 'monkey puppet_every school day far three weeks for him

to answer upwards of ten questions a (Du. The monkey Was

asked questi3ons and gave answers, some of which were

unsuitable in one of the four ways mentioned above.

For the first four days all ten questions and answers

wii4supplied-by_the designers of theexperiment. For all

but one of the remaining days the designerssupg3A-ed---five_

questions and answers, while the children asked an .

average of eight questions per day. On one day the children

asked all the questions. The teacher thought up suitably

appropriate or inappropriate answers to these. Altogether

the children had practice with just under one hundred

questions and answers, of which over half were answered_

wrongly in the first instance by the monkey. All question

types were included in the practiCe materials. These gesskons

did not include anYTolueti-ons from either-the_RrLe= or Post-tests.

ProCedure.

The pre-test Was administered to both experimental and

control groups on a Tuesday morning in class time during
.

.

.)

I."3.7-,-------- the second half of the sgring, term. Three weeks and one day

later the subjects were given,the post-test. For both

tests, subjects were told to fill' in the forms for themselves

without the help of anyone else. The instructions for the

two tests differed sli'ghtly from one another in wording.-

The Pre-Test.

As the teacher gave out the forms, she told the children

that they contained questions and answers and that she would

read each question and answer out to them. The children were,

told to write their names at the tops of their forms. -"When

each child had a form, the teacher gave the remainder of

the instructions, which were the same for, both the pre-test

and the post-test.

The Post-Test.

Before giving out the forms, the teacher said,

Some of you will remember something we did -a- few__

a
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__weeks ago. We had, a list of qulstions which each

had two answers. As I read each ono out to you,

you followed and had to decide which answers you

thought were best. We are going to do the same

thing again today. You may even recognizAome f the

questions because you had them last tide. There

sw11}6e new ones as well though.' le .74,

`The forms" Were then given out and the children wrote

their names at the tops of their forms. The teacher said,

'Some of you were Way---and--some___of- yrou may have forgotten

what to do, so I will remind you and we can do two

examples together.' 1

The Pre-test and Post-test

The teacher said,

'Different people often answer the same question in

different Ways, and:sometimes we think some answers

are Better than others. Do you see the little boxes
;

on the paper in front of you? These are for you

to put a 111' or '2 in depending whether you like

answer '1' or answer '2' to each question. Both

A2 and A2 aretriO, but sometimes Al answers the

la question bettereand sometimes A2 does. Let's all

do the ones at= the top under where it says 'EXAMPLE.

The first question is (Teacher read out the first

example question) and here are two answers. (Tea.-cher

read out the two answers of the first example.)

If you think '1', that is the first one, is.a better

answerts!tb (first example question) than the second

one, pu-t a '1' in the box, if you think the second

one '2-' -is better than the first one, put a '2' in

the box. (Pause) Has everybody got something in

the --box?

The teacher checked up that everybody had ritten

something in the box and added,
-
'Is thereeanybody who really cannot decide? Try

and decide which one is better. Ifyou really

_

}4;
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cannot decide put a '0'. in the box. Let's do the

second example now. (Teacher read out the second .

4
example question.) Here are two answers. (Teacher

read out the twcranswers of the second example.)

Both these things are true. Which do you think

is a better answer to (first example question?)

The teacher checked that everybody had something

written in the box, '1', '2' or '0'. 'Let's do the

rest of them now.' The teacher read each item, i.e.

each question and both answers and then left a few

--seconds for the children to decide on their choide

before moving on to the next one:-

Procedure for the use of the puppet.

The Introduction.

The !Abnkey puppet :vas introduced to the class. The

class called him Mr. Bloggs. The children were told that he

liked to ansWer-questions-but_he also liked to play tricks.

'Although all the thingS he says are true, he doesn't

always answer questions properly, __Somstimes he seems

to be answering a different question, altogether and

sometimes he just doesn't zeally tell you anything

when he answers the question. What you have to do is

to see if he answers my questions properly or not.

-----'=Thent-df you think very hard, you may be able to-

think what he could have said to answer the question

properly. If you think very hard again, you may

be able to think what question he was answering.

-Mr. Bloggs.will be with us for a few days yet. I

expect we shall soon learn to spot his tricks.

Of course, he doesn't always try to trick us by not

giving proper answers. /Sometimes he answers

beautifully because he is really a very clever monkey. t-

I shall ask him a few questions now. If you think

he is not answering properly just put your hand up

and I shall ask you what You think is wrong.'

212
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The Normal Daily Procedure:.
,"

The teacher would go through the list of the day's

questions and answers. After each question the teacher

asked several children who had their hands up, what they

thought was wrong, what the monkey could have said if he

was really answering properly, and, if the answer was

inappropriate rather than uninformative, what question

he was really answering. At the end of the discussion

about each question, the teacher told Mr. Bloggs that

the children were not satisfied and he gave a proper
3

answer. If the monkey answered properly first time,

the children could still discuss if they wanted to.

The teacher was asked to attempt to get the children to

understand that all the monkey's statements were_ true

in themselves.
--

,Treatment of Results.

Initial tabulations of the raw data gave no evidence

of sex differences, and so the results arc not reported

separately for boys and girls.

With both pre-and post-'test measures for both

experimental and control groups, two main types of comparison

were possible. Post-test scores of experimental and control

groups could be contrasted and any differences attributed

to training, provided that pre-test scores showed an

initial similarity' across the groups. All children

inclUded in these analyses. It was also possible to look

directly at changes by examining pre- and past-test scores

of the, experimental group and to compare them with changes

, in the control group. Only subjects pfesent on bath

occasions could be included in these comparisons.

All contrasts could be made for the items as a wholes,

categories of items, repeated and new items, and individual

items.

- Results.

Pre-;est scores. of Ex enmental and Control Groups: The
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0

results are summarized in Tables 25 and 26. Overall the

children achieved a success rate of sixty six per cent.

Eight items, all in the Appropriateness category (A, B, E,

F, 0, P, S & T), were Answered correctly by over seventy

per cent of the children.. These gave little room for showing

significant improvements resmltant frOM training and were

therefore dropped from the Post-test. Five of the remaining

seven Appropriateness items (D, Q, 0, N & R) gave significant

.differences in favour of the Experimental Group. While the

immediate temptation was to drop all these from the Post-test,

two were retained (D & Q) to check that the high level of

success in the Experimental group was not an unstable artefact.

-TABLE 25'. Mean Pre-Test Scores of Correct Answers fOr
Experimental and Control Groups.

Item . Subject Group

Category No. Experimental Control U ork

Approprioateness
Definition
Pext-whole
Object-centred

Total

Items retained
for Post-Test

N

1

z

16 12.21 10.68 380.50 2.25
2 0.78 . 0.84 1.60
1 0.36 0.52 1.00

0.47 0.35

2(4t 13.84 12.38 486.50 2.21 .03

.02

8
,s-'3.95)

38

3.42

31

497.00' 1.12

The remaining two Appropriateness item; (I & L) and all

four in the other categories had error rates exceeding fifty'

per cent and,did not favour either group. These were retained

fol.: the Post-test, and it can be seen from Table 29 that

the initial differences between the groups was neutralized by

the pruning.

Post-test scores of Experimental and Control,groups. The results

are summarized in Tables 27 and 28. Overall the Experimental_

group made significantly higher scores than the COntrol group.

This was true for Appropriateness, Part-whole eild object-centred

versus Human-centre& items.. It was not true fc,r Definitions;

although, there were three significant differences., one favoured

214



TABLE 26.

Questions

Distribution of Correct and Incorrect Choices of Answer for the Experimental

and Control.Groups on the Pre-test.

Appropriateness IteLJ

Choices-g& Answer
A '

Experimental Group
N=38

Control Group
N = 31

Is/ X- ? %Right V X ? %Right

54.84.
38.71

D When do seals leave the sea?
I What ;is frogspawn?
L What part of the potato plant

is the potato?
41.Q How is the metal steel made?
A What causes volcanoes? '

B Why is it wrong to spoil
people's things?

E What is the difference between
a monkey and a gorilla?

29.
14

14
31
32

28

30

7
23

21
5

5

5

6

2
1

3

2

1

2

2

F When do we see a rainbow in the
sky? 32 6 q

J Why do countrie. have wars? 33 3 2

K What does a coconut look" like? 32 6 0

N Why is sea water salty?'' 32 5 1

0How do wasps make paper? 32 5 1

P Whyldoes the moon stay close
to the earth? -4 30 7 1

R How do'leaves help plants? 34 4 0

'S What is the difference between
a pen-and a pencil? 30 7 1

61T40)

What is a friend? 31 6 (1

76.32 17 14 0

36.84 12 19 0

36.84 9 21 1

81. 12 1

29.03
58.06

8 .21 25 5

.05

4.54 .05

73.68 27 3 1 87.10

78.95 24 6 1 77.42

84.21 27 4 0 8/.10

86.84 18 13 0 58.86 8.,58

84.21 22 9 0 70.97
84.21 13 17 1 41.94 12.10

84.21 27 3 1 87.10

78.95 20 9 2 64.52
89.47 19 12 0 61.29 6.11

78.95 28 3 0 90.32
81.58 25 5 1 88.65

O

O
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TABLE 26. (Contd.)

Questions

DistribUtion of Correct and'Incorrect Choices of Ahswer for the-Experimental
and Control 'Groups On the; -Pre -test.

,

Choices of Answer

Experimental :,coup Control Group
N = 31N = 38

0 V X
Definition Items

C What is an insect? 12 22.
M What is a parasite plant? 18 15.

Part-Whole Item

'*H How long,,do bees live for? 14 18

Object vs Human-Centred Item

G What are flowers on a plant
for?

0 16 .19

? .%Right . V
.

X ? %Right

4 31.58 12 18 1 38.71
5 47.37 14 15 2 45.16'
6 36.84 16 15 0' 51.61'

1 47.37 12 19 0 35.71

These itemewere repeated at the Post-test.

:
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ihetontrol group.

Within Appropriateness, there was no suggestion of

generalization to new items., Only repeated items gave a

significant difference. While repeated items.in-the

lefinitions, Part-Whole and Object versus Human-centred

Categories_gave more substantial differences than the

hew ones, there was a measure of generalization .for these.

TABLE 27. Mean Post -test scores of Correct Answers
for Experimental and Control Groups.

Subject Group--

No!Experimental Control U z

L2 8.86. a7.03 334.5 2.04 .04
2 2.53 2.43 '450.5 0:41
2 1.47 1.03 16.50 - .001

2 1.28 0.83 7.74

13.34 11:33 315.5

5.63 X4.60 322.0 . .03

.

Item

Category

:Appropriateness
Definition
Pant -Whole
Object-centred.

Items from Pre-
es

N '4, '32 29

Ckames from Pre- to Post -test scores in 'Experimental and
.,-

Control, Groups., Table 29 shows the results of applying McNemar

Tests for the Significance of Changes and Binomial tests

to the differencis_.betateen-- P-re -- turd --Post =test 60'bYes. Apart

from the two repeated Appropriateness items which showed

virtually fiotchange overall, all j,tems had 'higher Scores

in .the Post-test. While, only one of these was significant
A .

,
in the Control'group, three were in the Experimental group.

.
.

The percentage correct shift in the Control group was- from
. .. .

,

43.79.to 55.76, whereas that in the Experimental group

. 1:, was over'dluble this, moving trom.7.45.88 to 71.81.

Discussion.
4 . ,

' The general pattern' of results 'Substantiate the view that

alscerntent of the .suitability of'ani*prs to questions among
/ 1

- nine year old children can be enhanced. Post-test comparisons

of e.xperimental and control groups shol.4a.differdrices iri 4.

. .

favour of the experimental group. Comparisons through time

2 1-9
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4A3hE:28. Distribution of, Correct and IncOrectChoicea,oflithwer for the:,Pcp*iiMentai.
and Control ,Groups on the Post -Test

..QUeStions

Appropriateness Items

A' Whit is frogspawn? 25 6 1 78.12

in the potato? 17 14' 1 53.12
*I3 What part'of the potato plant

1[

`41 When do seals .leave the sea? 22 ..9 1 68.75
ST How is the metal steel made? 26 5 1 81.25
A how is a squaie like a tri-
angle? 17 15 0 53.l2'

rLL

How is Honey made? 26 6, 0 81.25
D What does a skull d61----7----7:28-737-1-87750

Choices

Experimental,Group
N= 32

i/ X %Right

of AnsWer

-Control 'Group
N = 2

V X ? %Right

12

77.

17 0 31.38 .7.90 .01

13 15 1 44.03 -
18 11 0 '62.07
18 11 0 62.07 2.61

13 16 0 44.83
20 9 0 68.97

1

C

G

L

M
S

What do toads go back into ponds
for?
What is the difference between°
the two birds a swallow and a
housemartin? 14 13 5 43.75
What is the cloth cotton is
made out` of? 17_ 15 0 53.12-
Why are carrots good for us? 29 3 0 90.62
How` can you tell when a monkey
is likely\to start fightirig? 24 8 0 75.00

12 16 4 .37.50 8. 21 0 27.59

13 i6 0 44.83

22 7 0 75.86 2.49
25 4 0 86,21

19 10 0 65.52

221
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TABLE 28. (Contd.), Distribution of Correct and Incorrect Choices of Ansiliqr for fhe Experimental
. and Control Groups on the Post-test.

$.
''Questions r

Choices of Answer
:

..._

E,Eperimental Group Control Group,
N = 32 N = 29

ea.
vt X ? %Right v/ X ?. %Right 9( p

Definition Items

*P What is an insect? 11 i9 2 34.37 20 9 0 68.97 3.87 .05

17 What is a parasite plant?. 28 4 0 87.50 17 12 U 58.62 4.48 .05

*E What is a herbivorous aniffirr?-7-16-00- 6 '3 0 20.69 ' 4.01 .05

K What is a fish? 26 6 0 81.25 26 3.. 0-89.66 ,

''art -Whole Items

*0 How long do bees,live for? 23 8 1 71.07 14 15 0 48.28' 4.01 .05

Q How tall is a bull elephant
from_shoulder to foot? 24 70 1 75.00 16 13 0 65.17 2,41

Object vs Human Centred Items

*J. What are flowers on a plant for?29 2 1 98.62 19 10 0 65.52 6.36 .05

What are blackberries ona
bramble bush for? 12 19 1 37.50 5 24 0 17.24r 2.96 .10

These items were included in the pre-test.

0
0
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,:TABLE 29. Comparison between Pre-test and Post-tet Scores on the Eight Repeated It,ms-.--_______ __for Experimental and Control Groups-.

questions-
Percentages-df-Correct Answers

Experimental Group
N = 31

Pre-test Post-Test 2X

Control GrouP4i
N = 27

Pre-test Post-test
V X .,,2

Appropriateness Items.

What is frogspawn?-x
38.70 77.41, 9.69. .01 37.03- 44.44When do seals leave the sea? .77.41 67.74 51.88 62.;96How is the metal steel made? 83.87 83.87

- '59.25 59.25.What part of the potato plant
is the potato?

38.70 51.61
33.33 44.44Definition Items.

, -
What is an insect? 25.8 32.25 :' 35.48 70.37 ,Binomial .02What isukraa.i...teplan2 45.16 83_87 4_9? .05 48.14 55.55

,.Part-Whole Item...
;--

.

How long do bees live for? 35.'48 74.19 3.36 .10 51.88 46.15 -0b3ect vs Human-Centred Item

What are flowers on a plant for? 41:93 93.54 11.52 .001 33.33 -, 62.96 3.27 .10Percentage Correct Average 45.88 71.81 no test 43.79 .55.76 no test

225
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showed that the experimental group had registered a

significant improvement.

At the level of individual items these general

,aoncluiions have to be qualified. In the comparison of the

post-test scores.of experimental and control groups,

thirteen items gave no discrimination. Of-those, six were

answared_correct4 by over seventy per cent of the,children.

All but one (T) of these were/new items for the Post=tett

and ea:1'1)e discounted perhaps as being too easy. 'One of the

remainder (Q) was close to ach..eving significance in faVour

of the experimental group. The other six were all in the

f

Grammatical Appropriateness category.

An examination of the change scores shows one dramatic

increase in ecro-r-rt-ro-1g-roup(-1-tem_ WIE1.At,ve do) not know.

It is possible that thit -class had been told what an insect

was during the intervening period. Within the experimental

group, it was again the Grammatical Appropriateness items

which were least responsible to training.

The simplest explanation of this variability would point

to a major difference between this category and the other

three. ,Each of the other three required a specific

discrimination: the incorrect answer differed froM the correct

one in a single constant manner. Theoretically children

could have as well learned to reject the incorrect answer

as to bhoose the correct. This was not true for Grammatical

Approptiateness, where incorrect answers took on different

guises. Learning to reject a specific type of answer would

not have gdneralized to all other instances. Hence, to

learn what was correct required more complicated and`varied

discriminations. In this context it is noteworthy that

generalization to nev: items occurred for the other three
et

categories,.but not for grammatical appropriateness.

,The conclusion that would follow from this argument

is that, initially, training has to focus on specific types

of questiob and the particular discriminations associated

Kith each. This is not of course surprising, although it

2.46
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could have bO'en the case that the experimental children

would have become sensitized to problems of grammatical

appropriateness as a whole and they might have decic7.ed to

'Master each contrast and the system as a system. This

last might bpoveroptimistic for nine year olds, but/ one

rair,ht have expected them to learn the rules governinig

each type of question. They did fiot and ther.efore need

to be taught the question- answers discriminations one by

one , -how each di ff-zrs-from _all_ the other .

It will also 12,e true that -some type s-of question are

more difficult toiUnderstand than others, so that for any

particular child at' a particular time there maybe limits

to what he can learn about question-answer relationships.

However, all types of item `achieved substantial majorities

of correct scores .for at least one example, often what

appeared to be the simplest, e.g. 'What is a fish?'.

That most children were able to answ,er't,his-ques-ti-dh"doWSeet-

ly strongly suggests, but does not entail, that they have.

some understanding of a definition demanding questiion.

The- conclusion is not obligatory because the children may

have learned a number of specific instances but not yet

constructed and understood the general ruie. If all

categories did achieve at least one high- set of scores because

the children understood the question correctly, it may be

fair to suggest "both that other instances of the category

could be taught and the general rule learned and that such

understanding is unlikely to be beyond the intellectual

capacity of the ignorant minority. Whether this view has

any weight is examined in the next chapter.

The difficulties were not wholly in understanding of the

question types. That- this is so is supported by a brief study

of some of the post-test items on which the experimental

-group failed to excel. One (I) was the longest item for

which the correct choice had two sentences, one of fourteen

and the other of eighteen words. The incorrect choice had ,

IN
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three sentences and also included all the relevant

.answer information it was incorrect beclusd'it contained

some irrelevant information L had a strange

question and a correct choice that might have been seen as

almost uninformative. The same point could be made about

Item A. Item P had a correct answer that added superfluous

and therefore irrelevant information, whereas the incorrect °

choice was wholly irrelevant., Such weaknesses in'deaign could

be overcome in subsequent training investigations.

While these sources of confusion might have been avoided,*

it is more difficult to see 41.13W controls could be introduced

to cope with differential- familiarity -with materials. This

operates to give false impressions of,competence when'children

just happen to,know the correct answer to specific questions.

Itoperates in the other diifection where the complexity of

or unfamiliarity with the content and form obscure a basic

competence. Henle (1942) showed.long ago that adults

appreciation of,the validity of arguments was affected by

much more than their logical structure. Wason and Johnson-

Laird (1972) shOwed ineffectual problem-solving with one set

of materials transformed into success by changing the materials

while the formal: problem remained identical. Distractions

of various sorts may have acted to reduce levels of performance;

and although there is no reason why they should have acted

differentially on experimental and control groups,the

net result could be to obscure differences that were really

there! Ultimately it is desirable for people to be able 1

to dissociate form and content and be able to pass judgement

on form without interference from content. It is also useful

for people to re-organise problems into forms which they find

easier to solve. One often suspects that children find it

easier to solve numerical problems when these are posed in

numerical form than when they are expressed in words and

given substance.

Another design feature that *wild need to be considered

in any future investigation would draw a distinction between

2z8
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3,1

two kinds of item: those where very young children would

be expected to choose the 'wrong' answer all the time and

then eventually reverse this and those where younger

-children would either say 'they do not know or choose

randomly. A fifty-fifty split in responses could mean that

half the "children have learned the 'right' answer or'it

Could-mean no one is doing more than guessing, Not only

are - different statistics needed to analyse the results in.

the two cases, they are of different theoretical interest.

StriAly speaking,, it would be betterto endourage children

to say that they do not know if they do not rather than to

encourage them to make'a choice as we did here. This would

ease the problemof distinguishing between the two, although

as we have seen elsewhere (chapters6 and 7) children of

., eight and nine are reluctant to admit their ignorance.

These considerations do not make it likely that the

improvements in fact obthined are artefacts - quite the

reverse. ,It is reasonable to conclude that teaching of

the kind adopted here for what was after all a very brief

amount of time could be used ,with a high degree of success

to sharpen children's knowledge of question-answer relation- -

ships.. To be more successful, closer attention should be paid

to iiich type of discrimination required forleach type of

question. By type of question, we "mean the 'referential

categories' mentioned in chapter 3, withall their exponents.

Of types of discrimination we have looked only at grammatical

appropriateness which is orlyone cell in the Matrix formed

by considering appropriateneis, completeness and presuppo6-

ition for each of mode, grammar, lexis and content.. If,

however, skills in the question-answer exchange have the

fundamental significance for learning that wethink they

have these are all important and should be taught as early

as possible, - and preferably before that. What may be

too early, we turn to next.
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APPENDIX.

0

O

Here are some questions and some answers. Which answers

do you think are best? If it is the first one put 1 in

the box. If it is the second one, put 2 in the box.
.

EXAMPLE.

1. Q. Why does the sun look quite small to us?

Al. It is really much bigger than the earth.

A2. It is because it is so far away.

11. Q. What is'thenaMe of the biggest town in England?
,

. Al. 'London is the biggest town in England.

A2. Millions of people live in the biggest town

in England.

NOW DO THESE -

A. Q. What causes volcanoes?

A1. The Italian volcano: Stromboli has been

erupting for 2,500 years, sometimes gently

wind sometimes very fiercely.

A2. There is a split in the crust of the earth

and melted rock and gas rushes up from the

inside of the earth.

B. Q. Why is it wrong tD spoil people,' things?

Al. You get punished if you spoil peoples: things.

A2. You would not like it if somebody spoiled your

things.

C. Q. What is an insect?

A1. An ant is an insect, and so is a bee and all

sorts of beetles. .

A2. An insect is a small animal with six legs and

three parts to its body.

D. Q. When do seals le''ave the sea?

Al. Seals leave the sea when it is time to breed.

A2. Seals leave the sea so that they can breed.

0
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What,is the difference between a monkey and

a gorilla?

Al. -A gorilla is much bigger than A monkey- and

has no tail.

A2. They' are both called primates. Humant are'

primates too.

F. Q. When do we see a rainbow in the sky?

Al. We see a rainbow when the'sun is rhining after -

it has been raining.

A2. A rai, ow shops up all the different colours that'

go to make up normal light.

G. . Q. Wha -t are flowers on a plant for?

Al.- The,flower makes seeds from which new plants

can grow.

A2. the flower is the bedutiful part of .the, plant which

we can pick:

H. Q. How long do bees live for?

Al. Queen bees may live for as long as four or five

years.

A2. Most. bees -do not live longer than about eight

weeks.
\f"

I. q. What is frog spawn?

Al. A mass of jelly containing frogs' eggs.
I

A2. The jelly protects and feeds the baby tadpolety.

J. Q. Why do countries have wars?

Al. Sometimes one country wants to rile over another

country and there is war.

A2. Sometimes countries have lots of battles against

one another and that is a war.

K.- Q., What does a., coconut look like?

Al. A coconut is a large round nut with a touch hairy

covering.

A2. A coconut is the biggest seed in the world.

L. Q. What part of .the potato plant is the Xtato?

Al. The potato is part of the stern of the plant. It
II

contains feed for the plant anddh underground.

. A2. The potato pontains vitamiriC which is good for

us. We eat a lot of them -in England.'
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M. Q. What is a parasite plant?

A plant that gets its food out of other plants

is a. parasite plant.

A2. The miatl..f^e is a'Parasite plant.

N. Q. Why is sea water salty?

Al. Water that is salty is not very good to drink.

It has a nasty taste.

A2. As 'rivers go along, they take some salt out

of the ground. They carry this salt into the

sea and it stays there.

Q. How do wasps make paper?

Al. Wasps make paper, and use it to Make their nests

P. 0;1.

with. They made paper millions of years before

men ever thought of it.

A2 Wasps cut off chunks of dl4ied wood with theii,

strong jaws, and chew them. They spread out the

mixture and -it dries as,paper.

Q. Why does themoon stay close'to the earth?

Al: There is a force
a
like in a magnet between the

earth and the moon.

. 0
A2. Some people believe that the mgpn used to be

part of the earth.

Q. Q. How is the metal steel made?

Al. Iron is made very hot and some stuff called carbon ,

is added to it.
.

a

6.. A2. .Many things we see around are made put of the

metal steel..

R. Q. How do leaves help plants?

Al. Although plan t"leayes do not look actime,:they are

busy all the time.

A2, leaves give off iater and this helps to 'cool the

plant.

S. Q. What is the difference betWeen a pen and' a pencil?

Al. You use a Pen to writeswith and you can write with .

1.

a/pencil too.

A2. A pen uses ink to `write with 410.a'2pencil has..a

lead in it.

232
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*hat. is a friend? *.

.A14. It is a gOod thing to hhve a fri

*hen you are lonely or in t

A2i. A person who is good t
.-who you get to k

you-, and helps you and

cis is called a .friend.

4
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Post-Test.'

NAME:

--Here are some questions and some answers. Which answers

do you think are best? If it is the first one, put 1 in

the box. If it is the second one, put 2 in the box.

EXAMPLE.

1.' Q. Where does coal come from?

Al. It 'comes from under the ground.

A2. It is black and hard'.

11. Q. How long does it take to get to America from

Southampton in a ship?

Al. It is quickest by 'plane.

A2. It takes about 5 days.

NOW DO THESE.

A. Q. How is a square like a triangle?
/

Al. A.square is a shape and so is a triangle.

A2. A square has got four sides and a triangle has

got three sides.

B. Q. What is frog spawn?

Al. A mass of jelly containing frost eggs.

A2. The jelly prdtects and feeds the baby tadpoles.

C. Q. How is honey Made,

Al. The bee keeePer has tO get the honey out of the

honeycomb in the beehive. First of all he

puts smoke into the beehive.

A2. A worker bee eats nectar which comes from

flowers. It is turned into honey inside her

body.

Di Q. What does a skull do?

Al. It is the set of 22 bones of our head and face

al' joined together into a hollow' case.

A2. .It protects aUr brain and other things in our

heads'which are soft and could easily be damaged.

E. Q. What is a herbivorous animal?

Al. &gorilla is a herbivorous animal although he

looks fierce.

23,1
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A2. An animal which eats plants and not Other

animas is a herbivorous animal.
*N.

F. 44. What 1s an insect?

Al. ,An ins!ct is a small animal with six legs and

three parts to its body.

A2. An ant is an insect and so is a bee and all

sorts oij beetles.

G. Q. What do toads go back into pOnds for?

Al. When it ils time.to lay their eggs.

A2. To lay their eggs.

H. Q. What are blackberries on a bramble bush for?

Al. The blackberries are the fruit with seeds inside.

When animals, birds and people take the fruit

they 'help to spread the seeds.

A2. Blackberries are alftuit. When we have, picked

them we can eat them, raw,'cooked or in jam.

What is the difference .between the two birds, a

swallow and a house martin?

Al. A swallow can fly at over 50 miles in an hour.

It has a blue back and a red throat. A house

martin has a white patch.

A2. A swallow has a red throat and no white patch

on its blue 'back. A house martin does not'have

a red throat but does have a.white patch on

its back.

J. Q. What are flowers on a plant for?

Al.. The flower is the beautiful part of the plant,

which we can pick.

A2. The flower makes seeds from which new plants

can grow.,

Q. What is a fish?

Al. A shark is a fish and so is a herring and a

sardine.

A2. A fish is a type of creature that lives under

water and breathes through some things called

gills.

K.
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Q. What is the cloth cotton made out of?

Al. Some white stuff that grows round the se t of

the cotton plant.

A2. Sometimes cotton is mixed with.-other differ

materials to make clothes.

M. Q. Why are carrots good for us?

Al. The carrot is really the root of the carrot plant.

A2. Carrots contain vitamiutA which helpt you to grow

properly and see well.

N. Q. What is a parasite plant?'

Al. A plant that gets its food. out of other plants

is a parasite plant.

A2. The mistletoe is a'-parasite plant.

0. Q. How long do bees live for? .

Al. Most bees do not live longer than about' eight weeks.

A2. Queen bees may live foraslong as four or five

years.

\ P. Q. What part of the potato plant is the potato?

X. Al. The potato is part of the stem of the plant. It

contains feiod for the plant and grows underground. -

A2. The potato contains vitamin C which is good for

us. We eat a lot of them in England.

Q. Q. How tall is a bull elephant from shoulder to foot?

Al. a tallest bull elephant we know about is one

tha was about 12 ft. 9 inches tall.,

A2. Bull ephants are generally about 10 ft. to 10 ft.

6 inche tall on average.

R. Q. When do seals leave the sea?

Al. Seals leave e spa when it is time to breed.

A2. Seals leave the sea so that they can breed.

S. Q. How can you tell en-a monkey is likely to start

fighting?

Al. When it feels cross, \monkey is likely to start

A2. When it pushes its lips forrrd and keeps them

tightly pursed together, a monkey is likely to

start fighting.

fighting.

2 3,6
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T. Q. How is the metal steel made?

Al. Iron is made very hot and some stuff called .

carbon is added to it.

r

., _s
:?:...::::

r

0

A2. Many things we see around us are made out of the

metal steel.
c,

l

,
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Introduction.

Through the good offices of the headmaster* of a council

estate primary school in an LEA neighbouring that from

' which the other schools were drawn, it became-possible

0. to examine age trends in children's competence to select

answekrs formally appropriate to questions posed. The

immediate point of interest was that age related dhanges

in competence might throw some light upon which kinds of ,

question-answer links are most easily taught. In the

training experiment of chapter 8, improvements in the

expeHmental group were not general 3a1aHquestion-answer

types. It could be that these are those which show a

gradual increase in percentage corrdtheSt with age. On

the other hand, there might be dramatic age-linked changes

onNparticular items: performance might be steady from ages,

eight\throilgh ten and show a dramatic improvement at eleven.

Such'itesmight be less responsibe to training in nine

year olds than those which show a leap between nine. to ten.

We have already seen how a small change in instructions

could alter the behaviour of eight and nine year olds

(chapter 6), and we thought it worthwhile to use instruciions,

-\t .7
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CHAPTER 9.

QUESTION ANSWER LINKS AND AGE., ,

contrasting preference and evaluation. Do children .

discriminate between what is correct or right and what they

like? Are the two synonymous or independent? With the

numbers of children available it was possible to examine

the problem. It is important because we suspect that we

adults are...rather careless in what we say to and demand of

children. In chapters 1 and 2 we have stressed the idea that

children are trying to make sense of the world within their

intellectual limits.

* Footnote. We are pleased to record our debt to H. Probert

for his considerable help in the conduct of this study.

238-
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Do we make it easyjor them by being clear in the

distinction beiween'what one prefers and what is correct

or does this not matter?

Method.

Design. Two conditions were involved in this investigation,

one of the two classes in each of the four age groups of

subjects being arbitrarily allocated to each condition.

The two conditions varied only in the wording of instructions

for the presentation of the task. One condition required

the subjects to indicate which of the two answers question

they liked better, while the other condition asked which

answer they thought better.

Subjects. The subjects of this investigation were the

pupils of both sexes in a council estate primary school.

All the children present when the.investigation was carried

out,were included as subjects. There were four age groups

in the school (8+, 9+, 10+ and 14 year olds), with'two

mixed ability.classes at each level. Since the investigation

took place in the Summer term most of the children would

have passed their next birthday, e.g. 8+ were mostly nine.

Materials. Following the precedent set in the earlier

investigation, it was considered unnecessary to use exactly

the same items employed earlier. Seven of the Appropriateness

items and one Part-whole item devised for the earlier post-

test gave no interesting results and were therefore replaced.

Extra definitional and object versus human centred choices

were included to increase their weighting. This gave eight

appropriateness, five definj.cional, (a sixth was eliminated

subsequently), three object versus human-centred and two

part-whole items and one oddment, combining appropriateness

and object- and humAn-centredness.

Each subject was presented. with a three-page form

on which were twenty main items preceded by two example

items. Each item consisted of one question followed by two

possible answers. Underneath .the answers was a half inch
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TABLE 30. Numbers of Subjects as a Function of.Age, Sex and
Experimental- Condition.

Year 1
8 years old

Year 2
9 years old

Year 3
10 years old

Year 4
1 years old

- Cl
Preferelie

C2
Evaluation

Cl
Preference

C2
Evaluation

Cl ,

Preference
C2

Evaluation
Cl

Preference
C2

Evaluation
Boys 20 16 16 13 15. 22 16 13
Girls 14 13 10

. 13 21 16 14 16c

TOtal 34 29 26 26 36 38 30 29
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square.box in which. the subject was to indicate his choice

of answer, 1 or 2 in each case. The twenty items were

designated alphabetically A to T. One item 'G' had to be

eliminated from the analysis since it was discovered, after

presentation, to contain a serious misprint. The content

of items was broadly in the realm of natural history. The

order of presentation of items was constant. The items

were: ...

EXAMPLES. .

I. Q. Why does the sun look quite small to us?

Al. It is reallytmuch bigger
,

than the earth.

A2. It is because it is so far away.

II. Q. What is the name of the biggest town in England

Al. T.,ondon is the name of the biggest town in England.

A2. Millions of people live in the biggest town in

England.

NOW DO THESE.

A. Q. How long do bees live for?

Al. Queen bees may live for as long"as four or five
.

B.

.

years.

A2. Most bees do nct live: longer than about eight

weeks.

Q. What are blackberries on a I:a:amble bush for?

Ait Blackberries are a fruit. When w,1 pick them, we

can eat them, row or cooked or in jam. '

A2. Blackberries are the fruit with seeds inside. When

animals birds and people take the fruit, they help

to spread the seeds.

C. Q. When do seals leave the sea?

Al. Seals leave the sea so tt. 7 they can have their

young ones.

A2. Seals leave the sea when it is time to have their

young ones.

D. Q. How do wasps make paper?

Al. Wasps cut Off chunks of dried wood with their

strong jaws, and chew them. They epread out

/
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the mixture and it dries as paper.

A2. Wasps make paper and use it to make their nests

with. They made paper millions of years before

man ever thought of it.

E. Q. Where does the bluebottle fly lay its eggs?

Al. On meat that is not covered over.

A2. They hatch out into blind maggots called gentles.

F. Q. What are flowers on a plant for?

Al. T e flower is the beaptiful part of the plant which

can pick.

A2. The flower makes seeds from which new plants can

grow.

H. Q. Why does the animal called a'stoat go white, in

winter?

Al. The white fur of the stoat is called ermine and

it is sometimes used to make special robes for

people.

A2. A'white fur helps to hide the stoat from its

enemies when there is snow on the ground.

I. Q. Why is sea water salty?

Al. Water that is salty is not very good todrink.

It has a nasty taste.

A2. As rivers go along they take some salt out of the

ground. They carry this salt into the sea and

it stays there.

J. Q. In what way is a lion like aiger?

Al. They are both piirt of the Big Cat family.

'142. Tigera are usually a bit bigger than lions.

K. Q. Why do conker trees have conkers on'ihem?

Al. Then some people can collect conkers and some

people can play with them, but they are:poisonous

to eat.

A2. The conkers are the seeds and will grow into new

trees. The new trees will take the place of the

old tree when it dies.

Note: Item G contained a misprint and had to be scrapped.
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L. Q. What is a herbivorous animal?

Al-. A gorilla is a herbivorous animal even though

he looks fierce.

A2. A herbivorous animalis one which eats plants and

not other animals.

M. ,Q. What do toads 'go back into ponds for?

Al. When it is time to lay their eggs.

A2. To lay their eggs.

N. Q. How long is a tiger?

A. . They are different sizes but abont 91/2 feet is

a usual length.

A2. There are some giant tigers from a place called

Siberia which are. 13 feet long.

0. Q. What is a fish?

"Al. A shark is a fish and so is a herring and a
A sardine.

A2. A fish is a type of creature that lives underwater

and breathes through some things called gills. 11%

P. Q. What sort of plant is called a parasite?

Al. The mistletoe is called a parasite.

A2. A plant that gets its food out of other plants

is called a parasite.

Q. Q. What is frog-spawn?

Al. The jelly stuff feeds the baby tadpoles and keeps

them safe when they are tiny.

A2. A mass of jelly stuff containing frogs eggs.

R. Q. What is a carnivorous animal?

Al. A carnivorous animal is one that eats other animals

for food.

A2. A tiger is a carnivorous animal andKhis sharp claws.

S. Q. What part of the potato plant is the potato?

Al. The potato is part of the stem of the.-plant. It

contains food for the plant and growsunderground.
eT

A2. The potato contains Vitamin C which is good for us.

We eat a lot of them in England.
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T. Q. What sort of animal is an ungulate?

'Al: An animal tht has hooves is called an ungulate.

A2.. A cow is an-ungulate and so is a sheep'and

a giraffe.

The items may be separat ed into four,main categories

as follows:-

A222Is.S9_2222.1troriatenessIten 4 These

°presented a choice be.tween an answer which-had a proper and

exact logical connection with the question and one which did"ci
not.

DefinitionItems (L, T, 0, P, R). These presented answers
of which one offered a definition of a. category, in terms

of criterial attributes of the category while the other gave

the definition by specifying some members of'the catgeory.

The forMer type of:answer 'was reckoned to be superior.

Part Whole Items (A, N.): The answers contained in these

items either gave information about the normal case (these
-

we'iq judged 'better') or abOut an atypical case.

Object vs. Human Centred Items (B,'F, K). The answers either
.

saw phenomena in nature as, serving the- ends of the system of

which it is part or as serving kuman ends-cE a rather

arbitrary kind. The former were thought. to he better answers.
There was an additional item whichowes a composite of the

two types., Appropriateness and Human verso's Object Centred.

Procedure. The children's headmaster administered the

.proceedings for each of the eight classes in turn. Childrencv,

were instructed to work on their own and to write their names,

ages, and sex in the appropriate places. The main instructions
'took one of two forms:

Condition 1 : Preference.

When each child had a form that had the initial details

completed the experimenter said,

'Different people often answer the same question

416 in different ways,, and sometimes we like some answers

better than others: Do you see the little boxes on the

paper in front of you? These are for you to put a

245:
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'1' or '2' in, depending whether you like answer

or answer,'?' to each question. Both.* and

A2 are true, but sometimes you may like Al better

'and sometimes you may like A2 better. Let,.1-,e all

'Do the ones at the top under where it says

4 _EXAMPLES. The first question-is 'Why does the

sun look quite small to us?, and here are

two answers: 1. 'It is really much bigger than

the earth! 2. 'It is becausaAt'is so far away'.

If you-like 1, that is the first one, better than

the second one as an answer to 'Why does the .sun

look Ilatte.small to us?' put a the box,I

if you like the second one, 2, better than the.

first one, put-a.2 in the box. Has everybody

got something in the boX?',

The experimenter checked that everybody had written

something in the box.

z

'Is there anybody who really cannot decide? Try.'

and decide for each one which answer you like'

better. If you really canlpt decide put ant in .

the'box. Let's do the second example now. 'What

is the name of the biggest town in'England:?' Here

are two answers, 1. 'London is the ram of the '

biggest town in England' and 2. 'Millions of -people'

livq in the biggest town'in EnglEind.' Both those

things are true. Which answer do you like better

to 'What is the name of the biggest town in England?'

Condition 2 : Evaluation.

When each child had a form, the Experimenter-said:

'Different people often answer the same question

in different ways, and sometimes we think some
9

answers are better than others. Do you see the -

little boxes on the paper in front of you? Those

are for you toput a '1' or '2' in, depending

whether you think answer :1' or answer '2' is th.

better answer to each question. Both Aland A2
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are 'rue but sometimes Al answers the question

better and sometimes A2 does. Let's all do the

ones at the top under where it says EXAMPLES.
1. The first question'is 'Why does the sun look quite

small to us?' and hefe are two answers: 1. 'It
' is re;illy much bigger than the earth, 2. 'It is

because it is so far awW. If you think 1,

that is the first one, is a better answer than the

second one, to 'Why does the sun look quite small

to us?', put a '1' in the box, if you think the

second one, 2, it better than the first one put a

2 in the box.. Has everyt,ody got something in the
box?'

The experimenter checked that everybody had written;

some thing in ,the box.

'Is there anybody who really cannot decide? Try

and decide for each one, which answer is better.

If you really cannot decide put a C in the box.'

Let's-do the second example now. 'What is the name

of the biggest town in England?' Here are two

answers, 1. 'London is the name of the biggest town
r'

in England' and 2. 'Millions of people live in the

biggest town in England'. Both these things are

true. Which do you think is a better answer to

'What is the name of the bikRest town in England'?'

The experimenter then checked that everybody had

something written, 1, 2 or 0 in the box, and said, 'Let's
.%.; do the rest of them now.' Each item was read, i.e.' cach
1]:- questions and bcith answers, and a few seconds were left
,2 for the children to decide on their choice, before moving

on to the next one. The written instructions at the beginning
Of the form were not read out to the children.

'Results end Discustion.

The boys and girls did not appear to differ from each other

and were therefore grouped together. Tables 31a and 31b
summarise the results.
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Percentage of Correct Answers as a
Function of Age and Instructions.

Type of Item Instr. Age in Years. X
2

P

Appropriateness.
Gp.

C.When do seals 1

leave the sea? 2

D.How do wasps 1

make paper? 2

E.Where doe's the 1
bluebottle fly
lay its eggs? 2

I.Why is sea 1

water salty? 2

., "'Lin what way 1

is a lion like
a tiger? 2

M.What do toads 1
go back into
ponds for? 2

Q.What is frog- 1

spawn? 2

S.What part of 1

the potato plant
is the potato? 2

Total Appro- 1

priateness
2

1 + 2

Odd Item

H.Why does the 1

animal called
a stoat go white? 2

8+ 9+ 10+ 11+

82* 62 75 . 90 6.57

52 77 66 69 6.18 -

47 57', 33 66 8.38

48 38 42 59 4..27 -,

44. 23* 42* 77 12.24 **

55 62 .68 72 3.46 -

52+ 65.. 86 87 15.64 **

76 65 71 93 5.17 -

56* 77 100* 97 25.63 ***

86 85 82 -----97---4.00 -

50 54 56 57 -

i

55 50 57 55 - -

21* 65 44* 70 18.81 ***

50 40 , 78 62 10.64 *

47 38 . 36 87 21.47 ***

., 34 35 58 86 19.45 ***

50 55 59 79 N/A

57 56 65 74 N/A

53.5 55.5 62.0 75.0 N/A
,--

-,.-:

74 77 89 100 10.47 *

72 85 95 100 13.10 **

Instruction Group 1 was asked for Preference,

Group 2 Evaluation.

Significance levels are for within or

between groups: +<.10, *<.05, **<01,

***<4001
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TABLE 31b. Percentag s of Correct Answers as a
Function o Age and Instructions.

Type .of Item Instr. Ake, n Years X
2

Gp. 8+ 9+ 11+

Definition

L.What is a herbi- 1 47 69 66 83 5.64

vorous animal? 2 49 46 71 90 14.52

T.What sort of an- 1 44 40 50* 77 7.88

imal is an ungul- 2 66 62 87 7 6.42 +

ate?

0.WhEt is a fish? 1 82 69 92 '100 14.3

2 66 88 100 100 25.1

P.What sort'of 1 44 50 69+ 83 11.16

plant is called 2 48 38 89 86 26.00

a parasite?

R.What is a carni- 1 38 23_ __47*- 93 29.84 4.1.0

vorous animal? 2 52 54 76 76 7.72

Part-Whole

A.Ho4ong do bees 1 44 54 50 76 5.04

live for? 2 31 54 71 93 24.29

N. How long is a 1 79+ '69 617- 93 13.74

tiger? 2 54 73 73 83 8.07

Object vs. Human-
Centred.

B. What are black- 1 47 42 64 53 3.80

berries on a bramble

bush for? 2 52 42 71 59 5.14

K.Why do conker 1 50 69 86 93 19.43
v.

trees have con-

kers on them? 2 62` 77 95 97 11.60

Totals

Definitions 1 51 50 .65 87

2 55 58 85 85 N/A

142 53 54 70 86

Part-whole 1 60 61 55 85

2 41 63 71 88 N/A

+2 50.5 62 63 86.5
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TABLE 31b. (Contd.) Percentages of Correct Answers
as a Function of Age and

Instructions.

Type of Item Instr. Age in Years X
2

Gp. 8+ 9+ .10+ 11+

Object vs.
Human Centred.

1 53 63 80 79

2 57 69 83 86 N/A

1+2, 55.5 66 81.5 83.5

Instruction Group 1 was asked for Preference,

Group 2 Evaluation Significance levels are for

within or between groups:

+ 4.10, * 4.05, "4.01, * ** 4.001

Preference and Evaluations. Chi square tests were

used to examine differences attributable to differences

in instructions for each item within each age group.

With seventy six comparisons being made, we must .be careful

not to try to explain what has happened only by chance.

The three differences at the ten per cent level and the

ten at the f've per cent are not greatly in excess of chance,

but that eleven of these favoured the Evaluation rather than

the Preference condition and that none occurred in the 10+

group encourage some further exploration.

A simple ^ount of the number of items for which

Evaluation demands lead to higher scores than Preference

requests, shows that this is true of 65 per cent of items

for the 7+ group (p = .21), 70 per cent for the 8+ grout

(p = .11), 83 per cent for the 9+ group (p = .002) and

50 per Gera in :the 10+ children.

It would oe rash to read too much into these

differences, but it could be that younger children fail

j to discriminate between liking an answer and judging it

to be better. If they like it, they judge it to be better.

Between 7+ an'd 9+ there is an increasing power to discriminate

with the consequences that asking for 'correct' answers

leads increasingly to better performance. By age eleven

2 5 0
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this discrimination is effectively complete. 'e could

express the apparent lack of difference is one of two

ways. We could say that by eleven children like what is

correct or we could argue that by this age they see it

as absurd to prefer a wrong answer to a correct one -

liking is independent of judgement and yet covaries with

it.

Age Changes.
.1

Sixteen of the nineteen items showed significant improvements

in correctness for older children. Two appropriateness and

one object-versus human-centred item did not give differences.

Why not, we do not know but some reasons can perhaps be

suggested. 'Pairs of answers in items were usually matched,

on length, linguistic structure and also content where

these factors were independent of the werimental

variables, i.e. appropriateness, definition, etc. In fact

this was not done in every case, but thiS' failure may shed

some light on a particular likely source of difficulty.
r

The appropriateness item with the question 'What is

frog-spawn?''which occurs in the pre-test (I) and the post-.

test (B) of the Intervention study and also in the Age

study (Q), has as its appropriate answer one that involves

grammatical presupposition (see chapter 3) of structures in

the question. The inappropriate answer requires no

structures of tle question to be presupposed. This item

obtained the second lowest level of correct choice of all

pre-t ?st appropriateness items, a level which was in fact

below fifty per cent. Another item in the Age study

similarly has an appropriate answer which presupposes

structures in the question while the inappropriate one does

not. This is the item with the question 'Where does the

bluebottle fly lay its: eggs ?' In .the Age study' these two

items account for four out of the seven incidences of superior

answering following instructions to select the better as

opposed to the preferred answer. Preference seems to draw
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children away from selecting a grammatically dependent

iepAplypkieven though it is more appropriate. It may be

that the low redundancy in such dependent answers,, makes

them difficult, and within a limited time it is harder to

associate them with their question and assess the validity

of the connection.

There is one item in which both appropriate and

inappropriate answers involve grhmmatical presupposition.

The item with the question 'What do toads go back into ponds

for?' was present in the Intervention post-test (C), where

relatively low scoring was obtained by both experimental

and control groups and th,,re was no significant difference

between the two. It was also present in the Age study

and yielded no differences between the age groups. The

level under both presentation condition varied only between

fifty and fifty seven Per cent of correct responses. In

such an item both answers would pose a problem in matching

information given with information requested. There would

not be the possibility of making the correct choice through

the easier elimination of the wrong answer as in the case

where only the appropriate answer involves presupposition.,

Where the content of items is very familiar, it would seem

unlikely that the need:to presuppose would Cause difficulty.

It is very common in normal conversation to make use of

this economical device. Thus 'Eight o'clock' would he a

more common reply, to''What is the time?' than would '.The

time is eight o'clock'.

Items undoubtedly varied among themselves in terms

of their difficulty. Greater familiarity and simplicity

would seem likely to lead to a higher level of correct

answer selection. Evidence for the relevance of familiari

of content to a task of this sort has been mentioned in an

earlier discussion (chapter 8). The sort of unfamiliarity

in the item with the question 'What do toads go back into

ponds for?' is similar to that found in its 'pair' item
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with the question 'When do'seals leave the sea?' in that

it might well not be known-that,toads go back to ponds

for any particular reason any more than that there is a

reason why seals leave the sea. TherAis a generally higher

level of correct answering to the question about seals though,

and some evidence of an age difference see Tables 31a and b).

It would therefore seem likely that it is unfamiliarity

compounded with presupposition that makes the question of

the toads difficult even for older children.

It is the general pattern of increase in percentage

of correct choices with age that-causes us to examine the

exceptions as we did with tae item concerning the return

of the toads to discover particular sources of difficulty.

One other item (B) with the question 'What are blackberries

on a bramble bush for?' in the Age study yielded-no

significant age differences. This was alSo a-'What 'for ?'

uestion, not designed however to test appropriateness of

answer selection, but to examine human vs object-

centredness of interest. In this case, there is about

fifty per cent level of correct selection except in the 9+

age group which makes sixty four per cent and seventy one

per cent correct choices in the 'better' and preference

conditions respectively. This item could have proved rather

difficult because the functional connection between the

question and the object-centred answer may not be at all

obvious. If the children were not aware of the value of

seed dispersal, the statement thgt this occurred when the

\ fruit was eaten might seem incidental. Moreover, the

attracting function of blackberries is assumed rather than

made explicit. The answer simply juxtaposes two facts,

viz. that blackberries are the fruit with seeds in and that

the seeds aro scattered by animals that take the fruit. The

human-centred answer is no more explicit in relating

function but the'human enjoyment likely to be associated

with the consequences mentioned in that answer could'well
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make it seem more recognizable and convincing as a desirable

end. Thus, the mire obvious functional pont.ent,ili the

huMan-centred answ r may have conflicted with the value

of object-centredne4, resulting in a failure to select

simply on the basis o centredness,'but also on that of

apparent auropriateneu... The length of the answers is

likely to have cuased e4ra difficulty, particularly for

the younger children. One might hypothesise that while

the 7+ and 8+ groups found\the item difficult to

comprehend, the 9+ class was beginning to recognize and

choose an object-centred interest. This is not shown

to have increased in the 10+ class because they are

worried by what they see as an unsatisfactory feature of

the object-centred answer.

This item obtained a very low level: of correct

scoring on the post-test following training. (E group 37%

correct; C group 17% correct.) The slightly higher scoring

by the_trained group might indicate an increase in object-

centredness as shown on a difficult item by children not

yet in a position to be distracted by the seeming

inappropriateness whiel think the eleven year olds ciaw.

Such factors as familiarity and simplicity of form

and content obviously affect the ability of children of

all the ages used to select correct answers. The improve-

ment in selection which followed a short training programme

argues that success on the task is not dependent solely

on an increased language facility which comes only with an

increase in age. Whether the explanation for improvement

in terms of heightened attention or whether something new

has been learned or realised, we are not in a position to say.

These detailed analyses may also be relevant to an

issue that should have received more prior attention. All

children generally answered all items. If we assume that

no children knew which choice was correct and that choices'

were unbiased, this would mean that scores of fifty per

cent would be achieved by chance. It would appear that
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for most items in the four categories 7+ children were

responding close to chance level (Appropriateness = 54%

Definitions = 53%, Part-whole = 51%, Object versus Human-

Centred = 56%):

But the comments on the three items also reveal that

50% may not be the lower limit of ignorance. For example,

we would expect younger children to show an initial marked

preference for human-centred rather than object-centred

explanations, i.e. we would expect the developmental trend

for the correct answer to move from zero through fifty

to one hundred per cent. This may be relevant for some types

of inappropriateness. For definitions we might expect

citation of instances to precede definition proper.

With these reservations in mind weLban however

record- that all four categories of item show steady improve-

ment across the age range of children sampled.

The Age and Intervention Studies Compared.

Table 32 show$,fhow<tHe,cheices of_shildren-in-the

Age study compared with those in the Intervention study for

those items which were-dbmmon to both. In the table the

figures for the Age groups are those of the children who

were instructed to choose the 'better' answer, since this

corresponded more closely to the instructions given in the

Intervention study. Figures'for the Interve'ntion study

are in each case based on the number of children present

for that condition, although, of course pre- and post-test

comparisons necessarily ar- confined to children present

on both occasions.

While certainty cannot be the level of conviction

for comment, the results do not appear to be random. If

an item showed' improvement from pre- to post-test in the

Experimental group in the Intervention study, then it gave

a significant difference in the Age study. This was true

of four items. One item failed to give differences in

either study. One gave an Age difference bUt was unres-

ponsive to training. This item,showed a marked improvement
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TABLE 32.

.

Percentages of Correct Responses for Items
1
occurring in both Age

and Intervention Studies.

Items

44 Age Study

Age

7+ 8+

Appropriateness

When do seals leave
the sea? 52

What do toads go 55

back into ponds for?

What is-frogspawn? 50

What part of the
potato plant is
the potato?

77

50

40

34 35

Definition

What is an herbi-
vorous animal? 49 46

What is a fish? 66 88

What sort of plant
is called a para- 48 38

site?

(Cond 2)2

X
2

Intervention Study

Post vs

Pre GpE X
2

NA

9.09"

NA

NA

4.92

Pre Test X Post Test X
2

J.+ 10+ GpE GpC GO

4

GpC

62

28

41

45

21

90

59

-

-

7.90

-

4.01

-

4.4;

66

',/

78

58

71

100

89

69

55

62

86

90

100

86

6.18

-

1 0--A 4

.:*
19.45

i t
14.52
..

25.15

26.76

76

NA

37

37

NA -

NA

47

55

NA

39

29

NA

NA

45

5.99

NA

-

NA

NA

-

69

38

78

53

50

81

87

L .
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TABLE 32. (Contd.) Percentages of Correct Response's for Items 2ccurring in both Age
and Interiention Studies.

Items

Age Study (Cond

Age Pre Test X2' PostTest

7+ 8+ 9+ 10+

Part-Whole

How long do bees
liie for? 31 54 71 93

Object vd*Human Centred.

What are flowers
on a plant for? 59 88 92 93

What are black-
berries on a bramble
bush for? 51 42 71 59

Intervention Study

X2 X2 Post, vs
. .

GpE GpC3 GpE GpC Pre GpE X
2

.

24.29 37 52
is

72 48 4.01 3.36

***
17.12 47 39 91 66 6.36 11.i2

5.14 NA NA NA 37 17 ,2.96 NA

IC.

* means p 4.05, * p 4.01, *** p 4.001

1. Numbers are baied on all children present on that occasion. .

2. Cond,2 is where children said which they thought was the better
answer.

3. GpE was given the Intervention programme, GpC was not.
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between, the 9+ and 10+ age'groUps, °whereas three of the

four showing changes in both, gave their greatest age

difference-between.8+ and 9+ Thid may be accidental,

'but it would not be surpriding if change As most readily

effected among children who would be learning in a year's

time anyway. . In all four nses the p ortion of children

gaining correct scores in the Experimental group was very

similar to that achieved by the 10+ children in the Age

study (78 vs. 78, 87 vs. 89, 72 vs; 71, 91 vs.92).:
- .

Whilethe data are not. strong enough to warrant a

, clear sett of prescriptions for action, they do suggest that

quescion.lanswerini skills may follow an age-relAted

sequence nand that traini,ng will be most effective ifit.tries

td move children along this.' The data suggest .that ease ,of

learning through some programme similar to that'adopted

here will need to. take into account the length,%complexity,-

presupposition and unfamiliarity of sample training items.

For fast learning TdAably all the complications should

be kept minimal, but those who understand exactly what is

-Involved cn'answering any particular question should not

have their judgements adversely affected by'complications

of these kinds.

We can also note that the Intervention study showed.

clearer effects where choices were rendered simpler by

having the answer to be rejected of a single type
/

<definitions, part-whole, object versus human=centred)

than where the wrong answer was variable in its type of

. _wrongness. s Learning should be easiest and most useful

if 'wrongness' is learned in -terms of a single type of the

commonest errors in the first instance. It is likely

that it will be strongest where types of wrongness can be

- described.ve'ri?ally as well as recognised.

The' details of these problems would- require more time

Aandleffort than we had available; That it would besystematic

exploration can be 'argued on the grounds that improvements

in children's question answering skills are likely to be
et

2 U
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' fairly easy to produce and that these are well worthwhile

tiftecting. Such a basic tool of inquiry demands more

than.a casual place in any curriculum.
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CHAPTER 10.

THE P....CKONING.

The Power of Teachers.

INCIDENTALS

Two of the experiments reported differences in the behaviour

of children consequent upon their reception of different

, instructions from teachers. In the.first (chapter 6),

children's judgements of the sense and nonsense of questions

were shown to be affected by the instructional set. If the

teacher's remarks had suggested that many of the questions

might be silly, then their pupils indeed found this to be

the case. While there were general effects from the r for

biasing, in this situation the. instruction to expect a high

number of silly quiStriiigATpeated to have most effect

when the children were ignorant of the meaning of the question;

some very simple sensible questions were judged to be silly,

but it was the assessment of the more complex and tortuous

ones that was more likely to be influenced. The differences

between groups were considerable - and wholly attributable

to the utterance of but one casual remark by the teacher.

We do not know how permanent the effects are. Neither

do we know anything about the frequency with which teachers

and parents address casual remarks to children that do

mislead or misrepresent. We suspect a high incidence of both

misleading and misrepresentation. How else do children come

to possess so many inaccurate 'facts' about the world? It

is a frightening experience to hear a child imitate what

you told it yesterday or last week, especially when you know/

that what you said was not quite true! We have a suspicicn

that adults would do better to confess their ignorance when

this is appropriate, and we also have a further suspicion

that we adults are generally very careless in what we say.

Custom and norm require us to speak in many situations where

we,have nothing to say, so we make up opinions and beliefs

and utter them - and the children hear and learn.
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Psychologists who have spent much effort trying to under-

stand the mental dynamics of expressions of hostility to

.other racial groups have neglected to see what proportion

is maintained simply by the need to avoid embarrassing

silences. To ascertain whether or not this is nonsense,

we need to observe just what we do say to children - and

think about its accuracy.

Our second example of such influence showed how

subtle such influence can be. The distinction between

liking an answer and thinking it better than another can

be made by children in the age range studied (seven to ten

year olds, chapter 9). At 10+, children treated 'like'

as 'better', perhaps being shrewd enough to see that

answers are oorrect or incorrect. Among the younger

children there was a confusion of the two that we did not

investigate further.

The result is reminiscent of the studies of Zigler and

Kanzer' (1962, see chapter 2) on the differential import Of

the 'That's right!' and 'Well donei' for children of

different social class. Of an unsystematically collected

sample of colleagues, teachers, and students, none thought

the distinction particularly worthy of note. No 'wonder

children confuse response-based learning and intrinsically

motivated learning if adults fail to see the distinction

between corroboration and praise. It is true that 'That's

right!' may usually be uttered in a praising tone and

that 'Well done!' will be qualified if the answers are in

fact incorrect; our utterances often serve more than one

function. But an ability to see the difference between the

reactions of other people and the correctness of answers is

vital to the emergence of an independent problem solver.

The message is that a$ teachers of and models for the
,

young we need to' be careful in what we say. Our words and

sentences should be carefully chosen represent what we

9

I
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wish to say sim ly, clearly, precisely, and accurately -

and what we wish o say should be carefully considered for

its validity before we present it to children, or even to

ourselves and other a ults.

The One-Answer-Onl -Men

It emerged as a minor thei of another series of studies of

finding out, question- askin: and problem solving that children

appeared to see education as owing the correct answers to

questions asked by teachers (Po nson, 1974). Knowing how

to find qut was not valued in the ame war as knowing what

the answer was. While answers coul be right or wrong,

questionswere not good or bad. Know g the answer was

all-important. In the next tection e one manifestation

of this in children's reluctance to ay t -y,do not know,

but the data from chapter 4 give grounds for hope. When

asked to evaluate the quality of four differen answers

to a number of 'why' questions,. the children pas ed

generally favourable judgements on types of answer offered.

There was no child who showed a pattern of ore very =vourabie

rating and three rejections.

Is it the case that children pick up the one-answe

only mentality from their school experience rather than

from their limited understanding, of the subject matter in

hand? Do we mislead them about education? The Annual Brain

of Britain belongs to someone with a prodigious store.of

detailed information about some circumscribed topic. All

his or her replies are one-answer-only to questions posed

by someone else. The knowledge is expressed only in verbal

form. It is we who judge such a brain intelligent, clever

or well - educated, when in fact we could describe it more

accurately and precisely with different words.

The Willingness to Confess Ignorance.,

In character' sketch of the good learner Postman and

Weingartner (1959) mention the importance of not being upset

of afraid at hot knowing. Socrates had claimed that his
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wisdom lay in his awareness of his own ignorance.
4

Our children were not very Socratic. The most

vigorous demonstration of ignorant guessing was in the

investigation where children were asked questions about

three posters that had been hanging in their classrooms

for eight days. Here over twenty of the thirty questions

asked were answered wrongly, and often foolishly. Children

seemed to be incapable of using the 'Don't know' option.

The same phenomenon appeared in the question-answer

linkage study reported in chapter 8. With a choice of one

of two answers to fit each question and a success rate o

the pre-test among the children of about fifty-nine percent,

one is left ignorant but suspicious of the validity of

the, children's correct answers. 'Don't know' accounted

for only 3.5 per cent of answers, leaving thirty-seven per

cent incorrect. On the post-test 'Don't know' had dropped
s. .N \

to- :under two per cent; the control group of twenty-nine

children raised no more than one 'Don't know' out of 580

answers, of which 239 were wrong.

Does it matter that children guess at answers rather

than confess their ignorance? It does seem to be pointless

at best, and pernicious at worst. If children know that

they do not know and are merely maximizing scores on

badly designed attainment tests, our concern could focus'

on why the test is being used rather than upon possible

harmful effects upon the children. But if they do not

know the difference between what they know and what they do

not know, how will they 'be able to learn? If education is
t..7

made to consist of producing answers that other people

define as right, we are back to response-oased learning.

Where there is a framework of knowledge and a surround of

ignorance, gaps in the framework can appear and be filled.

Although knowing what one does not know is not a necessary

condition of learning, it may be useful to treat it is such

for childron at school.
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The Model of Man as an Acquirer of Knowledge.

We have so far noted, incidentally, three hazards facing

the developing child, all hazards created and maintained

by adults. Children are credulous and. will accept not only

what they are told by adults, but whatthey hear adults say

to each other. They are in danger of extracting ideas

about education in schools that may represent an accurate

analysis of faults in the system but are detrimental for

their own intellectual progress. If they focus on producing

responses to adult demands that adults then applaud, they

are doomed to become passive receptors of knowledge for

which they have no external criteria of validation. The

experiments reported show all three effects in operation,

but other studies were concerned with intrinsically

motivated learning and its operation.

The model of man proposed in chapter 1 had one

sequence of events which ran: stimuli (ambiguous, surprising,

incongruous, complex, novel) 40 uncertainty (curiosity)

attention ---> epistemic behaviours (reasoning, observation,

coneultation). The model did not portray the additional

link epistemic behaviour-- learning, which then eliminates

the strangeness of the stimuli and the uncertainty derived

from this. Which particular epistemic behaviour will

appear should be a joint function of the person's awareness

of choices and his assessment of the feasibility of each

reducing the uncertainty.

Only two of our experiments bore directly on links

in this chain (see Duffy, 1974 for an extended review of

such work).

The Arousal of Curiosity.

In chapter 5 we reported upon the differences in the

quantity and quality of questions provoked by verbal

descriptions, photographs, and stuffed versions of wombats,

platypusses and anteaters. We would not presume to have done

more than demonstrate the need for some imaginative
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experimentation. Stuffed animals provoked more 'obvious

and silly' questions, but also more questions overall,

more closed hypothesis- testing questions, and more
about

the behaviour of the creatures. Each form of presentation,

however, appeared to increase the chances of some type of

question emerging and reduce the chances of other kinds.

A suitable selection of materials can both eliminate

unwanted questions and encourage the production of those

relevant to the purposes of the teacher.

Suffice it to say that the actual results obtained

with the Australian animals gave no reason to doubt the

description of the first link in the chain proposed by

Berlyne and checked in his empirical work.

But where i the volume of collated dies summariz-

ing the substance of what has been f d to be ambiguous,

complex etc. for children of di, erent ages and experipicet.

And where is the book listing relationships found between

materials used and,- uriosity aroused? Alas, like so many

other worRt-oentral to a well- founded pedagogy, they remain

unwritten. When education ceases to be purely prescriptive

in its use of books and materials and begins to conduct

empirical studies comparing the efficacy of its technology,

it will begin to raise itself from the plateau it has been

on since Plato opened his cademy long long ago.-.'

Questions as an Aid to Learning.

Two experiments examined the role of provided questions for

the facilittion of learning. They' only appear to be concerned

with one variant of the last link in the chain: epistemic

behaviours (question asking) learning. In fact the

questions were intended to have a dualfunction. First

they should locate a gap in knowledge and play the role

of stimuli giving rise to uncertainty - certainty of ignorance

but uncertainty as to the correct answer. The question can

then be t''''en over by the child and be the epistemic

behaviour that if answered should encourage learning.
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Since children learned virtually nothing from the

wallcharts displayed (chapter 7), we could not ascertain

whether or not questions had any special power to arouse

uncertainty and subsequent learning. The insertion of

questions of before, within, and after texts did give rise

to differences in learning. Questions within the text had

a double effect: they increased the chances of their

answers being lea 'rned and decreased the chances of other

knowledge being acquired. Whether some other device for

making that substance prominent would have had similar

effects we do not know.

This whole field of inquiry is of recent origin,

but may eventually lead to a more intelligent use of

questions by teachers (see Prosser, 1974 for a review of the

literature.) At present we have no grounds for accrediting

questions with motivation arousing properties. They do

appear to act to focus attention,and to increase the chances

of immediately relevant material beiag-learned, but this`

is at the expense of other matter.

Skill in Questioning and Answerini.

The arousal of curiosity, ways of finding out, and the

determinants of high is',,es of substanti.ve learning have not

been the main focus of attention. Our emphasis has been

upon knowing how to ask questions and knowing what kind of

answers are appropriate to what kind of question.

Answers to 'Why' Questions.

The original point of departure for our enquiries was an

investigation into social class differences in the way mothers

said they would answer 'wh' questions supposedly posed by

their five year old children. Bernstein's thesis (see 1972

for collected papers) about the differences in speech between

members of the lower working class and middle class led us

to predict that middle class mothers would provide a higher

incidence of explanations in terms.of class membership,

causes, functions, and analogies in answer to 'why' questions.'

O
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Lower working clastwere,expected to use more repetitions

of questions as statements, denials of oddity, appeals to

regularity and tradition{ lnd'appeals to essential attributes.

Differences found were largely consistent with the predictions

made (Robinson and°Rackstraw, 1966). Children's answers

were sown to exhibit similar social. class differences

(Robinson and Rackstraw, 1972), while subsequent work

has traced the relationship beyond social cla'ss into the

quantity and quality of interaction between mother and child

(Robinson, 1972; Robinson and Arnold, 1972).

This work caused us to worry that some children might

have so little experience of genuine attempts atexplanatiLn

in answer to 'why' questions, that they might fail to

appreciate that these modes are, in most contexts, superior

to modes that deny there is anything to be explained.

The investigation reported in chapter 4 shows these

fears to be largely groundless as far as nine year old

council estate children were concerned. While these

children showed a preference for functional explanations

over causal and categorizing answers, they did not reject

any tyr as invalid. They appeared not only to find

scientific explanations acceptable, biit also to see that

there can be more than one explanation for a phenomenon.

They had not yet acquired the narrowness of perspective that

occasionally constricts the vision of. adult scientists and

philosophers:to such an extent that they are unable to see

that there is not just one best kind of explanation for all

phenomena for all occasions.

Perhaps our earlier findings of a lesser use of

scientific explanations by LWC children stemmed more from

their ignorance of particular causes and classes than from

their general preference for app ais to regularity or

tradition.

It would be helpful to know whether or not social

class differences in mode preferences for 'where', 'when',

269
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'who' and 'how' could become more adaptive to the needs

of particular circumstances than the initial data we

obtained implied that it was (Robinson and Rackstraw, 1972,

chapter 7.)

It would be useful to know much more abort the

development of the competence to understand and the

satisfaction with different kinds of description and

explanation arising out of questions.

The Sense of Questions.

A number of the questions used in the investigation reported

in chapter 6 were odd because of he infelicity of the

relationship between the particular interrogative markers

and the rest of the question. The difficulty o,f some

questions resided in anomalies or contradictions that

had nothing to do with interrogatives as such, e.g. Q.24.

If we could read other people's minds, how could we tell

lies? Q.12. Why don't people speak with their ears?

While seventy-nine per cent of all responses judged

what we had classified as simple sensible questions,to

be sensible, this does leave twenty per cent misjudged by

the children. Although all children thought 'Who is the

radio?' silly, only eight-eight per cent judged 'Where

is Daddy's birthday?' to be so. It might have been instructive

to have included more simple anomalies like 'Wheil i4 a book ?'

and 'How is a sheep?'.

Ever, at nine not all children appear to be confident

and proficient in neir understanding of 'wh' words. Since

the understanding is within their grasp such an omission in

their education is not excusable.

'Question- Answer Linkage.

With a raggedness of performance in the answering of

seven year olds (Robinson, 1973) and a raggedness in the

understanding of what makes questions sensible or silly among

eight and nine year olds, it is not surprising to find a

lowish level of understanding of the linkage between the two

even in the older age group. In chapters 8 and 9 we
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described investigations in which test items consisted of a

series of questions each of which had two answers, both true

but only one an answer to that question.

When the children of the Age study (chapter 9) were

asked which of the two answers were better (condition 2)

the percentages of correCt answers for all items (except

the unclassified item H) were: 56% for 7+ group, 59%

for the 8+ group, 71% for the 9+ group and 79% for the

10+ group.

With a somewhat different set of twent items, the

pre-training success rate of the eight.and nine year olds

in the Intervention study was the same as that of the

equivalent age group in the Age study, viz. fifty-nine

per cent.

In neither of these investigations wis it n,.ceGs:try

to be familiar with facts about the topic under scrutiny;

an accurate and informed analysis of the form of the answer

was suffici. ?nt to obtain a perfect score.

The materials dealt with three particular discrim-

inations (definition versus enumeration of examples;

answers for the whole set covered by the question versus

answer for only a subset of the topic; answers foclised

on the human use of resources versus answers focused on the

use of the attribute to the organism itself) and one general

set (formal appropriateness ver,3us various mistakes.)

Practice with about one hundred questions over a three

week period raised the score of the Experimental Group so

that their final score on the eight critical items was

seventy two per cent. The similarity between this score

and that of the 9+ children in the Age study should not

be treated as more than a coincidence, but certainly learning

appears fi be faster if there is teaching!

A what was:achieved for these particular question-

answer 1 s in those children, couli be ext.inded to a much

more comprehonive set of question-answer link; for nay

I
`).
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other children.

These possibilities'are confined to the use of

single questions and single answers. We hive not considered

sequences of questions. We have not considered how one
.

learns which questions to pose to help in the solution of

particular problems. We are therefore still a long way

froth_the time when it should be possible to specify a

comprehensive programme for education in the mastery

and use of questions and answers.

8 But if we are to be serious in our professed

concern to educate children to become independent general

problem-solvers who enjoy the Acquisition and utilization

of knowledge, it is time that we began to accumulate and

distribute the knowledge necessary for this. Perhaps

INSTEP groups will come to play a major role' in the'effort.

4
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APPENDIX.

The INSTEP Group

Raisons d'Etre of the Group

C

!Mile our concern was to gain knowledge for the

iMprovement of the education of all children, we wished'

to ensure that, as faras possible, whatever we found

out would be of particular use to teachers educating

working class children. But what should we do to

guarantee that our research be of practical use as well

as theoretical interest?

Complaints against research in education are

several; it demonstrates the obvious or trivial, it may

be theoretically enlightening, but adaptable to the

classroom; it may lie gathering dust'in libraries and

never reach teachers. What we had to do was devise a

strategy that would reduce the force of such criticisms.

Some are better anticipated by argument than by action,

and it may be helpful to engage in a preliminary dialectic '

about these points.

The charge that research in education often goes

to great pains to demonstrate the obvious may be.empty

or substantial. What is obvious abont'in aan behaviour

and how do we justify claims 4hat'something is obvious?

'Commonsense' is sometimes cited as the mysterious

repository of this wisdom. We do not wish to denigrate

commonsense, but would like to distinguish between

commonsense based on accumulated experience rand common-

sense not :3o founded. All of us already know-much about

human behaviour. It is as silly to unaerestImat this

knowledge as it is to overestimate it. What we know has

been built up by observing ourselves and others, by

noticing the consequences of actions, b/making guesses

and checking then out by watching films and reading books -
, -

all over many years. We may have accumulated our knowledge

9 r,.41 v
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,

somewhat unsystematically, it may have been left fairly

unorganized, but this does not diminish its status. We

have probably forgotten how and when we acquired it, but

it is still useful. All we need to remind outselves

is that what we think we know has been based upon-

experience and that it is mot 'innate'4"introspective',

'intuitive' or oddly 'subjective'. Andjust as its
,

. acquisition has been founded upon past,experiencolso

it can be checked against future experience. This , .

knowledge, if questioned, is to be defended Ay an appeal'

to present experience and evidence, and if this is what

we mean by 'commonsense' there is no difficulty. -Similarly,

0 when your commonsense agrees with mine and everyone else's,

no difficulties arise. It is when we have conflict and-
.

disagree about matters of fact, this has'to be resolved

against the facts and not against .the pre-stige o'r agdnistic

prowess of the contestants. ''Scientific methods' are no

more than partially explicit sets of rules generally accepted

as helpful prescriptions for collecting, and organizing

empirical knowledge. They help to ressl., disputes between

contesting beliefs in a way in which appeals to authority

do not and can not.

This view of 'commonsense' needs to be contrasted with

the notion that .implies that there is a great reserve of

truth in an unwritten book entitled 'Commonsense for Everyman'.

Once we abstract commonsense from particular matters, we are

in error. 'Commonsense' does not exist eny more than does

'yellowness'. When we explain behaviour with proverbs we
I

are playing a related game. If every proverb has its

opposite you cannot explain anything by reference to one -

unless you can first specify conditions which discriminate

between the appropriate application of each proverb and its

antithesis. To be proverbially wise may be to be foolish.

'Spare the rod and spoil the child' might be an inspiration

for investigation, butte is n(6)an exploration of children's

behaviour. To appeal to commonsense for authenticating a

ti
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a belief is not an explanation either; it is to suggest

that no explanation is necessary.

By all means then let us use what commonsense says to

give us ideas, but let us also remember that disagreements

or denials about empirical matters can eventually be''

answered only with systematically acquired, publicly

describable and communicable evidence. (In teaching

psychology all requests so far made of students for the

;commonsense' viewpoint on.a topic have so far yielded

a diversity of opinions from the audience. Try it!)

There are several different long-standing traditions

about the nature of children; and the conditions optimal

for their development, and while it is proper and sensible

for us to retain our current beliefs pro tem, we must always

be humble enough to remain open to evidence that contradicts

them,however obvious and well-founded our convictions may

appear to be. What is obvious at one place in one point
0

of time often has an inappropriate dogmatism associated

with it. Such beliefs have a strange insularity. We forget

so quickly that what was revolutionary yesterday is obvious

today. Fistorically, claims about the nature of the world

that ran counter to some sociologically established

orth dozy were suffic'ent grounds for ridicule, imprisonment,

tort re and murder. his is of course still true today.11

Tod y is but tomorrow's history. Similarly, we fare liable

t, hink that tne groups E0 which we beligtg do everything

in just and sensible ways,and that no one else does (or

vice versa). Other countries muddle about in a chaos of

inCompatence and injustice. By maintaining such ethnocentric

attitudes and remaining isolated from other poSsibilities, we

can delude ourselves into the commonsense of what we are doing

now. What is so odd is that, whereas any ndrmal adult in

our society is capable of understanding these points, so few

of us reveal this understanding and follow out its

implications, the main one of which is simply to test the

validy of idea? against empirical evidence.
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There are also good reasons for collecting and writing

down 'commonsense'. Once it is duly expressed in scientific

jargon; it can be integrated into the sciences. These

descriptive and explanatory systems of symbols arranged at

a succession of levels of generality and abstractness are

pArt of each generation's heritage from its predecessor.

The more efficiently such knowledge can be transmitted

the greater is th.t potential of future. generations. Schools

are, after all, intended as a means of rendering this

transmission more efficient. Hopefully,teachers too can

be taught both how to teach and what children are like

without the pains of failing to find it all out through

unguided discovery learning. And we can render the task

facing future teachers easier by acquir-ing and making such

knowledge available.

Not only do we social scientists occasionally demonstrate

the obvious unnecessarily, we are also liable to propound the

trivial. Sometimes the triviality derives from nothing more

than a lack of genuine interest in topics, or a need to do

a little,piece of research to gain some certificate, degree

or higher salary. Sometimes we become so obsessed with the

scientific status of our activities that we forget or

substan ive problems and remain trapped in a sucession

of labo atory artefacts.

bile it is always hazardous ta assert that a result !

obtain may have no practical consequence, it is less so

to suggest that it is easier to see immediate applications

of some activities than others. For example, a demonstration

of remarkably efficient learning achieved with expensive

equipment i a sound-deadened room with a one-to-one

teacher-pup'l ratio is less likely to invade, the classrooms

of the coup ry in the immediate future than a similar success-

achieved with cheap materials tested in.crowded, bustling

settings. We need to realise, however, that research is both

short-term and long-term. While r.,search that solves a

known and pressing problem may have an immediately observable
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benefit, long-term, often more theoretically-oriented,

activities may eventually lead to profounder changes

eventually. It is inevitable for at least two reasons

thatwe cannot foresee what sort of long-term research

is going to be useful. °Firstly, what is deemed useful

in fifty years time may be different from what is currently

valued. Secondly, it is part of the essence of attempts

to dispel ignorance that one cannot prejudge the nature

of the solutions that will be found. Leacly, for society

as a whole, one needs a balance in research programmes

In fact we have this, although.the climate of official

opinion in Britain is, currently stressing the demand for

immediate relevance a little more vigorously than in the

past. What is regrettable is that this diversity which is

desirable,,becomes a set of status hierarchies within

which each interested group is tempted to inflate "*ts own

importance by diminishing the activities of other groups

rather than by pursuing its own area of commitment as

best it can.

Long-term geniral theoretical research is likely

to be prized by university academics and despised by pract-

itioners faced with large lasses of unruly adolescents.( I

The development of effecti e rule-of-thu b techniques

for enabling c ildren to understand some very limited but
I

IS

important poin in mnthlmatics/unlikely to commend

itselk to grand theoreticians. Rhyming jingles

tritt would enable children to master rules of spelling, in

English are hardly likely to cause 'progressive' educationists

to jump wi1th delight. Yet, if we pause to consider what a

simple handbook of spelling rules set in mnemo icsj could

achieve, we might/come to realise how m ny occasigns of

distress and humiliation could be prevented, chronic

anxiety averted, and, wasted time saved by the production

of just such a book.' But, alas, the author of such a book

would not find himself promoted up the academic ladder. He

might make a monetary fortune to console himself.
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That all of us in the educational trade are rather

ignorant is inevitable and needs no excusing. When, however,

we justify our ignorance by pointing to bhe irrelevance

of inferiority of the activities of others, we are probably

guilty of false pride and doomed to learn but little.

When the disparate groups of persons allegedly concerned

to educate children begin to co-operate a little more

whole-heartedly in an atmosphere of mutual respect, they may

begin to make faster progress and be more satisfiea with

their own roles in the enterprise.

That potentially useful research can serve only to

fill library archives raises the more geAeral problem of

information diffusion in education. We have short-circuited

these issues 'by writing a book rather than an unpublished

research report, but it may be appropriate to mention two

difficulties they, need to be overcome if teachers are to be-

actively concerned to learn more both about the educational

__process and about the children enjoying the experience.

At present the organization of education does not

-%endOurage in-service education. The Government White Paper

based on the James Report promises changes. Teachers'

Centres are a re

structural chang

ent invention and -mark one necessary

. Teachers' Centres temain I elatively

rare and small; they are used by only .114 minority of the

0 profession. Melny courses and conftrenIces require voluntary

attendance during cut-of-school hours, often at the end

of a.full teaching day. These are not optimal conditions

of learning. While many Centres may have loose or strong

connections with local colleges, universities, and advisers

in LEA's, links to the Department cif Education andIScifence,

tc the National Foundation of Education Research, and perhaps

most important, to the'Schools Council are casual or absent.

The Schools Council publishes wik.ely but the social structure

of the educational system lacks organizations intermediate

between itself anu the Teacher's Centres and schools.

Per-haps we shall soon see changes.
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Even if we\do, it is unlikely that teachers will be

given the opportunities and be encouraged to attend worth-

while courses simply L'o, improve their teaching knowledge

and skills. The JameslReport clearly envisages a dramatic

change in the definition of a- teacher. Like many other jobs,

teaching is to be seen as an activity requiring time out

from production for re-training and development. Who would

enter a dentist's surgery full of thirty year old equipment

who would allow theirrdodtor to prescribe the, medicines

conte orary only to his period of initial training. When

in- servic- training gets under way on an institutonalized

scale, it wil .robably consist mainly of new pills and

rules for persona hygiene. That is, there will be an
.-.

emphasis on technolog new ways of teaching reading or

mathematics, new ways of esenting materials. But materiali

cannot be more efficacious t the characteristics of

the learner allow, and it is unl ely that there will be a'

rush in the demand for or the provi on of courses aimed

to illuminate teachers' understanding o the development

and nature of the psychological processes relevance to

education.

At least the attitude has died which assume that

graduates in a subject knew how. to; teach that subject.

Who would have

by a doctor who

this absurdity

llowed their child to be medically treate

had only read books on Teases? Although

as faded, it remains true that education

courses do very little to inform students about child

development or about how to teach; these remain fringe

benefits rather than, the core of courses.

Psychologyican and ought to contribute much more to

,education, but both psych logists and teachers will have to

change their attitudes to each other if there is toloe any

significant progress.

Not only are teachers generally ignorant about child

development, they are normally not trained even to evaluate

the work that has been done in this area of study.
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Investigations allegedly claiming that certain techniques

and materials ]ead to faster learning have to be criticized

wind not simply taken on trust. There are criteria that

have to be satisfied before it is sensible to take claims

about findings seriously. Knowing which questions to ask

and what kind of answers are satisfactory ought to be

weapons in the armoury of all adults in the society.

Specifically, what is being suggested is that teachers
Vg'.9"

should be scientific about their teaching. In one sense,

every act of a"teacher designed to help childrep learn is

part of an experiment. The act selected is but one of-an

array that might have been chosen. Whether it was the one

most likely to have led to the children learning is an

empirical question to be answered by experimentation.

In our view, teachers should be competent experimenters in

their own right. They are expected to adopt innovatory
0

schemes. To do so with conviction and commitment pre-

supposes a favourable attitude towards the scheme. What

better means of achieving conviction is there than to

have taken part in an experiment that showed the superiority
0

of the innovation? Perhaps if these processes of

'persuasion' were used more often, there would be fewer

premature adoptions of fashionable and unevaluated!mat4ials.

If teachers had been more forceful in their criticismsof new

techniques and schemes, how much better might these have

,,..eben. It would be unfair to single out a few schemes for

criticisms because the disease of non - evaluation is

endemic. Reading schemes, science packs, and history kits

appear. What objectiveF have they? How do these differ

from their predecessors for both the quantit and quality

of children's learning?

Teachers' favourable comments are a useful confidence

booster to thec,innovators, but are no substitute for

empirical demonstration of their efficacy with the children?

This is the crucial issue and it has to be faced. It is

absurd and irresponsible to spend thousands of pounds on
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construction and production and nothing on evaluation. If

the scheme does not pass evaluation. tests it should be

written 'off as though it were a plane that cannot fly and

a pill that does not cure. The teachers are the gatekeepers

and they should riot let inadequate r-oducts through.

The suggestion that teachers should be competent

experimenters should not be taken to mean that they ought

to become research workers, developing craftier and craftier

methods while children quietly turn into guinea pigs. They

should, however, be competent to test both their own ideas

and those of others against evidence from the children.

They should intermittently try out new ideas and probe them
4

to see if there are improvements in the children. They

should never be required to continue to use some new or

old scheme about which they have doubts without an opportunity.

for experimenting to.see if their doubts are justified.

Head teachers and LEA's may assert a right to require teachers

C

to try new methods, but their subsequent authority should be

vested in the success of these methods and not in their

personal whims and preferences.

No doubt voices of objection will raise themselves
A

about experimenting: with children. We have already said

that ever, (teaching act is in fact experimental and cannot

be otherwise until we know more about children and their

learning than we do at present. trhe objection is an objecti n

of frightened as opposed to responsible,ignorancP. Certain-

ly if we knew much more than we do, it could easily become

irresponsible to experiment. It is irresponsible of

doctors to try new remedies when old ones are perfect, but

when ignorance abeJunds, one has no alternativ

It was the checking out of-- these views with teachers that

was our challenge. We could not operate at anything but grass

roots level, but that we could manage. We must admit that

what we had'in mind was grander in conception than enactment,

but at least it got somewhere.
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The basic idea was to recruit between ten and

fifteen teachers handling children of the same age from

similar catchment areas. This.group would meet weekly

for a term and rurspe two kinds of activity. There would

be direct instruction and discussion about child

development and there would be group conducted research.

The main focus of the instructional sessions would be

the work of Piaget, set within the context of other theories

of child development and/integrated into realms of sociol-

ogy through the ideas of Bernstein in particular. More

generally, we were to ask how factors in the environment

might act to slow down, halt, deflect, distort, reverse

or preclude the child's acquisition of knowledge -w-ith

special reference to the environments of working class

children.

The research was to achieve two aims. It was i tended

to influence the teachers both by encouraging them to

think experimentally and check out their beliefs against

reality and by providing them with the skills necessary for

this. It was also intended to-answer substantive questions

about the questioning and answering behaviour of children.

A meta-objective was to ev luate the course itself

and the quality of the research i produced. With this

structure and content and the particular tactics adopted within

these, we endeavoured to solve most of the problems mentioned.

At least for the teachers participating ,r are able to br.ng

to their own attention new knowledge and ideas about

children's intellectual development. We 'd conduct

experiments and show how they could provide ways of disproving

the obvious and how,they could resolve, disputes;between

contradictory ver ions of/commonsense.

Over and a ove this, a mixed g dup of teachers and

research workers were able to collaborate with a maximally

efficient deployment of their respective skills-and resources.
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The researchers could bring their general knowledge

of child development to bear. They had ideas for invest-
.

igations. They knew how to produce experimental designs

that would 'aIlew certain questions to be answered. They

had the time to construct materials and the skills to

analyse and interpret data. They had the opportunity

and experience to write up what was dope.

The teachers were able to criticise the ideas and

interpretations of the research workers, but their great

contribution lay in their knowledge of what eighi and nine

year old children were like in terms of both capability

and interest. They were able to save the rsearch from

having materials either _too simple or too difficult.

They could say what was likely to be boring. They were

prepared to test out materials on particular children to

check on their suitability. Finally, they were able to

administer the investigations In the course of their

everyday teaching activities. No stranger 'from the

university' hurried children into the medical room 'to

play a game.' No questions arose about the behaviour of

the childr n being affected by the presence of the observer.

To hat ad antag these features led may be seen in

the experimental result of the Instep group (In-Service

Training in Experiment and Psychology.)

onvening INSTEP

After a brief discussion of the proposal with the Priffiary

Adviser of Southampton LEA, his reactive:enthusiasm for the

idea was translated into action with eacrity. Equipped

with the handout, reproduced below, he visited 'appropriate

schools and persuaded fourteen teachers of eight to nine

year old children' in Middle Schools with predominantly
1

council estate catchment areas to take part in the ventare.

* The-children were all at least eight, while none will

have been nine in the Sep...ember of the school year, our

experiments were conducted in the late autumn and through

the winter. The average age of participating children was

just over eight and three quarters.
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The Handout

Piaget and the Middle School Child.

bb 'ec tives.

1. To acquaint teachers with the current state of

knowledge about child development, in particular

with the contribution of Piaget to,our understanding

of-eight to nine year o children.

2. To carry out a serie f individual empirical studies

relevant to the teaching of eight to nine year old

children. The results of these studies will be

combined with other information to form a

programme suitable for enhancing the effective

curiosity of children.

Procedure.

1. With the co-operation of the Local Education Authority

I will offer a course of 10/12 lectures/discussions

(or mori, if desired) on Piaget. We will examine what

he says and tae relevant empirical evidence., We

will discuss the strengths and weaknesses of his

system and its implications for the educational

process.

A number of well-o ganized short books on this

subject have appeared in recent months and ne or

more of these may serve as a focus for the course.

We choose Piaget for a number of reasons. He

has done and has inspired a considerable amount of

work on child development, but much of it is

presented in a large number of books which are

generally unsystematic and difficult.to understand.

His private terminology is-daunting. However, his

work is having a substantial influence on ediucational

policy and practice, with this likely to increase

rather than wane.. A clear simple introduction to

his work might therefore be of use to teacher's.
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2. One of Piaget's points is that understanding comes

through experience and experiment. For at least

two reasons I would propose that each participant

carry out at least one small investigation, involving

comparisons of the efficacy of different materials

and techniques for teaching. This would involye

evaluating the relative usefulness of various

materials or tactics, a procedure all tooinfrequent

in research projects as well as teaching.

For my own part I would like to combine the

results of these investigations with other data

already collected in order to design a programme

that might enhance the effective curiosity of

children. This programme would be run and e,,aluated

in the Spring Term. We shall of course be pleased

to report back the results toall people involved

in the course. Ioam very interested to see whether

this type of combined operation is mutually beneficial.

Research projects often have scant contact with the

very people whum they hope will eventually apply

the results they obtain, and I have thought that

this type of course might well overcome this

unfortunate separatidn.

Structure and Content of the Programme.

At the first meeting we specified the objectives and

structure of the course, and an attempt was made to show how

both the theoretical and empirical aspects of psychology

were relevant tc a study of child development in general

and the teaching of children in particular. One tactic

adopted for this purpose was to present the teachrwith

twenty six statements made by eminent philosophers ani

educationists. ,These statements represented a variety

of views about the nature of children and:the efficiency

of various educational tactics.

There were two points to this exercise. The first

was to remind participants that the international experts
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Q7/1

The following statements are taken from the writings

of various Old Masters: Confucius, Aristotle, Plato,

Plutarch,'Locke, Wesley, Rousseau, Froebel, Montessori,

Pestalozzi, Robert Owen,c-,Isaac Watts, Russell and Tolstoy.

-We would like to know which of the statements you agree

with or disagree with Could you circle your c1oice?

Please treat each statement in its own right and' donq

try to fathom the,author. The envelope contains the.list

of who said what, but we would prefer that this was not

opened until after the items have been completed. Knowing

who has said something can affect one's evaluation of the

remark.

Please circle

1. Children who are forded to learn

acquire a loathing for knowledge.

2. To a great extent the character

is made or marred before children

enter the school room.

3. The Pupil should never be told

things, he should find them

out for himself.

I4., The mind of the pupil has to be

prepared for the inculcation of

good habits, if it is to like

and dislike the things it ought.

5. In this century when the doctrine

of a just and reasonable liberty

is better known, too many of the

prJsent yoUth break all the bonds

of nature and duty and run to the,

Agree ?

Agree ,?

Agree ?

Disagree

Disagree

Disagree .

Agree Disagree

. -

wildest degree of looseness. Agree ? Disagree

6. A child muse'very early in life

be taught a lesson .which frequently-

comes too late...that exertion is

7 indispensable for the attainment Agree ? Disairee .

of knowledge.

ei ,
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7. Our .educationaf aim must be to aid

the spontaneous development of the

mental, spiritual and physical

personality. Agree Disagree

8. At schisol ... you see a weary

shrinking creature repeating

Please circle

merely with,his lips someone

else's thoughts in someone else's

words with an air of fatigue, fear

and listlessness. Agree Disagree
w

9. Desire for knowledge is natural

for the young. I Agree ? Disagree

.4

A

10.ch gild unconsciously knows

and wills what is best for him.

41. Make your education laws strict

and your criminal ones may be

gentle - but leave youth its

libertyitand you will have to
-46

dig dungeons for age. 4' 'Agree ? Disagree

,32. The curiosity of knodring things

has been given to man for _a
, .

Scourge. Agree, ? 'Disagree
4 .

a3. To endure is the first and most

necessary lesso child has to ...el

, learn. Agree ? Disagree

A4.ITile best overall estimate from
4

intelligence test scores suggest

that.the inheritiible components

amount. to about 906% Agree .? Disagree.

15. Punishment .ill never be required

Agree ? Disagree .

mg

and should be avoided as much' as
-

giving poi on in their food. Agree ? Disagree'

so the children of the poor

should not be generally educated

h in such a manner as may raise Agree Disagree

them above the.serVices of the

lower station.
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17. There is much less danger in

satisfying, than in exci ing

the curiosity of children.

18. It is the nature of many to be

amenable to a sense of fear

and to abstain from evil not

because of its baseness but

because of the penalties it

entails. Agree ? Disagree

19. Enforced learning will not stay

in the mind. So avoid compul-

sion and let your children's

lessons take the form of play.-

20. Ws adults destroy most of the

intellectual and creative

Please circle

Agree Disagree

c

, /
., ..--

Agree ? Dis ree
e

1

capacity of children by the

things we do to them br make,
o

them do. Agree Disagree

21. If for no other reason we could

well afford to thrOw out most ,

of what we teach in school because

the children throw Out almost all

I I of it anyway. ,Agree ? Disagree

22. The memory of spildren should

be trained and iereisedfor Agree I ? Disagree

this is a store use of learning.

,23. The method of ea4ing children by
,.

a repeated practice ... til they

/- have got he habit of doing.it

well has so many advantages. Agree ? 0.sajree

24. Where love ... is present in the

domestic circle ...-no form of
4

4 education can fail to succeed. 4Agree, Disagree

V

988
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Please circle

25. The wiseparent should begin to

break their will the first moment

it appears. Whatever pain it cost,

conquer their stubbornness. Agree Disagree

26. We destroy the capacities of

children above all by making them

afraid, afraid of not doing what

other people_want, of not pleasing,

of making mistakes, of failing,

Agree ? Disagreeof beingwrong.

disagreed. We could',also show'the diversity within the

group. On average, less than two thirds of the group

/were in accord on the\items; Concordance was greater than

sixty seven per cent on only ten items: 2, 7, 8, 9, 12, 15

16, 18, 25, 26. Not only was there diversity of belief,

there was also a fair incidence of 'Not knowing'.
\

The second point Was argue that when this
\

diversity concerned a matter of fact, empirical investigations

could be designed whose results could change opinions or

dispel ignorance.

It did seem to be hihly desirable to discuss and

agree what were and what were not legitimate and acceptable

ways of handling disputes about matters of fact. Without

such consensus there could have been a running cynicism-

about all else that was to f011Ow.

Following -this initial scene-setting a standard,

but flexible, format was established with lecture/discussion

sessions of three quarters of an hour, followed by discussions

of experiments and their results.

As the topics show, the course was in fict extended to

last just over one and a half terms and the\sy,Liabus widened

to cover language development.

2
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Topics of Sessions.

4.1

263.

1 & 2 Introduction to child development: psycho-analytic,

Neo-behaviourist and Cognitive Developmental

-approaches. Comparisons in terms,of foci of

'interest and emphasis accorded to various factors

such as hLredity versus environment, pre-programmins

versus environmental contingences, sources of

motivation, importance of early learning, etc...

3 & 4 Development of moral reasoning: Piaget and

exten3lons.

5 CogniLL-e devel,Tmental approach: Basic concepts,

st,ges, *-11-1 approach.

6 V7 Sensory-Mr-tor Stage

8 Preop..rat:one! -..intuitive Stage,

9 Blocks to Development of Concrete Operations

10 Concrete ( )rational Stage: Introduction to operations

in class.ifyi.nq. and conserving,

11 Classification: gr,opinqs, and stages in handling

horizonta3 and verb:: a1 sets.

12- Conservation 6f amo,.,1:: etc...., including assess-

ment of impotance.

13 Training in conservation

14 Language development: its reit- in development

15 Social? factors and language development
4

There were sufficient introductory texts on Piaget

for everyone to have one, and additional relevant books

were inctorporated into a small library.. This was not

used-exte sively. -Handouts Were prepared which summarized

information on main points. Two films were shown.

For the experiments, a different procedure was adopted.

We told the teachers what our research was about outlining

our results and beliefs about social clasa difference; ir

questioning and answering behaviour (see chapter 1), We

went on to say that what we wished to do wa:J find out a

little more about children's prefer'.nces for some types of

2D0
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answer rather than others, but in the. mairl to find out how

we might encourage efficient questioning and answering

in eight and nine year olds from non-middle class backgrounds.

We established which schools were comparable to ,?/hich

in terms of catchment area and modernness of equipment and

buil,aings, so that we could group schools together°for

experimental design purposes. We presented brief handouts

for,some six investigations and fumbled our semi-democratic

way through to deciding which .schools would contain which

investigations. We would then prepare materials and have the

-group discuss them. When there was agreement about the

suitabilitycfthese we went ahead, when there was not,a teacher

from an uninvolved school would check out the materials and

report back. Once a design, procedure and materials were

agreed, the investigation would be run, and we would analyse

the results and report back to the group.

There was a measure of disorderliness about this. The

psydhologists were diffident about pushing and imposing, but

when we all got to know each other better, it was easier to

achieve agreed decisions.

Evaluation of the Course.

Originally, we had prepared a massive set of questions about

child development to be given at the beginning and end of the

course. The replies would have shown the teachers how much

they had learned and us what the weaknesses and strengths'

of the course had been. The Primary Adviser was asked to

play his eponymous rolo and cautioned against frightening

the teachers with our questionnaires. Their subsequent..

comments justified his caution. It should be possible,

however, to test knowledge acquired on a weekly basis once

rapport and trust-are established.

We did seek some guidance for future courses.bi
0

sending out a questionnaire a fortnight after the farewell

party. Of the fourteen teachers who had been preset t at the

start af the course, two had been forCeeto_abandon it by

4.
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prolonged illness and one had found .the logistics of the

journey from'school too complex. Ten of the other eleven

'returned the forms completed. The queStionnaire contained

two. questions that could certainly have been more sensibly

worded, viz. Q.9 which is incomprehensible and Q.13 which

might usefully have been elaborated.

The Questionnaire.

Structure.

la. Should the course have been longer, shorter-or

about one and a half terms?

lb. What is the best size for the group?

2. Should there have been more or less Piaget?

3. Should there have been more or fewer experiments?

4. Do you think the balance of co-operation in the

experiments was roughly right?

,(a) Would you have liked to design your own?

(b) If Yes to (a) how should have facilitated

this?

(c) Do you thinkwe should have consulted you more

or less about materials ,and design?

(d) We will send you more detailed information

about the data collected during the summer

term,. but should we have given you more results

as we went along?

5. How could I have improved my efforts to communicate

Piaget's ideas?

6. Was the somewhat' random division of time sensible or

would we have done better to:
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. o .

(a) been more careful to divide time

, equally

(b) had alternate weeks on Piaget and

experiments

(c) other

Content
4

7. Was the balance between the stages and aspects of

developmefit as seen-by Piaget all right?

Please tick

More About Right Less
oc-

(0 Introduction1basic ideas:

schema, assimilation,

accommodation, representation

of knowledge.

(ii) Sensory motor stage

(iii) Development froill 2 - 7 of so:

roles of play-iirlitation, 4

animism, artificialism, realism.

P

0

a

(iv) Concrete operations: classificatory_

capacities (groupings!)

(v) Concrete operations: conservation

(vi) Language development

(vii) Moral development (remember'

(viii) General introduction to child

development.

(ix) Social factors, reinforcement '

and development. '

8. What about the use of films? If more how many more

If less how many less

If you think there should have been more what would you

suggest they should focus upon:

1.
2.

3.

4.

2 9 :3
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9. Should we have asked you to do some tests of individual

children to see how, for example, children's classifi-

catory and contervation behaviour relates to Piaget's

ideas? Please tick - Yes No If 'Yes; how

many tests of say 6 children per test could you have

felt you could have run without too much effort?

10. Should we have"suggested that you read sections of

books before coming each week? Yes No

11. Were the level of presentation and degree of repetition

all right?

12. If we''find when we analyse data that we would like to
o

'repeat or vary some investigations,,would you be able

and keen to run anything further?

13. I wanted to. give out tests of knowledge about the

capacities of children at the beginning and end.

Would you have been put off by this?

14. Any other topics worth including in-such a course?

15. Any other comments (all welcome)

The comments suggested the preceived worthwhileness,

both of basically instructional courses and getting

experimental research conducted in this manner. In answer

to Q.12 everyone expressed'a willingness or volunteered with

enthusiasm for collecting more data.

Half the group felt that the level of presentation was

too general and abstract, and in their answers to other

questions; they pointed to ways of improvement. Repetition

was mentioned as desirable by several. Since it was in fact

29 4
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customary to summarise at the end of each sess.Loni.quickly

run over the previous week's content, and most points were

probably repeated at least once, this criticism emphasises

the need for considerable revision and recapitulation.

Demonstrations of concrete examples with materials were

Mentioned as a useful aid. Normally we male do with whatever

was to hand, anethig was inadequate. It would be sensible

to invest in some simple special materials. We showed only

two films during the course, and most participants thought

that two or three more would have been useful. (They,,are

available.) It is also true that the films could be both

a useful relief, change and means of illugtrating with real

concrete examples. Since everyone thought it would have

been sensible to hate tested more individual children on

classificatory and conservation tasks and generally said

they thought they could have tested four or five children

,a week, this would be worth bui]dinIT into any such operation.

What emerges is hardly surprising. The criticisms

point to insufficient use of prepared materials, insuffiCient

practice opportunities to see ;f children in their classes

really were like the theory said they'should be, and some

inadequacy of inexperience - on the part of-the psychologists.

Improvements and Developments.

Improvements.

Improvements peculiar to our course are of only personal and

parochial 'interest, but there are at least four aspects of

our activities that may have wider significance.

The time of day at which such courses would be most

efficacious is an issue about which a majority of people

within the educational system might, well agree. In principle

at least : it would be better if the acquisition of new

knowledge could occur earlier in the day and in the firm's

-time. The latter view can be supported in so far as we

vi.ev.the role of the teacher as one requiring the periodic

exposure to new ide.as and techniques and one requiring

t.
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teachers themselves to be actively involved in the

evaluation and dissemination of new knowledge. Earliness

in the day would be defended by appealing to the evidence

chat it is particularly difficult to attend to, understand

and learn new knowledge when one is fatigued. But principlei

do not necessarily help with decisions about priorities. And

who is to watch the mice when the cat io away? Organisation

does not presenT-treaioult administrative problem in and

of itself, but current staffing arrangements ensure admin-
.

istrative difficulties and discontent. An apprOpriate

solution will be found only after enough people with enough

power create an atmosphere that will insist upon a change

in the present conceptions of the teacher's role.

). A second leis general criticism of the course,that

may be a simple indictment of the organisers' naivety, would

suggest a change i=the balance of the'content, less of the

general abstract anamore of the particular concrete. We

were aware of the danger of witterin3 in technical jargon

and made a strenuous effort to bridge the gap between

idealised theoretical models of ,children's competence and

this six year old who thinks there are more tialips than

flowes in this vase. A personal guess is that academics

are likely, even after making,adjustments, to fail to

maintain a persistent anchoring to specific instances of

teaching problems. In practice this means a running

check on the perceived relevance and value of what is being

communicated.

We should also-have evaluated the changes achieved.

In what ways did participants benefit? Was only their morale

enhaxged? Did they learn how to conduct experiments within

the domai. we were examining? Did they change their

theories of orl:ld development? Did they now see why some

skills might have ...precede others in growing children?

There does seem to be'a climate of opinion which sees testing

as evaluation of the tested rather than as an evaluation of

the material, the instructor or the interaction of the variables.
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Not only does evaluation have this peculiar bias of focus,

it also carries overtones of the blameworthiness or

praiseworthiness of the individuals learning. A change

.n orientation, whereby evaluation took on the eaning of

knowledge of results, would be more helpful; if it were

seen as inforrnat 'Ion about progress made and next steps to

be taken, it would be easier to introduce what is an

imperative in any excursion' into learning. and teaching.

Alas, we did not evaluate the teachers' learning in any

systematic way.

Finally, we failed to follow through: Our course

was yet another one-off job with loose ends left untied,

so it died. We had intended to write up the venture

quickly and repeat an improved version in the following

,year and then use that as the cornerstone of an organic

structure, but this hope foundered. Staff leaving and

other commitments and pribrities accumulated to render the

scheme unviable, but dfters may repeat, improve and develop

such activiti6s.

Development.

Teachers' Centres are the obvious base of operations. Six

months of weekly sessions may have a natural viability. A

group of between ten and fifteen working teachers with-a

common interest; one or more researcher, and preferatay

an LEA representative may be about the right size.

The common interest could be in the age of children

taught, the subject of main concerA, or in a particular

scheme or 'technique. The researcher should have the

responsibilityfor finding out all there is to know about

the topic, organising this into features for instruction,

discussion and experimentation. What evidence is there

that the Bloggs Reading Scheme works? What is meant by

the claim of its producers that they have 'scientifically

tested' it? Put it to the test and evaluate it. One

suspects that toormany courses fail to pose the critical

297
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questions and then pursue the answers to these by systematic

investigation. How can children be encouraged to find out

if they see only motes of routine acceptance in the eyes of

teachers' and researchers?

At the' end of the courses what is to be done with
,

the knowledge accumulated? There is nothing odd about writing

,books. It is even less 'strange to write journal articles,

but, what might be particuarly useful Would be to organise

publication regionally. 'D4y-conferences at which the teacher

participants report thei-riactivities 'to other teachers in

their LEA and neighbouring.areas are one possibility. These

could not only spread the information, but might motivate

others to join groups. It should boost morale to be actually

doing something with result's found by oneself. Following

such an occasion,'papers could be written, gestetnered and

circulated to. other interested parties. The newly

constituted LEA 's should be larie-enodgh to maintain bi-annual

regional journa'As of education.

There a-e many advantages to such activities, and they

require nothing but the will to start moving.
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